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Abstract

Rat igE-Sepharose binds nvo surface rec€ptors from solubilized rat basophilic leukemia (RBL) cells.

These glyc¡proteins are refe¡red to as H and R, however current nomenclature refers to them as

FcrR" and Fc.RI(û) respectively. Results presented in these studies indicåte that the same two

proteins also bind specificåuy to no¡mal rat Igc-sepharose, and are capable of interactíon in

solution with IgG monomers from ¡at and a variety of heterologous species, al¡hough the affinities

of the ¡eceptor[gc interactions vary characteristicâlly for each receptor betwe€n species and

subclasses of IgG. The rat immunoglobulins cån be ranked in order of theír affinities fo¡ R as

follows: IgE >> IgG, > IgG, > Igc2¡, For H, the aff¡niries are of the order: IgE > IgG, > igG,

> IgGz". Although rar Igc2. interacred with borh H and R, a preÆise ranking of irs affiniry was not

possible. All of the heterologous Igcs intefacted with H considerably more strongly than with R.

The ¡esults suggest that the lgc/rec€ptor ínteraction may be important in itself and may also have

an influenc€ on the interaction of the rec€ptors wíth IgE.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The system of interest basically consists of two parts: a receptor, whích is a part of a cell

membrane, and a ligand, which is bound by this receptor. In this particular case, the

receptor selectively binds immunoglobulin proteins.

Historically, the immunoglobulins were the first part of the system to be discovered, and

it only became apparent somewhat later that these proteins were capable of binding to a

cellular receptor. As a result, at this point in time, our understanding of immunoglobulin

structure and function is considerably better than our understanding of the receptor. This

introductory discussion begins therefore with a general description of the immunoglobulin

proteins.
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Immunoglobulins

The immunoglobulins (antibodies) are a family of structurally related proteins which are

capable of recognizing and binding to foreign or nonself molecules (antigens). This binding

subsequently leads to the activation of a variety of secondary cytotoxic and phagocytic

mechanisms which inactivate and/or eliminate the antigen from the body. The antibody

molecule thus serves the dual purpose of: (a) identiffing the antigen and (b) alerting

various defense mechanisms.

The role of antigen identification requires that the antibody be capable of distinguishing self

from nonself. The immune system's B cells therefore produce a vast array of structuralþ

similar immunoglobulin molecules, each capable of recognizing a specifii antigenic

determinant. Each B cell produces antibodies or only one antigenic specificity, but the

enormous diversity of B cells results in a repertoire of antibodies that covers virtually every

conceivable antigen. An individuat even possesses B cells capable of producing anti(selQ

antibodies, however these are (usualþ) suppressed. The mechanism of this suppression, and

of immunoregulatory systems in general, is presently the focus of a great deal of attention.

The other major function of the immunoglobulin, that of inducing various biological

activ.ities, is the responsibility of a distinct portion of the molecule called the Fc region. lt

is this part of the molecule that is of primary concern in the work that follows in later

chapters,
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General Structure

Immunoglobulins in their monomeric form are four-chain macromolecules consisting of two

identical heavy chains and two identical light chains, The two healy chains are covalently

bound together by interchain disulfide bonds, and each light chain is similarly bound to a

heary chain. Such å structure is represented schematically in Figure 1.1. On the basis of

amino acid sequence data, both the heavy and light chains can be divided into stretches of

approximately 110 amino acids which show strong homology from one species to another

within the same immunoglobulin class (see below). Each of these stretches includes an

intrachain disulfide bond which encloses a peptide loop of some 60 to 70 amino acids, and

is folded into a compact globular siructure called a domain (7). In all classes of

immunoglobulin, the light chains consist of two such domains. The number of domains that

make up the heary chain varies between 4 and 5, depending on the class, but in the case

of the G class immunoglobulin (IgG) shown, the heavy chains consist of four domains.

Edelman suggested in 1970 that each of these domains has evolved to fulfit a specific

function (2). For instance, the -NH, terminal domains of both the heavy and light chains

are responsible for the antigen binding function of the molecule. The amino acid

sequenc€s of these domains contain hypervariable residues which determine the antigenic

specificity of the binding site, and the domain is therefore referred to as the variable regìon

of each chain.
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Flgure 1.1 Schemâlic struclure of an lgc class immunoglobulin molecule. V, and V" reDresenl lhe variable
region domains, CL and Cd represent the constant region domains-.
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The amino acid sequences of the other domains of the heavy and light chains are strongly

conserved within a class, constituting what ís known as the constant region. on the light

chain, the constant region only comprises a single domain, which is involved in interchain

disulfide bonding to the heavy chain. on the healy chain on the other hand, the constant

region consists of the three (or four (see below)) -cooH terminal domains. Each of these

is referred to by number, starting with the domain nearest the -NH, terminal, as indicated

in Figure 1.1.

En4'rnes such as papain split the immunoglobulin molecule at a point between the c,.,1 and

Çr2 domains, resulting in the production of three fragments. Two of these contain the

variable regions, retain the antigen binding function of the molecule, and are referred to

as the Fab fragments (antigen binding). The third fragment is made up of the paired c,.,2

and cn3 domains, and it retains the biological effector functions, such as bittding to the

immunoglobulin receptors of various c¿l/s. This fragment can be crystallized, and is therefore

referred to as the Fc fragmenr (crystallizable).

It should be mentioned at rhis point that, in addition to the interaction with Fc receptors

alluded to in the last paragraph, the Fc region is also involved in the activation of the

complement system. T-he c1 component of this complex group of proteins is activated by

an interaction with the Fc portion of antigen-bound immunoglobulin. This activation of c1

induces the cascade of reactions which lead to the production of inflammation, marking of
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foreign materials for phagocytosis (opsonization), and the direct killing of various cells and

microorganisms.

The stretch of amino acids between the Ç.1 and c,,2 domains, within which papain acts

to cleave the molecule, is referred to âs the hinge reginn, This is a region of approximately

15 amino acids which are important to the overall structure of the immunoglobulin molecule

(3). As indicated in Figure 1.1, the cysteine residues of the hinge region are involved in

the formation of interchain disulfide bonds, linking the two heavy chains of the molecule.

These bonds serve to maintain the spatial relationship between the paired cn2 domains

(quaternary structure). As the name implies, the hinge is also involved in the segmental

flexibility of the antibody molecule, allowing the antigen combining regions to assume a

variety of orientations relative to one another and the Fc region. Finally, the hinge serves

as â spacer, putting some distance between the Fab and Fc. The importance of this

function is discussed below.

The spatial arrangement of the Fc domains has been determined by x-ray crystallography

(4). Through such studies, it has been determined that the paired -cooH terminal

domains (cn3 in Figure 1.1) associate with on€ another through high affinity, noncovalent

interactions. In contrast, the domains between these -cooH terminal domains and the

hinge region (cn2 in Figure 7.1) do not interact and are separated by a solvent filled

channel' Furthermore, the immunoglobulins are glycoproteins, and a carbohydrate

prosthetic group is attached to each c,r2 domain on the su¡face of the domain /a cing this
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solvent channel (ie. between the domains). This is the case at least for the G class

immunoglobulins, which is the onþ class for which x-ray crystallographic data are available.

The spatial relationship of these domains is maintained by the hinge region disulfide bonds

on the one hand (as mentioned above), and by the tightly associated -cooH terminal

domains on the other.

The three dimensional (quaternary) structure of the Fc region has been found to be crucial

to the biological activity of immunoglobulins. Reduction of the hinge region interchain

disulfide bonds for example destroys the spatial relationship of the two Ç'2 domains by

allowing them to move relative to one another, This alteration in the molecule's quaternary

structure strongþ inhibits both Fc receptor binding and complement activation (3).

Actually, since the c.r3 domains remain together under these conditions, these findings are

quite informative in that they tend to indicate the importance of the Çr2 domains, and

their orientation relative to one another and the c,,3 domain, in rec€ptor binding and

complement activation.

Further evidence for the importance of the cH2 domains in these functions comes from

studies with hinge deleted proteins. These studies have indicated that, in the absence of

a normal hinge region, Fc receptor binding and complement fixation are inhibited. This

might be due to an unstable spatial relationship between the two C',2 domains, resulting

from a lack of the hinge region interchain disulfide bonds (as discussed above). However,

X-ray crystallographic studies on these proteins have failed to show any significant
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conformational alteration in the Fc region itself (5). It has been suggested therefore, that

the inhibition is a result of steric interference, due to the close proximity of the Fab regions

and the cH2 domains (3). Therefore, in addition to the implications that these findings

have concerning the location of the functional sites on the immunoglobulin, they also

indicate the importance of the hinge region as a spacer between the Fab and Fc, mentioned

above.

Immuno glo bulin cla s s e s

All of the structural information presented in the previous section was in reference to the

G class immunoglobulins, as was mentioned. There are in fact fve known classes or

isotypes or these proteins in most higher mammals. The present nomenclature

recommended by the WHO is presented in Table 1.1 (1).

The various classes are distinguished from one another on the basis of variations in the

structure of their heavy chains. These structural differences give rise to differences in

physicochemical, functional and antigenic characteristics. Thus it has been possible to

separate the classes on the basis of physicochemical differences, and to produce antibodies

capable of recognizing the specific antigenic determinants of each immunoglobulin class

(antibodies to antibodies). These class specific antisera have subsequently assisted in further

purifÌcation of specific immunoglobulin classes, and have provided a valuable means of

comparing the immunoglobulin classes of different species.
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Table1.l lmmunoglobulinnomenclature

lmmunoglobulìn G

lmmunoglobulin A

lmmunoglobulin M

lmmunoglobulin D

lmmunoglobulin E

lsG

lsA

lstul

lgD

lsE

gamma-G globulin

7 S gamma-globulin

gamma-A globulìn

beta 2 A-globulin

gamma-M globulin

19 S gamma-globulin

feagin

lgND
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The heavy chains of a particular class are referred to by the Greek letter corresponding to

the class name: mu for IgM, alpha for Igd gamma for IgG, delta for IgD and epsilon for

IgE. These structural variations in the heavy chains which set each class apart are

represented schematically in Figures 1.2 and 7.3. The human immunoglobulin classes are

presented here since the data is most complete in this species, but one rat ctass (IgE) is

also illustrated (Figure 1.2). comparison with the analogous human IgE shows that the

structure of a particular class is quite similar from one species to another.

10
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Schematic slruclures ol human lgc. and lgE, and of rât IgE. Comparison of the human ênd ¡al
lghs shows thal. even across such div€rse species dillerences, the slructure ol a partjcular
immunoglobulin ciass is quite similar. The symbols used are lhe same as ihose uied in Figure
1.1.

T7

Figure 1,2
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F¡gure 1.3 schemaric slructures of human lgN4, lgA, and lgD. The symbols used are lhe same as those
used in Figure 1.1 ln lhe cas6 óf lgA-, the disùlfide bondiirq of several cvsteinJ iesi¿Jes 

---
remains uncertain and ihese bonds ãre indicaled by dashed'lines,
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fgG

IgG is the predominant immunoglobulin class in the serum of higher vertebrates, accounting

for 70-75va of the total immunoglobulin pool, and is of particular interest in the work to

be described. IgG isolated from normal serum exists as a monomeric protein with a

molecular mass of approximateþ 150,000 daltons. The purified protein however has a

tendency to form aggregates, and it precipitates on isoelectric focusing. on electrophoresis,

IgG shows a broad range of mobilities, from so called slow gamma to alpha 2. This range

of net charge is also seen on isoelectric focusing and ion-exchange chromatography, and is

partially attributable to variations in such things as the protein's carbohydrate cÐntent and

the amino acid sequence of the variable region.

Another source of charge heterogeneity is the existence of subclasses. In fact, differences

in electrophoretic mobility and ion exchange characteristics of immunoglobulin preparations

supposedly containing only one c/as.r, suggested that it might be possible to further divide

the IgG class into these subclasses (6). The existence of the subclasses has been further

confirmed, and finer divisions have been made, based on subsequent studies of the

immunoglobulins produced constitutively by a variety of immunocytomas (7). Each of these

tumors produces a single specific immunoglobulin in vast quantities, providing an ample

source of a single homogeneous protein for biochemical studies. In fact, it would be quite

fair to say that much of our present knowledge of immunoglobulin structure and function

is directly attributable to the discovery of these tumors.
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Thus, human, mouse and rat each have been found to possess four different subclasses of

IgG. In the human, these a¡e referred to as IgG,, IgGr, IgG, and IgGo. In the mouse,

they are called IgG,, IgGr, IgG^ and IgGr. In the rat, the subclasses are named IgG,,

IgGr, IgGo and IgGr. In guinea pigs, so far only two subclass have been discovered, IgG,

and IgGr. The rabbit is unique in that only one subclass of IgG has thus far been

described' Unfortunately, while the immunoglobulin classes on different species are directly

comparable, the subclasses are not. This is because the classes of each species are

distinguished by physicochemícal, functional and antigenic criteria, while the subclasses are

distinguished on the basis of physicochemical characteristics alone. Thus, for example, the

IgG,'s of the various species are not necessarily functionalþ analogous.

The structures of the human, mouse and guinea pig IgG subclasses are represented

schematically in Figure 1.4.
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unfortunately, the structures of the rat subclasses have not yet been determined. Several

features of these structures should be pointed out, First, there is the variation in the

location of the disulfide bond linking the heary and light chains. In both the human and

mouse IgG,subclasses, the cysteine residue involved in this linkage resides between the cl,1

and Ç2 domains, close to position number 220 in the amino acid chain. In the other

subclassss however (and in most other immunoglobulin classes), the residue involved is

between the v"and Çr1 domains, near position 130 in the heavy chain. In fact this is not

as major a structural difference as it might appear from the representations of Figure 1.4,

since x-ray crystallographic analysis has indicated that, due to the folding of the c,r1 domain,

positions 130 and 220 are actualry very close to one another (1). The other point of

interest is the unusually long hinge region of the human IgG, subclass. The number of

disulfide bonds contained in this region range from estimates of lle to fifteen (i), although

more recently this range has been narrowed to 10-11 (g).

IgE

The other immunoglobulin class of interest in subsequent chapters is IgE (Figure l.z). lg9

exists at the extreme opposite end of the scale from IgG in terms of abundance in serum,

being present only in extremely low concentration and accounting for only 0.0032o of the

total immunoglobulin in normal serum (9). None the less, it plays a major role in immediate

hypersensitivity reactions (discussed below). However, much of the chemical information

on this class is only available as a result of the discovery of IgE secreting tumors, similar

to those mentioned in the discussion of IgG subclasses above (10, 11).
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As with IgG, IgE exists as a monomer, but unlike IgG it is heat labile and looses its

biological activity on heating at 56'c. The IgE molecule is substantially heavier than IgG,

having a molecular mass of approximateþ 190,000 daltons. This increased weight is

accounted for by two significant structural differences between IgE and IgG. First, as

indicated in Figure 1.2, the healy chain is extensiveþ glycosylated, and covalently attached

carbohydrate accounts for about 72vo or the molecule by weight. The second obvious

structural feature is the presence of an extra domain in the heavy chain, with five heavy

chain domains instead of the four seen in IgG. The 'extra' domain appears to be the c"2

domain, which is in a position analogous to the hinge region of IgG. The molecule would

appear to lack an lgGlike hinge region therefore, but Bennich has proposed that the hinge

region of IgG might actually represent a 'collapsed' domain, and thus be equivalent to the

Çr2 domain of the IgE heavy chain (1). In fact, the location of the interheavy chain

disulfide bonds on either side of the IgE c"2 domain suggests the 'insertion' of the domain

in a hinge type region, and fits well with Bennich's proposal.

There is no evidence thus far for the existence of any subclasses of IgE. However, in view

of the extremely low serum concentration of the class and the lack of large numbers of IgE

myelomas, subclasses would have been difficult to detect. It has been possible however to

determine the amino acid sequences of both human and rat IgE (12), and the structures

based on these sequences are presented in Figure 1.2. As mentioned above, comparison
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of the two structures emphasizes the similarity of proteins of the same class from different

species.

IgA

IgA (Figure 1.3) only accounts for about lo to l5vo of the total serum immunoglobulin, but

it is the predominant class of immunoglobulin in extravascular secretions. Most of the IgA

in mammary gland, digestive tract and nasal secretions, and in saliva and tears, is a dimeric

form, referred to as secretory IgA (SIgA). The SIgA consists of two IgA monomers, a

small joining molecule called J chain, and a gþcoprotein called secretory component (sc)

(9)' This structure is illustrated in Figure 1.5. In man, two subclasses of IgA have been

identified, IgA, and IgAr.

rgM

In the human, IgM accounts Íor 5 to 70vo of total serum immunoglobulin, and normally

exists as a pentamer in association with a J chain subunit , as shown in Figure 1.6. The

molecular mass of this entire structure is approximately 950,000 daltons. As with Igd a

more detailed illustration of one of the pentamer's subunits has already been presented in

Figure 1.3. Similarly to IgE, the heary chain consists of five domains, with the e,2 domain

in the hinge position. Each of the five subunits in the intact molecule is held together by

disulfìde bonding through cysteine residues very close to the -COOH terminal, and, in the

human, on the C,r3 domain. There are apparently no subclasses of the IgM class.
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Figure 1.5 Schematic slructure of dimeric (secretory) lgA. SC, secretory componenl, J, J chain. Dashed
lines indicate uncertainty as to lhe precjse patlern of disulfide bonding. All olher symbols are
lhe sarne as lhose used in F¡gure 1.1.
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Flgure 1.6 Schematic slruclure of penlameric lg[r, J, J chain. All olher symbols are lhe same as lhose
used jn Figure 1,1.
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A special form of monomeric IgM exists on the surface of B cells, where it is thought to

serve as one of the antigen receptors involved in the initial activation of the B cell. This

form of IgM is actually an integral membrane protein of the B cell; it is not bound through

Fc receptors (see below), and it is not secreted from the cell in this form (13).

IcD

IgD (Figure 1.3) is only present in very small amounts in the serum, accounting for just

03vo or tÕtal serum immunoglobulin (9). However, in addition to the membrane IgM

meniioned above, a membrane form of IgD exists which also plays an important role as an

antigen receptor in B cell activation. In this membrane form IgD is unusual in that about

50vo or the molecules appear to lack the inter heary chain disulfide bonds and exist as

'half molecules, consisting of a single heavy chain and a single light chain, with a single

antigen combining region (13).

The structure of IgD was presented in Figure 1.3. There are a couple of remarkable

features in the structure. First, the hinge region of human IgD is unusually long, contains

covalently attached carbohydrate and includes a segment containing many charged amino

acid residues, such as those of lysine and glutamic acid. The other feature of note is the

gþcosylation of the cH3 domains. once again, there is no evidence for IgD subclasses thus

far.
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Rat immunoglobulins

As previously mentioned, the majority of available data relates to human immunoglobulins,

with the mouse ranking a very close second. The species of interest in the following work

however is the,'dt. unfortunately, there is very little structural data available for the rat

immunoglobulins, but Table 1.2 presents a summary of the physicochemical characteristics

and biological functions of each of the rat classes and subclasses, based primariþ on the

data of Bazin (reviewed in 14, 15).
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Tablo 1.2 Physicochemical propedi€s and biological lunctions ol rat immunoglobulins

lSG, lgG." lSc^ lsc,. lsM IsE

Synonyms 7S-r, tSG. tSG"

Sedimentation Consrant 6.7 S 6.4 S 6.5 S 6,7 S i7-19 S 7S 7.6 S
lrolecular Weight (Dallons) 156,000 156,000 - 156,000 - .t63,000 tg3-tS8,OOO

Allotypic var¡ants{'r yes yes
Serum concenlralion (mg/ml) 5.85 8.OO - 2.60 0.56 O.lg O,Oz

Half life (days) 2.20 5.0 2.6 1.12 0.5
Protein A binding + - 1 + + +

Antibody activity yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

Complement f¡xat¡on yes yes yes yes yes no no
P¡acenlal lransler yes - yes
¡,rucosal secretion no no no - no yes

Thermolability (56'C) no no no no no no yes
Persislence ¡n skin hours - days

Pass¡ve cutaneous anaphylaxis no yes no - yes

1, Allolypic varianls havê also been d€scriÞd fo¡ lhe tappå tight c¡ajn
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The Receptor

As indicated at the outset, the other half of the system of interest is the receptor, which

is a part of the cell membrane, and which selectively binds the immunoglobulin proteins.

This introductory discussion therefore continues with a general description of the cell

membrane and its components, providing an introduction to the cell membrane,s receptor

proteins.

Structure of the cell membrane

The membranes of mosr cells consist of about 40vo lipid and 60vo protein by weight (16).

The lipid portion of the membrane is predominantþ made up of cholesterol and the three

phospholipids phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylethanolamine and phosphatidylserine, the

relative amounts of each of these varying somewhat from one cell type to another, There

are other lipids present as well, although in smaller quantities. A group that perhaps

deserves mention here is phosphatidyl inositol and its phosphorylated derivatives

phosphatidyl inositol-4-phosphare and phosphatidyl inositol-4,5-bisphosphate. Although the

latter two species only account for abou| Tvo and 0.4vo respectively of the total membrane

phospholipids, they appear to play an important role in the transmission of signals across

the cell membrane (17, 18).
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Phospholipils

Figure 1.7 illustrates how the structures of the phospholipids are based on the three carbon

backbone of glycerol, with long chain fatty acids esterified to the hydroxyl groups at carbon

atoms 1 and 2. The third carbon is substituted with a phosphate group, which in turn is

joined through an ester linkage to a group such as choline (Figure 1.7), ethanolamine,

serine or inositol (Figure 1.8). At the normal physiological pH of 7.4, these phosphodiester

linked groups either carry a net charge or exhibit a charge assymetry (polarity) as shown.

The result is that phospholipid molecules have a dual (amphipathic) nature. The long chain

fatty acid tails are non-polar and tend to associate with one another, excluding charged

molecular species such as water and ions. The phosphodiester linked groups on the other

hand form a polar head group that interacts quite well with water molecules, which are also

highly polar. The fatty acid tails are therefore referred to as hydrophobír (water fearing),

while the polar head groups are referred to as hydrophilic (water loving).

As a result of this dual nature, in an aqueous environment the phospholipids tend to

arrange themselves in a bilayer, \,/ith the hydrocarbon chains of the fatty acids extending

into the bilayer perpendicular to the surface (Figure 1.10). rüater and ions are thus

excluded from the hydrophobic membrane interior, while the polar head groups line the

bilayer surfaces, where they interact with the aqueous environment. The phospholipids of

the cell membrane appear to be similarly arranged in a single bimolecular layer, held

together entirely by hydrophobic and polar interactions.
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Aqueous envi torvnent
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Proteins

The twenty common amino acids, from which the proteins are made, vary in their

hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity. In an aqueous environment, the amino acid chain of a

protein will tend to fold so as to allow the hydrophobic groups to interact with one another

in the interior of the protein molecule, while the hydrophilic groups will be exposed to the

environment. This is similar to the association of phospholipids in an aqueous environment,

as discussed above. within the cell membrane however, the hydrophobic amino acids

interact well with the fatty acid tails of the membrane phospholipids. In this environment,

the proteins can exist in conformations that present the hydrophobic amino acids to the

similarly hydrophobic environment of the membrane interior.

The integral proteins of the membrane therefore have a dual nature similar to that of the

phospholipids, with the regions of hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino acids largely confined

to separate parts of the protein molecule. These proteins are thus thought to be oriented

in the cell membrane in such a way that their hydrophobic regions interact with the fatty

acid tails of the membrane phospholipids in the membrane interior, while the hydrophilic

regions extend beyond the membrane surface and are exposed to the aqueous environment

(Figure 1.11).
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The proteins are prevented from turning over by the fact that this would require the

immersion of the hydrophilic regions of the protein in the hydrophobic environment of the

membrane interior. They are quite free however to move laterally through the surrounding

lipid, which at normal physiological temperatures exists in a fluid phase. This is the "Fluid

Mosaic Model" of membrane structure, proposed by singer, Nicolson and poste (lg,2o),

in which the membrane proteins "float" in a continuous lipid bilayer; a "sea of lipid,'.

It should be apparent that transferring these integral membrane proteins to a completely

aqueous environment would require a radical change in the protein's conformation to hide

the exposed hydrophobic regions. such a conformational change would require a substantial

amount of energy. In chemical terms, this is the same as safng that this hydrophobíc

interaction is quite strong. As a result, these proteins are held quite tightly within the

membrane, a feature that has made membrane proteins exceedingly difficult to study. The

characterization of a particular protein invariabþ involves its purification. The purification

of an integral membrane protein requires its removal from the membrane. This removal

involves the use of detergents or organic solvents to dissolve the cell membrane, disrupting

the protein's hydrophobic interaction with the membrane lipids. unfortunately, many of

these proteins seem to require the surrounding membrane lipid in order to function

normally. consequently, their removal from the membrane often results in the loss of, or

some alteration in, their activity. Furthermore, since membrane proteins also interact with

one another through hydrophobic and/or hydrophilic interactions, the use of detergents and

solvents also disrupts these protein/protein interactions. Since the function of a particular
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protein may require interaction with another protein, once again this can result in the

purification of a non-functional protein, or in the loss of a subunit of interest.

on the other hand, not all of the membrane proteins are held so tenaciously. The so called

exlrínsb membrane proteins are typical globular proteins with hydrophitic exteriors. These

interact strongly with charged or hydrogen-bonding groups on the membrane surface, but

they can be removed from the membrane by increasing the ionic strength or changing the

pH of the aqueous buffer.

In concluding this introductory discussion of membranes, it should be pointed out that the

membrane is not symmetrical with respect to the composition of the inner and outer

leaflets. There is an asymmetric distribution of both phospholipid and protein on the two

surfaces of the membrane (21). Thus, although many of the membrane proteins are

glycosylated, their covalently attached carbohydrate is only present on that portion of the

protein located on the outer surface of the membrane (Figure 1.11). The distribution of

the proteins themselves is quite asymmetric, with different types of proteins being located

exclusively on the inner or outer surface¡ of the membrane, atthough some span the

membrane and are exposed to both the cytoplasm and the extracellular environment. This

is rather reasonable, in view of the different functional requirements on either side of the

membrane. In addition, there is generally considerably more proteit on the inner surface

than on the outer surface . with respect to the phospholipids, although each phospholipid

is generally present on both sides of any particular membrane, the distribution is
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asymmetric. In the case of the erythrocyte membrane for example, the majority of the

phosphatidylcholine and sphingomyelin is found in the outer layer of the membrane, while

the inner (cytoplasmic) layer contains the majority of the phosphatidylserine and phospha-

tidylethanolamine. The functional importance of this lipid asymmetry is presently under

investigation.

Receptor proteins

The ability of proteins having a particular amino acid sequence to fold in such a way as to

interact only with a very limited number of other components is one of the central tenets

of biochemistry. Thus, over time proteins have evolved that interact with specific molecular

species (ligands) to do a specific job. These specific ligands include everything from other

proteins, peptides and sugars, to inorganic ions. The key point herc ß the specific,/y of the

interaction. Enzymes for example require their spec¡)'í¿ substrateJ in order to perform their

particular function, and the specificity of the antibody/antigen interaction is well known.

similarly, each of the membrane proteins have their specific ligands. some of these are

cellular components. For instance, the phospholþid methyltransferase membrane proteins

specifically bind both phosphatidylethanolamine (from the membrane) and the methyl group

donor s-adenosyl-L-methionine (from the cytoplasm), converting phosphatidylethanolamine

to phosphatidylcholine (22). on the other hand, some of these membrane proteins
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specifically bind extracellular components. The idea that these proteins serve to provide

some means of interaction between the cell and the extracellular environment has led to

them being referred to as receptors.

Fc Receptors

A relatively large number of different cell types possess membrane proteins which

specifically bind extracellular immunoglobulin molecules (reviewed jn 23, 24, 25, 26, 27).

This binding can generally be inhibited by Fc fragments of the immunogtobulin, impllng

that this is the part of the immunoglobulin molecule responsible for the interaction. The

proteins are therefore referred to as Fc rcceptoß (FcR). This is an operational term (3),

and does not imply that the receptors on different cell types are structurally related or that

the same site on the immunoglobulin is recognized by all cell types. In fact, clear

differences are found in the receptors on different cell types with respect to their molecular

masses (range 12,0ff) to 130,000 daltons, average approximately 45,000 to 65,000 daltons

(24, 28)), binding constants (range 10a to 1010 M'l (29, 30)), relative affinities for monomeric

and aggregated immunoglobulin, antigenicity of the receptor as probed with anti(FcR)

antibodies, species and subclass specificity of immunoglobulin binding, and the sensitivity

of the receptors to proteases (31). Moreover, several biochemically distinct types of FcR

can even exist on the some cell.

None the less, this does not pr""lude the possibility that the various FcR are structurally

related. A structural similarity of different Fc receptors has been suggested by some on the
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basis of their binding the same type of immunoglobulin (32). However, since much of the

work to be described in the following chapters is concerned with such ligand cross reactivity,

further discussion of the conclusions that can be reached on the basis of these studies will

be delayed until a later chapter. suffice it to say at this point that despite the sugestion

of relatedness based on cross reactivity, the ultimate assessment of FcR similarity will

depend on the amino acid sequence of the FcR proteins. Fortunately, these sequences are

quickly becoming available as various groups succeed in cloning the genes for various Fc

receptors (33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41).

The apparent heterogeneity of the FcR proteins is enhanced somewhat by disagreement in

the results of different groups supposedly studlng the same receptor protein. Actualþ,

given the variety of different methods used in Fc receptor studies, disagreement between

different groups could almost be anticipated. Moreover, collaborative studies have shown

that the FcR on cells of the same line, maintained in different laboratories (sublines), have

somewhat different characteristics, even when studied using exactly the same methods (42),

^the biological function or the Fc receptors appears to depend on the type of cell on which

they are expressed (23, 24). There is much evidence that FcR are involved in the

recognition and specific lysis of antibody coated target cells by K cells, the effector cells of

antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADcc). Fc receptors have also been

implicated in the regulation of antibody production by B cells, and they play an important

role in the placental transport of antibodies to the fetus by fetat yolk sac membranes and
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placental cells. on mast cells and basophils, FcR binding of immunoglobulin enables the

otherwise 'blind' cells to recognize the antigens that the antibodies were produced in

response to. As will be discussed below, it is this antibodyÆcR mediated recognition that

subsequentþ initiates the release of the mediators of immediate hypersensitivity contained

in these cells' Precisely how the antibodyÆcR interaction induces these various biological

effects remains to be determined.

It is quite reasonable to expect that Fc receptors having different functions might also have

different structures and induce different biochemical reactions. Conversely, it is possible that

Fc receptors involved in similar functions on different cell types may have similar structures

and be involved in similar biochemical pathways. Thus it might be possible to group FcR

into several 'classes', each having a particular biologicat function. on the other hand, it is

not inconceivable that all FcR induce the sam€ biochemical signals, which might have

different effects on the various types of differentiated cells. If this were the case however,

it would be difficult to understand why a single cell would carry more than one type of Fc

rec€ptor.

Fc receptors for IgE on mast cells and basophils

Basophils and mast cells both contain prominent cytoplasmic secretory granules that stain

with certain basic dyes. This characteristic staining of the granules is due to the storage

of large amounts of acidic proteoglycans, such as heparin in the mast cells and chondroitin
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sulfate in basophils, However, the cells also produce and store a variety of biogenic amines,

neutral proteases, acid hydrolases, oxidative enzymes and chemotactic peptides (43). The

biogenic amines, such as histamine in human mast cells and histamine and serotonin in

rodent mast cells, are the dominant components on a molar basis in the granules of these

cells. Basophils and mast cells therefore represent a major source of chemical mediators

involved in a variety of inflammatory and immunologic proc€sses and disorders, and they

play a particularly important role in diseases of immediate hypersensitivity (allergr).

In all mammalian species yet studied, both mast cells and basophils have been found to

express Fc receptors that are specifìc for IgE (termed Fc.R), and bind antibodies of this

class with high affinity. This IgE binding results in rhe 'sensitization' of the cells, and

subsequent exposure of these sensitized c€lls to a multivalent antigen specifically recognized

by the cell bound IgE, triggers the cells to release the contents of their granules into the

surroundings. Such triggering also induces the secretion of newly generated mediators such

as prostaglandin Dr, platelet activating factor and leukotrienes (discussed below). Both the

preformed and newly generated components released by the activated cells are potent

vasoactive and chemotactic compounds, the release of which induces the typical symptoms

of the allergic reaction: wheal and erythema reactions in the skin for example, rhinitis

and/or asthma in the respiratory system.

A similar reaction can be initiated by antibodies directed either against the Fc receptor

bound IgE or against the receptor itself, suggesting that it is the crosslinking of the cell
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surface Fc reæptors that produces the response (44). This exocltotic degranulation can also

be induced in response to a variety of immunologically nonspecifir agents, including certain

components of the activated complement system, lymphokines, several naturally occurring

and synthetic basic peptides, lectins, and some neurotransmitters, although sensitivity to

many of these stimuli varies considerably according to species and cell type (45).

Recently, evidence has been presented implicating mast cells and basophils in certain cell

mediated immune responses, and it is thought that mast cell mediators might also affect the

function of T lymphocytes and other cells involved in the immune response (45).

Despite their many similarities, mast cells and basophils also display many differences.

Basophils differentiate and mature in the bone marrow, circulate in the blood, and are not

normally found in the connective tissues. Mast cells on the other hand, are ordinariþ

distributed throughout normal connective tissues (45). They are often situated adjac€nt to

blood and lymphatic vessels, near or within nerves, and beneath epithelial surfaces which

are exposed to environmental antigens, such as those of the respiratory and gastointestinal

s)ßtems and the skin, In some species, such as the rat, mast cells are also abundant in the

fibrous capsules of internal organs and in physiological exudates such as the peritoneal fluid.

They are also a normal, although minor, component of the bone marrow and lymphoid

tissues.
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studies in mice have suggested that mast cells originate predominantly in the bone marrow

and circulate to various connective tissue sites (45). unlike mature basophils however,

mature mast cells function as sessile cells, and do not normalþ circulate in the blood. They

mature locally in the connective tissues from the bone marrow derived, mitotically active

precursor cells, which contain few cytoplasmic granules. As they mature, their proliferative

capacity declines markedly, and they acquire larger numbers of qtoplasmic granules.

In addition to these differences between mast cells and basophils, studies of mast cell

populations in rats and mice have established the existence of mast c€ subclasses (46).

Thus, the mast cells of the intestinal mucosa of the rat (mucosal mast cells) appear to be

distinct from those of connective tissue sites, such as the skin or peritoneum. Both of these

subclasses can be activated with IgE and specifìc antigen as mentioned above, but the

fìnding that mast cells in different anatomical locations vary in morphology and

histochemistry suggests that they might also differ in biochemistry and function.

Furthermore, rodent mast cell granules appear to be of uniform density, whercas human

mast cell granules display a unique crystalline appearance (43). This suggests species

differences in the composition of the granules, and possibly in the species' response to mast

cell activation.

Mast cells and basophils are normally sparsely distributed in the tissues or blood

respectively, and it has been difficult to obtain them in sufficient numbers and purity for

definitive studies. Although modest numbers of mast cells (l-2 x l06lanimal) could be
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obtained in rather high purity (9ovo*) rrom the peritoneal exudates of rats (47), the

situation was vastly improved in 1973 with the development of a basophilic leukemia in rats

treated with beta-chloroethylamine (4il). These rat basophilic leukemia (RBL) cells were

subsequently adapted to in virro culture, providing a homogeneous population of cells in

sufficient numbers for biochemical studies. Unfortunately, although these cells contained the

cytoplasmic granules characteristic of mast cells and basophils, they had a defect in the

IgElFc receptor mediated release mechanism, and they faited to secrete histamine (49).

However, Siraganian's group has since isolated a variety of functionally diverse clones of

the RBL cell line, and has managed to obtain a histamine releasing line, called RBL-V

HR+ (50). Their work has further suggested that, in the non-releasing cells, the defect is

not in the Fc.R (50), but rather may be the result of a phospholipid methyltransferase

deficiency (51).

Although the cells of the original chemicalþ induced leukemia were described as basophil-

like, recent studie¡ have suggested that the RBL cell line may also be closely related to the

rat mucosal mast cell subset (z16). This would therefore tend to support the use of the

RBL cell as a model system in the study of certain types of allergic disease involving the

mucosa (rhinitis and asthma for instance), provided that mucosal mast cells are similar in

different anatomical locations. As mentioned above however, connective tissue mast cells,

such as those of the peritoneum, are a distinct subset. since much work has also been

done using these peritoneal mast cells as a model system, the potenf¡¿l functional differences

between them and the RBL cell should be borne in mind when comparing the two s)ßtems.
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care should also be exercised in comparisons across species barriers, due to the potential

functional differences in analogous cell types in different species also mentioned above.

None the less, because the RBL celt lines are capable of providing cells in sufficient

numbers and purity for biochemical studies, and because of the availability of large

quantities of homogeneous IgE from a rat immunorytoma (11), most of the information

available on the molecular nature of the lgE/mast cell interaction has been obtained from

the rât system.

The work of Mendoza and Metzger (52) has indicated that the Fc receptor for IgE on rat

peritoneal mast cells (RPMC) and RBL cells is univalent. This conclusion was based on

their finding that two distinguishably tabelled rat IgE's, bound to the same RBL cells, failed

to comigrate when one of the labelled IgE's was induced to redistribute iself on the cell

surface by interaction with an antibody specific for onþ one of the labelled IgE's.

concurrent laser fluorescence photobleaching recovery (FpR) studies of Schlessinger and

coworkers (53) tended to support the concept of univalence. These studies were somewhat

similar to those of Mendoza and Metzger in their use of two distinguishabþ labelled,

fluore'scent IgE's. Reacting one of these IgE's with an antibody was found to severeþ

inhibit the lateral mobility of that particular lgE/receptor population withour affecting the

mobility of the other receptor bound IgE.
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studies of the maximum IgE binding capacity of the cells have indicated that the RPMC

carry about 2-5 x ld receptor molecules per cell, whereas the range for both RBL cells and

human basophils is considerably higher, ar 0.3-l x 1ffper cell (54).

Kulczycki and Metzger have shown that the interaction of IgE and the Fc receptor is

reversible (55), and that the binding reaction is a simple bimolecular interaction

characterized by the straight forward relationship:

(1) IgE + receptor
kt'

_ k-t
Receptor-IgE complex

(2)

where É, and È., are the rate constants for the forward and reverse reactions respectively,

The equilibrium constant, repre.sentative of the [complex]/[reactants] ratio at equilibrium,

is related to the rate constants by the equation:

rÇ= klk.''

Measurement of the rates of lgE/receptor association and dissociation have indicated values

for Èt of about 1d M'rsec'l on intact cells, but about 30 fold greater for cell free receptor

preparations (56). while the reason for this difference is presently uncertain, it has been

suggested that other gþcoproteins and gþcolipids on the intact cell surface might limit the

access of the ligand to the receptor (56). Alternatively, energ¡r transfer studies of Holowka

and Baird (57) have suggested that binding of IgE to the membrane bound Fc receptor
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might involve bending or the IgE molecule in the cn2 region. such bending may not be

nec€ssary in the interaction of IgE with cell free receptors, leading to a faster

Iigand/receptor association and a greater fonward rate constant.

while the forward rate constant is not unusually large, the dissocintion of IgE/receptor

complexes is quite slow, with values for È., only around 10'j (55). The equilibrium constant

for the interaction is therefore about 10ro M'r, according to equation (2). Equitibrium

constants for other immunoglobulin/Fc receptor interactions typically range around 10{ to

108M'1 (30), so, with a Ko two orders of magnitude above the top of this range, the affinity

of the IgEÆc receptor interaction is unusually high by comparison.

The high affinity of the interaction is therefore characteristic of the IgElFc6R interaction,

and this fact has been used to advantage in experimental studies. For instance, the IgE

antibodies in serum samples, passiveþ transferred to an animal by subcutaneous injecton,

will bind to the Fc.R on masr cells at the site of injection. As a result of the high affiniry

of this interaction, the IgE remains bound to the cells for an extended period of time,

whereas the other serum components diffuse out of the area relatively quickly, Subsequent

exposure of these sensitized cells to specific antigen, by intravenous injection, results in mast

cell degranulation at the site of IgE injection, producing a wheal and erythema. The extent

of the reaction, referred to as passive cutaneouÂ anaphytatís (pcA), is proportional to the

IgE concentration of the sensitizing injection, and can therefore be used to determine

antigen specific IgE concentrations in serum. These concentrations aie normally too low
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to be measured by any other technique exc€pt, more recently, radioimmunoassay (RlA).

The affinity of the lgE/receptor interaction is important in that the antigen challenge is

usually administered one week after the sensitizing injection. The characteristic persistence

of IgE sensitization, even after this delay, allows IgE mediated reactions to be distinguished

from those mediated by other immunoglobulin classes and serum components.

Biachemical characteñzation of the kBL cell IgE Fc receptor

The high affinity of the IgE/Fc.R interaction has also been an advantage in the isolation

and characterization of the receptor, allowing the specific recovery of relatively large

percentages of the total receptor protein from preparations containing a large number of

other components. The enhanced expression of Fc.R on RBL cells compared to RpMC

has also helped the situation, but the isolation and characterization techniques have still

relied heaviþ on radioactive labelling for detection of the receptor.

llb€¡ling

Basicalþ, two approaches have been taken in the labelling of the Fc rec€ptors. The first

strategy has involved the en4rme catalyzed,labelling of the molecules expressed on the cell

surface. For example, in the work to be described in subsequent chapters, the tyrosine

residues on the cell surface proteins have been labelled with rðI or r3rl using a

lactoperoxidase catalyzed coupling reaction, similarly, the carbohydrate residues on surface

components can be labelled using a galactose oxidase catalyzed transfer of 3H from [3H]-

NaBHo (58).
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The other tactic rhat has been employed is to label the receptor by biosynthetic

incorporation of [rH]-amino acids, [3ts]-methionine, or [3H]- or [rac]-sugars into the nascent

protein or its carbohydrate components (59, 60, 61, 62, 63). These incorporation studies

have been helpful in providing some indication of the receptor's amino acid and sugar

composition. They also have the advantage of labelling parts of the receptor that may not

be exposed on the cell surface, and which therefore may not be accessible to surface

labelling techniques. unfortunately, a// nascent proteins and carbohydrates in the cell are

labelled by these methods, and this makes the specífic detection of receptor proteins more

difficult.

Another method of labelling unexposed parts of the receptor has been through the use of

photolysable hydrophobic reagents, such as 5-iodonaphthyt-1-azide (INA), which

preferentially label only those components buried in the hydrophobic interior of the

membrane (6a). This has the advantage of labelling considerably fewer cellular components

than biosynthetic incorporation, making receptor detection somewhat easier. on the other

hand, not all intramembranous protein segments are labelled with this method. An

alternative method has been to label the receptor wtth lrl after isolating it. This has been

accomplished with reagents such as chloramine T (63) or N-succinimidyl 3-(4-hydrory, 5-

[tðI] iodophenyl) proprionate (Bolton-Hunrer reagent) (65). The problem with labelling

the solubilized receptor is that the detergent used to extract the protein from the

membrane may also be labelled, depending on the çe used.
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Rec€ptor isolation

As discussed earlier, the isolation of membrane proteins invariably involves the dissolution

of the cell membrane with detergents or organic solvents. The extraction of a functional

Fc. receptor from the RPMC and RBL cell membranes was first reported by conrad, Berczi

and Froese (66), who used the non-ionic detergent Nonidet p-40 (Np-40) to solubilize the

membrane proteins. This remains the most widely used detergent in Fc.R studies, although

Metzger's group has made extensive use of rriton x-100, obtaining similar results (67). In

attempts to reconstitute the isolated rec€ptor into liposomes (6g), and to stabilize the

interaction of receptor subunits (69), the same group has also tried a rather wide variety

of other detergents, such as Triton x-114 (70), chaps, octylglucoside, sodium cholate, and

several Chaps/phospholipid mixtures.

Fortunateþ, the solubilized receptor retains its IgE binding capacity. In fact, as mentioned

above, the affinity of the receptorfigE interaction íncreases when the rec€ptor is removed

from the membrane. Therefore, while a variety of methods have been employed in the

isolation of the receptor, they are all essentialþ variations on the same theme, relfng on

the interaction of the receptor with its specific ligand, IgE.

conrad and Froese (71) originally isolated the recepror by precipitating the IgE/Fc.R

complex with anti(IgE) antisera. Actually, in this particular experiment the ratio of

anti(IgE)/IgE was not such as to cause the direct precipitation of the anti(IgE)-IgE/Fc.R
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complex. Rather, an anti(IgG) antiserum, which recognized the IgG_class anti(IgE), was

used at a concentration suffìcient to precipitate the whole complex. Alternatively however,

the anti(IgE) could be used at such a concentration as to directly precipitate the IgE/Fc.R

complex, or protein A-Sepharose could be used to isolate the soluble anti(IgE)_IgEÆc€R

complex (72). Protein A is a cell wal protein obtained from certain strains of

staphylococci. It has a high affinity for IgG class immunoglobulins, such as the anti(IgE)

antibody. coupled to an insoluble matrix such as sepharose, it has been of great use in

the isolation of various IgG's, although its normal biological function in the bacterium

remains unknown.

several forms of affinity chromatography, such as that emplolng protein A-sepharose, have

been used extensively in the isolation of the receptor, The most straight forward of these

methods has simply involved the direct isolation of the solubilized Fc. receptor through its

interaction with IgE-Sepharose. In some cases however, more complicated methods have

been developed in an attempt to reduce non-specific binding of other membrane proteins.

For instance, our Iaboratory has used dinitrophenylated (DNp) IgE and anti(DNp)-

sepharose as an alternate method of receptor isolation. In experiments involving the

biosynthetic labelling of the receptor, this technique has helped to reduce the high

background resulting from the large number of labelled components (see above) (61).

similarly, Metzger's group has used azobenzenearsonate (ARS) derivatized, DNp specific,

monoclonal IgE antibodies and either anri(ARs)-sepharose or trinitrophenylated (TNp)
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sepharose to isolate the Fc€ receptor. TNp is structurally similar to DNp, and the

anti(DNP) IgE binds quite well to the TNp-Sepharose.

These indirect isolation procedures, which reþ on the relatively low affinity interaction of

the DNP or ARS hapten with an anti(hapten) antibody, have an additionar advantage in

that the bound IgEÆc.R complex can be eluted from the affinity matrix by simply increasing

the concentration of free hapten. Thus, the DNp-anti(DNp) interaction can be disrupted

by free 2,4-dinitrophenol (73), while p-nitrophenylarsonate or [(p-arsonatophenyt)-azo]-

tyrosine can be used in the case of ARS-anti(ARS) (63). The advantage of the method

Iies in the gentleness of these elution procedures. In contrast, elution of the Fc.R directly

bound to IgE-sepharose requires the use of 3 M potassium thiocyanate, 0.5 M acetic acid,

or 6 M guanidine hydrochloride. while these conditions are rather severe, approximately

50vo oÍ the eluted receptors retain their IgE binding capacity (42). In many cases however,

preservation of the receptor's IgE binding function beyond the isolation procedure has not

been required. Such preparations can therefore be eluted from the affinity matrix under

conditions which completely disrupt the receptor, such as heating at 100"c in the presence

of the detergent sodium dodecyl sulfate (sDS), in preparation for electrophoresis on

polyacrylamide gels (SDS-PAGE).

Finally with regard to receptor isolation, there have been a number of anti(receptor)

antisera produced which have been used to immunoprecipitate the Fc.R (74, 75). The
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production and use of these antisera however is complicated by possible interactions

between the rec€ptor and the Fc portion of the anti(receptor).

Biochemicål châracterislics

SDS-PAGE analysis of the RBL or rat mast cell (RMC) components eluted from IgE-

sepharose resolves two broad bands of material (72), which our group refers to as H and

R (76) (Figure 1.12). comparisons of rhe electrophoretic mobilities of these bands with

those of standard proteins of known molecular mass have indicated molecular masses of

approximately 55,0o0 daltons for H and 45,000 daltons lor R (72). collaborative studies

have further established that similar components can be isolated from the RBL celt lines

used in other laboratories, although the apparent molecular masses and the ratio of H to

R vary somewhat from one line to another (77).

A third IgE binding component has also been reported. Having a molecular mass of

approximately 71,000 daltons, the molecule has been referred to simply as 71K (61).

However, subsequent studies have indicated that the expression of 71K is related to

mycoplasmal infection of the RBL celt line (78). The cell line used in the studies which

follow was free of mycoplasma contamination however, and this 71K component was not

seen in any of this work.
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Figure 1.12 SDS-PAGE analysis ol RBL cell suÍface components bound by lgE-Sepharose. RBL cells \¡,/ere
surface labelled wilh '"1 and membrane proteins were solubìl¡zed with NP-40. lgE-Sepharose
was reacted wìth lhe so'ublllzed proteins and washed to remove unbound mater¡-al. S'pecilically
bound components r,/ere eluled w¡th sample bufer containing SDS and analyzed by
eleckophoresis on a polyacrylamide gel, along w¡th proteins bf know molecular weiôht,
Following eleckophoresis, autoradiography of the dried gêl revealed the H and R receptor Þrolein
bands (a) and the relative amounts of the two proleins was assessed bv scann¡nq densilometrv
(b), The r€lative posilions and molecular weiglils of the standard protei;rs are indr-cat€d alono'
the top of panel (a). The top of lhe gel ¡s on the left in lhis preséntalion and lhe anode ¡s o-n
lhe right, kD, kilo Dallons.
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Interestingþ, only the 45,000 dalton R component can be isolated using the indirect

methods involving the interaction of the Fc. rec€ptors vrlth soluble IgE, and subsequent

isolation of the receptorfigE complex using anti(IgE) reagents. The reasons for this are

not clear at present, although several possible explanations have been put forward. one

suggestion is that the 55,000 dalton H component has a much lower affinity for IgE than

R has. The IgE concentration in the reaction mixture simply might be too low to provide

an adequate number of IgE-H comptexes for detection, The results of the present study

would tend to supporr this possibility. Another possibility is that the anti(IgE) antibody

might bind to the same site on the IgE molecule as the H component, inhibiting the HIIgE

interaction. The other, somewhat similar, suggestion has been that both the H and R

components bind to the soluble IgE, but the HÄgE complex dissociates when the IgE reacts

with the anti(IgE) antibody (72).

whatever the explanation, this finding is important in that it strongly suggests that H and

R are functionalþ dìstinct components, each capable of binding IgE directly. If such were

not the case, and one component was co-purifuing through some interaction with the IgE

binding component, one might argue that the two components should c/ways copuriff,

regardless of IgE concentration. However, there are several other lines of evidence which

also suggest that H and R function separately. For instance, H can be preferentially

precipitated with an anti(receptor) antiserum (79). The results of the present study also

lend further support to the functional autonomy of the two components.
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Protease sensitivity (71) and the biosynthetic incorporation of radiolabelled amino acids (59,

61) have confirmed that the Fc€ receptors are in fact proteins, and have further established

that H and R are quite distinct from one another (g0). Furthermore, the biosynthetic

incorporation of radiolabelled sugars has indicated that the receptors bear carbohydrate

residues, allowing them to be further classifìed as glycoproteins (59). In fact their

gþcoprotein nature had been anticipated from their behaviour on sDS-pAGE, where they

ran as broad bands whose apparent molecular weights varied with the acrylamide

concentration of the resolving gel. The breadth of the bands is largeþ a result of the

charge heterogeneity resulting from variations in the glycosylation of each receptor

molecule, as has already been mentioned in the discussion of immunoglobulins. If tâinked

protein glycosylation is inhibited with rhe anribiotic tunicamycin, the sDS-pAGE bands

become much narrower (81). It should also be mentioned that the unglycosylated receptors

retain their ability to bind IgE, suggesting that the presence of the N-linked oligosaccharide

groups is not an absolute requirement for receptor function.

Although amino acid sequence anaþsis of the R receptor was initially hampered by a

blocked NH, terminal (82), several laboratories have attempted to circumvent this problem

by obtaining sequence data on proteolytìc fragnents of the receptors. It was on the basis

of such partial sequence data that Kinet ef al. werc able to prepare a series of

oligonucleotide probes that we¡e used to isolate cDNA clones (DNA complementary to

receptor messenger RNA transcripts) encoding the receptor protein (g3). The nucleotide

sequence of the 0DNA suggests that the R protein consists of an extracellular portion
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containing 180 amino acid residues with two homologous domains of approximately 40

residues each (Figure 1.i3 (84)). The protein appears ro have a hydrophobic

transmembrane segment of approximateþ 20 residues, and a 27 residue cytoplasmic tail.

sequence comparisons with other proteins have actually indicated numerous homologies

with the immunoglobulins themselves. Many other cell surface proteins, such as the T cell

antigen receptor, proteins of the major histocompatibility complex, and other Fc receptor

proteins have similarly been found to be structuralþ related to the immunoglobulin proteins.

These homologies have suggested that these proteins are all encoded by a famiþ of genes

referred to as the immunoglobulin superyene famíly (reviewed in g5). The R protein would

appear to be yet another member of this famity.

The amino acid sequence of the R protein has indicated the presence of five qlsteine

residues per molecule (83), which may be involved in disulfide bonding to form two

immunoglobulin like domains as indicated in Figure 1.13. However, reduction of disulfide

bonds prior to electrophoresis has very little effect on the SDS-PAGE mobilities of either

H or R. while this would tend to indicate that the receptors are not made up of subunits

held together by disulfide bonds, the possibility still exists that intrachain disulfide bonds

might be involved in the protein's structure. In fact, studies by Roth er a/. (gó) have shown

that somewhat different proteolytic fragments are produced from reduced and unreduced

receptors. This would suggest that reduction does alter the protein's conformation

somewhat, suggesting the involvement of intrachain disulfide bonds in maintaining the native

conformation.
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Cltoplasmlc Ì€gron

Flgure 1'13 Schemalic represenlation of lhe slruclure ol lhe rat hiah. allinitv lqE Fc receolor comolêx. The
slructures of each of the R, beta and gamma componènts bas-ed-on cDNA bequencé data.
allhough lhe subunils aren t necessarilt drawn to scale. The positions of possìbtà ¡isuli¡à;
bonds are indicaled by dashed lines. The crosshatched boxes represent iransmembànò iegions
ol each protein.
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As has already been mentioned, a considerable variety of proteases are stored in the

rytoplasmic granules of mast cells and basophils (43). one would expect these to be

released into the medium on solubilization of the celts. A variety of protease inhibitors are

therefore routineþ added to the solubilization buffer in order to afford the solubilized

proteins as much protection as possible. originalþ however, the solubilized receptors were

isolated in the (tbsence of protease inhibitors. This would immediately suggest that these

proteins are fairþ resistant to enzymatic degradation, and in fact this has been the

experience of those attempting to prepare proteolltic fragments and peptide maps of the

receptors.

Although these receptors are relatively resistant to proteoþsis, Rossi, Newman and Metzger

(67) have found that the solubilized Fc.R are quite sensitive to heat. Thus, while the

proteins were generally stable at -90'c for periods of several week, at 4.c the half life of

the receptor decreased to approximately 2 to 6 days. The half life further decreased to 2-

5 hours at 25"c, and at 37"c it was onþ 10-20 minutes. In contrast to the temperature

sensitivity or these free receptors however, IgE-receptor complexes proved to be relatively

stable, even at 37"c. For instance, after t hour at 3i'c or 6 hours at 25"c, there was still

no apparent inactivation of IgE bound receptors.

Receptor âssociated proteins

while the receptors do not appear to be composed of disulfide linked subunits, chemical

crosslinking has revealed that two other membrane proteins are closely associated with R
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(62, 63, M.-S. Lao, unpublished observations). Metzger,s group has suggested that these

are in fact receptor subunits, and they refer to them as beta and gamma. They refer to R

as the alpha subunit, and in fact the recently established standard nomenclature now refers

to R as Fc€RI(a), but for continuity we will continue to refer to this component as R for

the purposes of the thesis.

only the R component of this complex is modified by lactoperoxidase cataþzed labelling

of the cell surface with rðI, suggesting that the beta and gamma components are largely

buried in the membrane and are not exposed to any great extent on the cell surface,

These associated proteins can however be labelled with hydrophobic reagents such as 5-

IrrI]iodonaphthyl- i-azide (rz5I-INA) that preferentially label the intramembranous segments

of intrinsic membrane proteins (64). Interestingly, R is not labelled by such procedures,

suggesting that labelling of its intramembranous region might be prevented by the

association of this region with the beta or gamma component. Aiternatively, beta and

gamma can be labelled by biosynthetic incorporation of radiolabelled amino acids, which

originalþ established that the components are indeed proteins (63). However, unlike R,

neither of these proteins incorporate radiolabelled sugars, suggesting that they are not

glycoproteins. This conclusion is supported somewhat by the narrowness of the sDs-pAGE

bands of both of these components in comparison to the broad R band. A lack of

carbohydrate would also be consistent with a lack of exposure on the cell surface,
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while these receptor associated proteins may not be exposed on the ex.temal surface of the

cell, Holowka and Baird (4) have shown that both beta and gamma can be modified by

lactoperoxidase catalyzed iodination of the cytoplasmrc surface of the membrane. These

proteins are therefore exposed on the interior surface of the cell membrane, and may

interact with rytoplasmic components in the transduction of signals across the membrane

(88).

SDS-PAGE anaþis has indicated that the beta protein has a molecular mass of 30,000

daltons, which is unaffecred by disurfide bond reduction (g9). The gamma component, on

the other hand, has a 20,000 dalton molecular mass, but disulfide bond cleavage reduces

this to about 10,000 daltons. This suggests that the component is a disulfide linked dimer

of two 10,000 dalton polypeptide chains (63).

Based on the work of Perez-Montfort, Kinet and Metzger (63), it appears that R, b€ta and

the gamma dimer exist as a complex in the ratio of 1:1:1. It should be pointed out that,

although chemical crosslinking was originally used to stabilize the interaction between R and

these associated proteins, the noncovalently bonded complex can be stabilized in the

absence of crosslinking by the use of certain detergentlipid mixtures in the isolation of the

receptors (69, m, ß). without this stabilization however, the beta and gamma components

eventualþ dissociate from the complex irreversibly, even under the relatively mild conditions

normally used. This loss of beta and gamma as a result of their dissociation from R

suggests that neither of these components interacts directly with IgE, but rather that the
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IgE binding of the complex is a function of the R component. Furthermore, the

simultaneous loss of both beta and gamma might indicate that they do not interact with R

completely independently of one another (91). The recently successful expression of the

Fc6 receptor in cells into which cDNA's encoding R, beta and gamma have been transferred

(84) suggests that only receptors composed of all four subunits (R, beta, and gamma dimer)

reach the plasma membrane. This further underlines the functional interdependencies of

the receptor's components. unfortunately, it is not known whether R interacts with beta

or with gamma, or perhaps with both, Beta however was the first of these components to

be discovered on the basis of the crosslinking studies. Perhaps this has tended to associate

R and beta most closely in people's minds, leading Metzger (91) and Kinet et al. (u,26)
to propose the structure represented schematicalþ in Figure 1.13 for the Fc6 receptor

complex.

The structures represented in the Figure are based on genetic sequence data. As was

alluded to above, cDNA's have recently been isolated encoding both beta (92) and, most

recently' gamma (84). The beta protein is perhaps somewhat unusual in that it appeañ¡ to

contain four hydrophobic transmembrane regions and both the NH, and cooH terminals

appear to be on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane.

The function of these receptor associated proteins remains unclear. There is some evidence

for the association of a beta like component with the Fc6 receptor on rat macrophages (93),

This raises the possibility that Fc receptors might generally be composed of an
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immunoglobulin specific surface component associated with another membrane protein or

proteins. These associated components might serve to anchor the immunoglobulin specific

subunit in the membrane and/or interact with cytoplasmic components, serving as signal

transducing elements. on the other hand, so far there is no evidence that the H protein

is associated with similar subunits. It is conceivable however that this might simpþ be a

result of a failure to c¡osslink H and any associated proteins with the crosslinking reagents

employed thus far.

Receptor induced mediator release

Triggering

The interaction of monomeric IgE with the Fc, receptor has no apparent effect on the RBL

or mast cell other than to render the cell sensitive to the specific antigen recognized by the

IgE molecule. Rather, as mentioned in the discussion of mast cells and basophils, it

appears to be the crosslinking of the receptors, resulting from the lgE/antigen interaction,

that initiates the biochemical events which lead to mediator release. As shown in Figure

1.14(b)' such crosslinking can be experimentally induced by preformed, covalently

crosslinked IgE aggregates (94). studies employing well defined preparations, consisting of

a known number of IgE morecures per aggregate, have indicated that aggregates as smafl

as a dimer are sufficient to initiate mediator release. Anti(IgE) antibodies have also been

used to trigger IgE sensitized cells.(44).
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unfortunately, neither of these techniques distinguish between the H and R receptor

proteins, since both H and R bind IgE and would be expected to be involved in IgE

mediated receptor crosslinking. As an alternative however, the rec€ptors can be dbecþ

crosslinked with anti(receptor) antibodies, which, in principle, have the ability to bind H or

R specifically (95). such crosslinking also induces mediator release, and it has been

through the use of such antibodies that the R protein has been shown to be involved in

triggering mediator release (42). The function of the H protein however still remains

unclear. The results of the present study have a direct bearing on this question and suggest

some possible routes of further investigation.

Biocheôicål events

The biochemical events induced by Fc6 receptor crosslinking are summarized in Figure 1.15.

Briefly, aggregation of the receptors is induced by antigen crosslinking of the bound IgE

molecules. This aggregation triggers a transient rise in both phospholipid methylation and

cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMp) production, typically peaking within i0 to 15

seconds of stimulation (44). These reactions are followed by an influx of ca*2, perhaps

accompanied by its release from intracellular stores, raising the intracellular ca*z

concentration to reach a plateau level in 2 minutes, The release of histamine is

accompanied by the release of arachidonic acid, and closely follows the ca*2influx, reaching

maximums within 2-3 minutes (44).
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c.onsiderable gaps remain in our understanding of the biochemistry of mediator release, and

the precise mechanisms through which all of these events are connected remain to be

determined. For instance, the central question of how receptor aggregation induces the

cascade of other reactions remains unanswered. It has been suggested that adjacent receptor

molecules may interact to form an active enzymatic complex which activates other

membrane associated enzymes. For example, the aggregated rec€ptor complexes may have

some proteolytic activity. There is some evidence for the involvement of a protease in the

activation reactions, since mediator release can be inhibited by a variety of protease

inhibitors. unfortunately, no enzymatic activity has yet been directly attributed to the Fc6

receptor.

The increase in phospholipid methylation results in the conversion of

phosphatidylethanolamine to phosphatidylcholine (see Figures 1.7 and 1.g), in conjunction

with its transfer from the cytoplasmic side to the external surface of the cell membrane.

This increase in the phosphatidylcholine content of the membrane is associated with an

increase in the membrane's fluidity, and may play an important role in the function of

various membrane proteins. For instance, membrane fluidity may be an important factor

in the coupling of Fc receptors to adenylate cyclase, activating cAMp production.

The role of cAMP remains unclear. As mentioned, the increase in cAMp is only

temporary, rising rapidþ on stimulation, peaking after about 15 seconds, and returning to

normal levels by about 30 seconds (96). on the one hand, this transient rise in cAMp
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appears to be required for mediator release. Inhibiting the rise inhibits the release

reaction. Augmentìng the rise, augments release (97). on the other hand, if the sensitized

cell is treated with the anti-asthmatic drug theophylline prior to antigenic challenge, the

drug inhibits the phosphodiesterase which normalþ breaks down cAMp. This results in an

accumulation of the cyclic nucleotide produced during normal cell metabolism, and such a

cAMP overload inhibits mediator release (97). Therefore, while a transient rise in cAMp

appears to be required for release, a sustained rise in cAMp prior to challenge seems to

be inhibitory. such is the case at least for normal mast cells. unfortunateþ, in the RBL

cell, no increase in cAMP is detected during the release reaction, casting some doubt on

the role of the increase in the release mechanism of normal cells (44).

clclic AMP has been implicated in the control of a variety of metabolic processes, such as

in the activation of various cAMP dependent protein kinases (97). The activities of many

proteins depend on their degree of phosphorylation. This phosphorylation is often in turn

controlled by a specific protein kinase, which is involved in the transfer of phosphate

groups to the kinase's specific substrate protein. A protein's activity can therefore be

regulated by the kinases acting in conjunction with specific phosphatases, which cataþze the

reverse reaction, dephosphorylating the phosphoproteins. By activating a variety of protein

kinases therefore, cAMP can affect a multitude of regulatory systems in the cell. In fact,

there is evidence that both the beta and gamma components of the R receptor are

phosphoproteins, and that their degree of phosphorylation changes in response to cell

activation (98). similarly, there is evidence that, at least on normal rat peritoneal mast cells,
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the R component is also phosphoryrated in the release reaction (99). other studies have

indicated that cAMP may act through a cAMp dependent protein kinase to inhibit

phospholipid methylation (44). Thus, whereas phospholipid methylation mighr enhance

cAMP production, the cAMP produced might act to reduce phospholipid methylation in a

self regulating cycle.

Phospholipid methylation appears to be essential to the subsequent ca*2 influx, since

inhibiting methylation inhibits ca*'zuptake (1@). However, the ca*2 influx appears to be

the critical event in mediator release, since both phospholipid methylation and cAMp

production can be experimentally bypassed through the use of the ca*2 ionophore A23ig7

to produce the ca*2 influx (101). Furthermore, in the absence of ca'z, no release can be

achieved despite normal increases in phosphotipid methylation (101).

The ca*2influx appears to be mediated by proteins distinct from the Fc. receptor (102, 103).

These proteins, which aggregate to form the membrane ion channel, bind the anti-asthmatic

drug cromoþ, inhibiting the ca+2 infìux and mediator release (102). As a result, the

protein is simply known as the cromolyn binding protein (cBp). unfortunately, once again,

it is not known how Fc receptor crosslinking induces CBp aggregation, opening the Ca*2

channel,

Precisely how the ca*z influx causes mediator release is not known. As with cAMp, ca.,

is involved in the activation of protein kinases, specifically protein kinase c, which have
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been implicated in the release reaction (i8). Furthermore, in the presence of ca*2, the

membrane phospholipids are broken down by phospholipase A, (pLAr), which creaves the

fatty acid esterified to the number two position of the glycerol backbone, as shown in

Figure 1.16 (105). The products of rhis reaction are a þophospholipid and a free fatty acid.

The þsophospholipid tends to destabilize the membrane, and might facilitate the fusion of

the cltoplasmic granules with the cell membrane during the secretory proc€ss. with respect

to the free fatty acid, a large percentage of the fatty acid in the number two position is

arachidonic acid. As indicated in Figure 1.15, this can be further metabolized by the

cycloorygenase and liporygenase pathways, leading to the production of prostaglandins,

thromboxanes, and the extremely potent leukotrienes (106). This last group, the

leukotrienes, were formerly referred to collectively as slow reacting substance of anaphylaxis

(SRS-A), and they perhaps desewe special attention. Formed via the 5Jiporygenase

pathway, the leukotrienes exhibit a number of biological effects similar to histamine, such

as the induction of bronchial smooth muscle contraction, stimulation of vascular

permeability, and the ability to aftract and activate leukoqtes (107). Although they are

released in smaller quantities than the preformed mediators contained in the cytoplasmic

granules, they are 3 to 4 orders of magnifude more potent than histamine and their effects

are longer lived (107). They thus may play a very important role in the allergic response.
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An additional source of free arachidonate is provided through the activation and sequential

action of phospholipase c (PLC) and diacylglycerol lipase (DAG lipase) (108). As shown

in Figure 1.16, PLc cleaves the ester linkage between the polar head group of the

phospholipid and the glycerol backbone, releasing the phosphorylated head group and

diacylglycerol. The release of diacylgþcerol (DAG) is important both in that its further

degradation by DAG lipase results in the release of arachidonic acid, and in that DAG

itself acts as a messenger, stimulating protein kinase c activity. Furthermore, the inositol

trisphosphate (IPr), released through the action of pLC on phosphatidylinositol 4,5-

bisphosphate, has been implicated as a second messenger in cellular signal transduction, as

mentioned in the initial discussion of lipids (see also Figure 1.8) (17).

The lnteraction of IgG with raf mast cells and RBL cells

In the early sixties, Rapp reported that the injection of a rabbit antibody preparation into

the peritoneal cavity of the rct appeared to result in the animal's sensitization, such that

the subsequent injection of the specific antigen produced an anaphylactic reaction, the rat

going into shock (109). This reaction was found to be the result of leukotriene production,

with little or no involvement of histamine release from the peritoneal mast cells (109, 110).

This ability to produce a leukotriene mediated anaphylactic response in the absence of

histamine release suggested that there might be th,o separcte pathways involved in allergic

reactions; one involving IgE mediated histamine release, the other involving leukotriene
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release induced by an as yet undetermined antibody class (Figure 1.17). stechschulte,

Austen and Bloch were therefore prompted to follow up the.se initial studies in an attempt

to characterize the antibody population responsible for leukotriene release (111).

Their preliminary work indicated that, as '¡/ith the rabbit antibody preparation, the rat

peritoneum could be similarly sensitized with a rat antibody preparation. once again, the

subsequent injection of the specific antigen resulted primarily in the production of

leukotrienes, with little or no histamine release. Furthermore, an extension of these studies

indicated that a passive cutaneous anaphylaxis (pcA) could be obtained by injecting the

antibody into the skin, followed by an intravenous challenge with the specific antigen. As

with the typical PCA reaction, this resulted in an increased vascular permeability at the site

of antibody injection. The reaction was unusual however in that the sensitization was short

lived relative to that mediated by IgE. Thus, optimal release of leukotrienes was obtained

by injecting antigen 1-9 hours after the antibody. As previousþ mentioned, IgE mediated

sensitization is extremely long lived, with an optimal latent period of 24-72 hours.

Therefore, the lack of response to antigen challenge 4g hours after antibody injection

indicated that IgE was not involved in this reaction. In fact, the physicochemical

characteristics of the responsible antibody population indicated that the response was

mediated by immunoglobulins of the IgG. class, or a subfraction thereof.
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Subsequent attempts to further characterize the IgG antibodies involved in the reaction led

to the isolation of several distinct IgG subfractions by diethylaminoethyl (DEAE) cellulose

ion exchange chromatography (112). The first of these fractions to elute from the ion

exchange column in 0.005 M phosphate at pH 7.5 contained essentialþ pure IgG2. protein,

referred to at that time as IgG". Furthermore, this appeared to be the IgG subclass

responsible for inducing the leukotriene release (113).

Further studies suggested that the release of leukotrienes was dependent on an intact

complement system, appeared to be connected to the presence of poþmorphonuclear

(PMN) teukoc,'tes, and was unaffected by mast cell depletion (114). Taken together

therefore, these results tended to suggest that, rather than simply inducing a different

fesponse in the mast cell, IgGr" induced leukotriene release ua a completely difþrent

pathway than IgE induced histamine release. The mechanism appeared to perhaps involve

complement activation by antigen-antibody complexes, followed by complement induced

leukotriene release involving PMN leukocytes. on the other hand, the inhibition of the

reaction by nonspecific antibodies (113) suggested that IgG induced the response through

an interaction with something like an Fc receptor.

As mentioned previously, lgE is also involved in the induction of leukotriene production.

It should be pointed out however that, in contrast to the IgG, mediated release, the IgE

mediated reaction is independent of PMN leukocytes, and has ¡o requirement for the

complement system (115). Rather, this IgE induced release appears to be a direct
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consequence of mast cell activation, and is therefore considerably different from IgG,

induced release.

Interestingly, it was found that, whereas whole rat antiserum primarily induced the release

of leukotriene¡ in the sensitized rat peritoneum, purified IgGo induced the release of

appreciable quantities or histamine as well (114). In contrast to the production of

leukotrienes however, this histamine release was quite similar to that induced by IgE, in

that it depended on the presence of mast cells, and was independent of the complement

system. Furthermore, as in the IgE mediated reaction, the response was inhibited by

disodium chromoglycate. This suggested that IgE and IgG, might share some common

biochemical elements in their mechanisms of histamine release.

The question then became one of whether IgE and IgGr" interacted with the same cells.

This problem was addressed by Bach, Bloch and Austen's in vifro studies of isolated

peritoneal cells and purified mast cells (116), which indicated rhat the IgG, and IgE target

cells were indeed the same (117). In fact, a single celt appeared to be capable of binding

both immunoglobulin classes simultaneousþ. Thus, cells sensitized with IgE could be

depleted of histamine by IgGr" induced release, leading to a decreased response on

challenge with the antigen specifically recognized by the IgE. Moreover, soluble

(supposedþ monomeric) IgGrwas found to inhibit the sensitization of peritoneal cells with

IgE, suggesting that the IgGr" might actually interact with the Fce receptor itself. The

IgG"/mast cell interaction appeared to be rather weak in comparison with the IgE
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interaction however, and sensitizing IgG, antibody could be removed by simply washing the

cells. Figure 1.18 provides a summary of the above information, which shows that the

mechanisms involved are considerably more complex than originalþ anticipated.

The establishment of the rat basophilic leukemia (RBL) cell as a mast cell model, and the

availability of homogeneous IgG, preparations from various immunocytomas provided a

considerably more well defìned system, and prompted Halper and Metzger to re-examine

the lgGr/mast cell interaction (118). Initial studies failed to demonstrate direct binding of

IgG^ monomers by the RBL cells. However, the binding assay involved a washing step

which, based on the work discussed above, may have resulted in the removal of any weakly

bound immunoglobulin. The IgEÆc receptor interaction p¿¡ inhibited by rgG^ immune

complexes, but, contrary to Bach's findings, monomeric IgG, failed to inhibit IgE binding.

There are several possible explanations for this discrepancy. For instance, Bach was unable

to determine the relative concentrations of IgG, and IgE in his antibody preparations. The

appropriate assays simply were not available at the time. It ís possible therefore that the

ratio of rgGùÃgE which inhibited IgE binding was higher than the range explored by

Halper and Metzger. On the other hand, neither contaminating IgE nor IgG aggregates

were rigorousþ excluded in Bach's study, and these, rather than monomeric IgGr, may have

been responsible for the observed inhibition of IgE binding.
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Although IgG, immune complexes inhibited IgE binding, Halper and Metzger could not rule

out the possibility that this inhibition was due to steric hinderancæ of the IgEÆc. receptor

interaction by IgG, complexes bound to some other rec€ptor protein. They were therefore

unable to come to any fìnal conclusion as to whether or not IgG, and IgE interacted with

the RBL cell through the same receptor, as had been suggested by Bach and coworkers.

subsequent studies by conrad and Froese found that soluble rat IgG apparentþ failed to

inhibit the binding of detergent solubilized Fc. receptors to IgE-sepharose, as shown in

Figure 1.19 (72). ln comparison, soluble lgE inhibited the interacrion quire strongly. It

should be pointed out that these results were based simpty on total 1ðI labelled RBL

proteins bound by the IgE-sepharose. There was unfortunateþ no distinction made

between the effects of the soluble immunoglobulins on the binding of the H and R Fc

receptors. None the less, these results would tend to argue against any interaction between

the solubilized Fc€ receptÕrs and soluble lgG. In other studies however, there were

indications that lgG-sepharose was capable of binding at least some of the solubilized RBL

cell membrane proteins (conrad, unpublished observations). These last results therefore

prompted a closer look at the interaction of IgG with these sotubilized membrane proteins

of the RBL cell, in the hope of further characterizing these proteins and determining their

relationship (if any) to the Fc6 receptors. The results of these studies are contained in the

work which follows.
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Chapter 2

The crossreactivity of the rat basophilic

leukemia cell IgE Fc receptors with rat IgG

Introduction

As mentioned in the previous chapter studies by conrad and Froqse indicated that soluble

rat IgG failed to inhibit the binding of soluble Fc€ receptors to IgE-sepharose (72). soluble

IgE on the other hand inhibited this interaction quite strongly. These results would tend

to suggest that the soluble Fc€ receptors do not interact with IgG to any appreciable extent.

However, in subsequent attempts to use lgG-sepharose as a non-binding experimental

control it was found that the protein-sepharose conjugate actualþ retained a substantial

amount of radiolabelled material when mixed with membrane extracts of surface labelled

RBL cells. This suggested that some RBL membrane components interacted with the

insolubilized IgG, raising the possibility that the cell line might also express an FcF66.

receptor.
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Based on these preliminary findings, the work described in this chapter attempted to first

confirm, and then extend these results. The work addresses itjelf to the specificity and

physicochemical characteristics of the membrane components involved in the interaction

and to the relationship of these IgG binding components to the H and R Fc. rec€ptors.

Materials and methods

Buffers

Acetate Buffer, 0.071 M acetate, pH 5.0

Acetate/l.,laCl, 0.7 M acetic acid/sodium acetate, 0.5 M NaCl, pH 4.0

Acid Fuchsin, 0.2Vo acid fuchsin, 50% methanol, 10Vo acetic acid,

Barbital Buffer (2x),0.051 M sodium barbital, 0.009 M barbiruric acid, 0.005 M calcium

lactate, 0.02vo NaN,, pH 9.6

BBS, 6.25 mM borate, 0.857o NaCl, pH 8.8

BBS/NP-4O contains 0.5% Nonidet P-40 (Calbiochem, San Diego, CA), pH 8.8

BSSÆDTA, Earle's balanced salr solurion (-Mg,-Ca) containing 0.æ5 M NaTEDTA

Coupling Buffer, 0.1 M CO32',0.5 M NaCl, pH 9.7

Immunoelectrophoresis Electrode Bufrer, 0.M25 M sodium barbital, 0.0075 M barbituric

acid, 0.0012 M calcium lactate, pH 8.6

PBS, 0.01 M PO43-(potassium salt), 0.t4 M NaCl, pH 7.4
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PBSÆSA contains 0.057¿ BSA (ICN Nutritional Biochemicals, Cleveland, Ohio)

Quenching Buffer, 0.1 M CO32',0.5 M NaCl, 0.2 M Glycine, pH 9.7

SDS-PAGE Electrode Buffer, 0.05 M Tris, 0.384 M glycine,0.1Zo SDS

SDS-PAGE Sample Buffer, 0.059 M Tris-pOo, 20Vo glycerol, 2Va SDS, 0.2Vo 2_

mercaptoethanol, 0.005Vo bromphenol blue, pH 7.0

SDS-PAGE stain, 0.04vo coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250 (Eastman Kodak, Rochester,

NY),27Vo 2-propanol, 10Vo acetic acid,

SDS-PAGE Destaining Solution, lZVo 2-propanol, TVo acetic acíd

Tris Buffer, 0.2 M Tris-HCl, 0.15 M NaCl, 0.052o NaN,, pH 8.0

Rat Immunoglobulins

Rat IgE was obtained from the ascitic fluid of LouM/.rvVsl rats (Animal Care Faciliç

university of Manitoba) bearing the IR-162 immunocytoma (11), and was purified as

previously described (119), with the exceprion that ultrogel AcA34 (LKB produktor,

Bromma, Sweden) was used instead of Bio-Gel p-300. The protein was prepared by Ms.

KD. McNeill, and was routineþ available in the laboratory.

Immunoglobulins from the serum of normal wistar-I-ewis rats (Biobreeding Laboratories,

ottawa, canada) were precipitated with stirring at 4' c by the dropwise addition of an

equal volume of saturated (NH4)rso4. The precipitate was sedimented by centrifugation at

12,000 rpm for 30 minutes at 4'c in the ss34 rotor of a sorval RC2B centrifuge (Ivan
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sowal, Norwalk, cr). The supernatant was discarded and the precipitated protein was

dissolved in a minimum amount of distilled water. This preparation was dialyzed 24 hrs.

against 30 volumes distilled water to remove (NH,)rsoo. Lipoproteins were depleted by

diaþis against acetate buffer, distilled water, acetate buffer (24 hrs vs. 30 volumes each).

The precipitated lipoprotein was removed by centrifugation as above, and the supernatant

was diaþzed against Tris buffer. This preparation was separated in Tris buffer at 4. c on

a 3-6 x 775 cm column of ultrogel AcA34, in lots containing approximately 900 mg. total

protein at a concentration of approximateþ 100 mg protein/ml. The flow rate for the

separation was 2.95 cm/hr (30 ml/hr) and the fraction volumes were g.75 ml (17.5

minutes/fraction). The percent transmission of the column effluent was monitored at 2go

nm \¡/ith a uvicord II detector (LKB produktor, Bromma, sweden). A typical elution

profile for a normal rat immunoglobulin preparation is presented in Figure 2.1.

ïhe components of each peak from the gel filtration were determined by

immunoelectrophoresis in lva agar (see below), using a multispecific anti(rat) antiserum for

development. Those fractions in the peak containing predominantly IgG were pooled,

concentrated by reduced pressure ultrafiltration, and dialysed against Tris buffer. An sDS-

PAGE analysis of this crude IgG preparation is presented in Figure 2.2.
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Flgur€ 2.2 Analysis ol a normal rat lgc preparation by SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis unde¡
reducing cond¡tions. The positions and molecular weights ol various standard oroteins are
¡ndicated. lgH, immunoglobulin heavy chain; lgL, immunoglobutin light chain; kd, kilo Daltons.
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contaminating IgE was removed from the IgG by absorption with an excess of horse

anti(rat IgE) coupled to sepharose cL-4B. The horse antibody was kindþ provided by Dr.

KA Kelly, this department. Radioimmunoass ay (120) indicated that the absorption had

reduced the IgE concentration from approximately 700 ngl30 mg protein to b€low the limit

of detectability (30 ng), suggesting a maximum residual IgE contamination of less than 30

ng IgEßO mg protein, or less than 0.0001Vo.

F(ab'), fragments of rat IgG were the kind gift of Dr. IiA Kelly. These were prepared by

pepsin digestion of normal rat IgG, followed by ion exchange chromatography on DEAE-

cellulose.

It should be mentioned at this point that methods of IgG purification based on charge

(such as ion exchange chromatography) were intentionally avoided because of the possibility

of preferentially isolating a particular IgG subclass. The hope was to retain all subclasses

in the IgG preparation.

Other proteins

BsA (99vo pure) was obtained from ICN Nutritional Biochemicals (cleveland, ohio).

carbonic anhydrase B, fibrinogen, and hemoglobin were obtained from sigma chemical co.

(St. lnuis, Missouri).
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Removal of agregates

Due to the tendency of IgG to undergo spontaneous aggregation, all ptotein solutions were

deaggregated immediately prior to use by ultracentrifugation at 90,000 x g for 1.5 hours at

5'C. The top 2ß of the supernatant was carefully removed for use.

IgE Radinímmunoassay

The radioimmunoassay of total rat IgE was performed according to a method developed by

Dr. KA Kelly (this department) and has been described previously (120). very briefly, the

assay is a sandwich solid-phase RIA purified lR2 IgE is coupled to sepharose-4B, and this

solid phase is treated with an excess of monospecific horse anti(IgE) antiserum raised

against IR162 IgE. Thus, on average the antibodies are univalentþ attached to the solid-

phase-coupled IgE, leaving the other binding site available for the competitive binding of

,uI labelled IR2 IgE or unlabelled IgE in the assay sample.

I m m un o e I e c t ro p h o r e s is

Agar for both immunoelectrophoresis and immunodiffusion was prepared by adding 2 g

Noble agar (special agar - Noble, Difco, Derroit, Michigan) to 100 ml distilled water and

bringing the solution to a boil. 'this 2vo agar preparation was then filtered through a

whatman no' 1 filter paper on a warm Buchner funnel, and diluted to 7vo by adding an

equal volume of barbital buffer (2x). A 13 ml volume of 7vo agat was cast in a tray

containing 3 1x3 inch microscope slides (precoated with a thin layer of 0.5% agar and

dried)' Samples of 0.010 ml were applied to wells punched in the agar on each slide. The
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samples were electrophoresed for t hour at 8 mA per tray of six slides (2 rows of 3 slides).

The slide tra1n, gel punch, and electrophoresis chamber were all manufactured by Gelman

(Rexdale, ontario). The agar in troughs cut adjacent to the sample wells was removed

following the electrophoresis, and the troughs were filled with appropriate antisera. The

antigens and antisera were allowed to diffuse for 48 hrs, at 4", developing precipitin bands

in the agar, The slides were subsequentty washed 4x12 hrs. with 2vo saline to remove

unprecipitated proteins, and 2x1 hrs. with distilted water to remove Nacl prior to drying.

The slides were covered with wet filter paper following this fìnal wash, and allowed to dry

at room temperature. The dried slides were stained by immersion in acid fuchsin for 15

minutes (wiih stirring), and destained in Svo acntic acid untit the background was clear.

stained slides were preserved with vikem spray coating (Bel-Art, pequannock, New Jersey).

Cell culnre

RBL cells or the cloned RBI3114 subJine were used throughout these studies. The

RBI3114 subJine was cloned by limiting dilution. Briefly, a suspension of the parent c€ll

line was prepared in media (described below) containin g 20vo supetnatant from a growing

culture. The cell density of the suspension was adjusted to 10 cells per ml, and 0.1 ml

aliquots were plated out on 96 well tissue culture plates (Microtest II, No. 3040, Falcon,

omard' cA). The plates were left strictþ undisturbed for one week, under the conditions

described below, and various subline,s were then grown up from wells containing single,

well defined colonies. The RBL3114 population was one of these. The advantage of the

cloned sub-line was an increased stability in the ratio of the H and R receptors, as might
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be expected of a more homogeneous population. In all other respects however, the cells

appeared identical to the parent line. Tests, kindly performed by Ms. K McNeil (this

laboratory), have shown the RBL3114 cells to be free of mycoplasma contamination.

The cell lines were maintained in 25 or ?5 cm2 tissue culture flasks (Falcon Nos. 3013 or

3024) containing 5 ml Eagle's minimum essential medium (Earle BSS) (Difco cat. no. 5069-

23, Difco Laboratories, Detroit, Michigan) per 25 cmz. The medium was supplemented with

non-essential amino acids, TC vitamins,2 mM L-glutamine, 100 u/ml penicillin, 100 ¡t glml

streptomycin (all from Gibco, Burlington, ontario), 0.3vo glucnse, 0.0262 M Na]frCo, (both

from Fisher scientific co., canada), and lívo heat inactivated fetal calf serum (Flow

Laboratories, Mclean, virginia). The pH of the medium was 7.2-7.4 prior to addition of

the fetal calf serum. The cells were grown at 37"c in a humidified, 3vo coratmosphere.

The cells grow attached to the bottom of the tissue culture flasks under these conditions,

Rather than forming a uníform monolayer, mature populations tend to show considerable

clumping' originally, the populations in mature flasks were stripped from the plastic by

repeated pipetting. In virtually all of the present studies however, the cells were released

from the substrate by replacing the normal medium with 2-3 ml BSSÆDTA per 25 cmz,

chelating the ca*2normally required for attachment. A brief incubation (15 minutes) in this

medium at 37oc causes the cells to round up, so that any cells remaining attached to the

flask are rather easily released by swirling the medium or by relativeþ gentle pipetting. on

ave¡age, a 75 cm'zflask was capable of lelding 5.5x107celjs.
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The cell line was propagated by seeding one drop of the harvested cell suspension per 5

ml of fresh medium in a new flask. The medium was usually completely replaced the third

day after seeding and every day thereafter. The flask was generally ready to be harvested

5-6 days after seeding. At this point the population was simply reduced by suspending the

cells and removing the suspension. on adding fresh media back to the flask, sufficient cells

remained to allow the population to grow up again. once this second population matured

however, the cells were propagated to a new flask. In later work, only this second

population of cells was used, harvested as nearly as possible to the same day after the

seeding of the culture (day 10), in an attempt to improve the reproducibility of results from

one lot of cells to the next.

Labelling

Pasteur pipettes used to handle the cells were fire polished to minimize damage to the cells.

cells were harvested with EDTAIBSS at 37", and maintained at 0"c prior to labelling. I-ots

of 5x106 cells were diluted to 4 ml with pBS (0'c) in a 12x75 mm polptyrene tube (No.

2054, Falcon, oxnard, cA) and centrifuged 20 minutes ar 1000 rpm in a pR-J refigerated

centrifuge (IEÇ Needham Hts., MA) ar 4'c. The cells were resuspended in 0.5 ml pBS,

and they were surface labelled with 0.5 mCi carrier free NalðI (100 mci/ml) (Amersham

corporation, oakville, ontario) at room temperature. The reaction was catalyzed by the

repeated addition of both 0.010 ml lactoperoxidase (166 U/ml) (Calbiochem, San Diego,

cA) and 0.015 ml 0.03vo hydrogen peroxide (Fisher scientific co., canada), at one minute
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intervals for a total of three additions (71). The tube contents were gently mixed after

each leagent addition sequence, and at the 30 second interval between additions, on a

Vortex mixer (vortex Genie, Fisher scientifìc co.) at a speed setting of 2. After a total

reaction time of 3 minutes, each lot of labelled cells was transferred to 4 ml pBSÆsA

(0"c), and centrifuged 20 minutes at 1000 rpm in a pR-J refrigerated centrifuge. To reduce

the amount of radiolabelled low molecular weight material (121), the cells were resuspended

in 4 ml PBSÆsA per lot and incubated one hour at 37"c in a controlled environmenr

incubator shaker (New Brunswick Scientific, Edison, NJ) at 200 rpm. The cells were

subsequentþ maintained between 0-4'c, and unless otherwise noted, all subsequent

centifugatíons were as described above. The cells were centrifuged, resuspended in 1 ml

PBSÆSA per lot, and each lot was washed through 2 ml fetal calf serum (0"c) by careful

Iayering of the cell suspension on the FCS. The cells were washed once more in 4 ml

PBsÆsA and 0.125 ml BBSÀ{p-4O was added to each of the final pellets (4x10? cell

equivalents/ml). Membrane proteins were extracted by solubilizing 20 minutes at 4"c with

rapid shaking (shaker manufactured by Eberbach, Ann Arbor, Michigan), followed by

centrifugation at 8000 x g for 2 minutes in an Eppendorf 3200 microfuge (Eppendorf

Geratebau, Hamburg, West Germany) to remove insoluble material.
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Affinity chromatography

Prolein prepâration

Purified normal rat IgG, IR162 IgE, and BSA were each dialped against the coupling

buffer. Immediately prior to use, the preparations were deaggregated by ultracentrifugation,

diluted to 5 mg/ml in coupling buffer, and stored at 4"C until coupling.

Sepharose actival¡on

Approximately 20 g of sepharose cL-48 (pharmacia, upsala, sweden) were transferred to

a 60 ml coarse sintered glass funnel and washed with 500 ml distilled water. The gel was

drained to a wet cake and 10 g were transferred to a 50 ml beaker. Ten ml of distilled

HrO were added to the beaker, producing a 1:1 suspension,

The beake¡ containing the sepharose and a 2.4x0.7 cm magnetic stirring bar was placed in

a shallow water bath at room temperature. 1.6 g of cNBr were dissolved in approximately

2 ml acetonitrile and added dropwise with moderate mixing to the sepharose suspension,

(care was taken at all stages in the preparation and use of the gel to avoid fragmentation

and the generation of fines). The pH of the suspension was immediately raised to between

10 and 11 with 1.5 N NaoH and maintained in that range for 15 minutes. The gel was

then transferred to a 60 ml coarse sintered glass funnel and washed rapidly with 500 ml

coupling buffer, 500 ml distilled Hro and once again with 500 ml coupling buffer, all at 0.c
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(122). Tt,e sepharose was transferred in coupling buffer to a graduated 50 ml conical

centrifuge tube and sedimented for 2 minutes at 2000 rpm in a pR-J centrifuge at 4"c.

The supernatant was discarded and the gel was resuspended in an equal volume of coupling

buffer to give a 1:1 suspension of activated Sepharose (total volume 20 ml).

Coupl¡ng

The previously prepared protein solutions were immediately added to aliquots of the

activated sepharose slurry in the ratio of 1 ml protein solution:2 ml slurry (5 mg protein/ml

sepharose). The coupling reaction was allowed to proceed for 4g hours at 4.c with end

over end mixing. coupling efficiency, as determined at the end of this time on the basis

of the protein concentration of the supernatant, was typicalþ >9g%.

Any unreacted groups on the Sepharose were quenched by reaction with coupling buffer

containing 0.2 M glycine for 96 hours at 4.C. (A control affinity gel was prepared by

simply quenching activated sepharose at this point without previously reacting it with any

protein). After quenching, the gel was transferred to a coarse sintered glass funnel and

(based on a sepharose volume of 10 ml) washed with three rounds of i00 mr coupling

buffer, 100 ml BBS, and 100 ml acetateÂ.IaCl. Finall¡ the gel was washed with 200 ml pBS

followed by 200 ml PBS containing 0.5% Np-40 and 0.7Vo Na\, and the coupled

Sepharose was stored in this last buffer at 4"C.
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Affin¡q¡ chro¡alogr¿PhY

Receptors were isolated by reacting 0.05 ml of labelled cell extract (equivalent to 2x1ff

cells) with 0.1 ml of affinity gel suspended in 0.1 ml BBs/0.1% Np-40 in a 72,i75 mm

poþstyrene tube (Falcon no. 2054). The mixture was incubated I hr. at 4.c on an

Eberbach shaker. The gel was washed with 4x4 ml of BBS/0.1% Np-40 and finally with 4

ml of 0.059 M Tris Po,'3, pH 7.0, sedimenting the gel in each wash cycle by centrifugation

at 2000 rpm for 2 minutes in a PR-J centrifuge at 4"c. Foflowing the last wash and

removal of as much of the supernatant buffer as possible, bound material was eluted from

the gel by adding 0.1 ml of sDS-PAGE sample buffer to the tube and heating rhe mixture

on a boiling water bath for 1 minute. If not analyzed immediately by sDS-pAGE, the

samples were stored at -20"c. Following such storage, the samples were reheated at 100"c

for 1 minute immediately prior to use.

Labelled membrane protein bound by the affinity gel was determined on the basis of the

radioactivity of the washed sample. Radiolabel cpm bound were determined in a Gamma

8000 spectrometer (Beckman Instruments, Fullerton, cA) immediately prior to

electrophoresis of the sample. The percentage of the total sample electrophoresed was

determined on the basis of cpm remaining after sample application.

Inhibition experiments were performed by adding various concentrations of soluble,

deaggregated protein preparations to the affinity gel slurry prior to the addition of the cell

extract to the reaction mixture.
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SDS-PAGE

Gel electrophoresis was performed according to a procedure described by Maiznl (123) for

a discontinuous gel buffer system côntaining sDS. Briefiy, the gels were cast in 6mm LD.

glass tubes (1 mm thick walls), 18 cm in length. The resolving gel was l\vo acrylamide, 14

cm long, and contained 0.375 M Tris HCr pH 8.9. The stacking ger was 3vo acrylamide,

2 cm long, and was buffered with 0.059 M Tris poo'3 pH 6.7. The electrode buffer

contained 0.05 M Tris, 0.384 M glycine, and o.lvo sDS. The resolving gel was cast at least

6 hours prior to use (more often the day before use, stored at 4'c overnight), and the gels

were run as soon as possible after the casting of the stacking gel.

As much of the 0.2 ml sample slurry as possible was applied to the top of the gel. The

samples were overlaid with electrode buffer and the gels were run at lg"c in a canalco

electrophoresis apparatus (canalco, Rockville, MD) under a constant voltage of 100 v.

Initial current was 3.5 mA,/gel. The voltage was increased to 250 v once the samples were

through the stacking gel, and the electrophoresis was continued until the tracking dye was

within 3 mm of the bottom of the gel. Totat run time was typicalþ about 5 hours.

Following electrophoresis, the gels were temporarily stored at 0.c to minimize band

diffusion while awaiting fractionation. Each gel was sliced into 2 mm fractions on a Gilson

model 200 gel fractionator (Gilson Medical Electronics, Villiersle-Bel, France). The

radioactivity of each fraction was determined in a Gamma g000 spectrometer, and cpm were
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plotted against fraction number. In dual labelling experiments, the gamma counter was

programmed to correct automatically forr3ll spillover into therrl channel.

Quant'rfative analysis of SDS-PAGE profites

Quantitative comparisons of the cpm vs. fraction plots were made by first correcting the

cpm of each fraction for the percentage of the total sample that was actually

electrophoresed, since this varied somewhat fo¡ different samples. The peaks of the profile,

corrected to account ror 700vo of the sample, were then graphically resolved, and compared

on the basis of the total peak cpm minus background.

Results

IgG-Sephârqse binding of radiolâb€lled membrane coE[þnents

InitiaI experiments compared the abilities of various protein-sepharose preparations to bind

radiolabelled RBL cell membrane components. The results, presented in Table 2.1, were

somewhat surprising. The relatively high binding to BSA-sepharose was particularly

unexpected, since previous results from our laboratory had indicated that this conjugate

bound less material than lgE-Sepharose (72). Tlnis may have been a result of a different

protein/sepharose ratio on the conjugates. Interestingly, in support of conrad,s unpublished

obsewations, IgG-sepharose appeared to bind nearþ as many counts as IgE-sepharose.
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Table 2.1 Comparison of cpm bound to various prolein-Seoharosê
conjugates relal;ve to lgE-Sepharose

Sepharose
conjugate

Ralio of cpm bound
relalive to lgE-Sepharose

lsE

lsG

BSA

Aclivaled/Quenched

1.00

0.79

1.86

0.40
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SDS-PAGE analysis

An entirely different picture emerged however, when the material bound by the various

sepharose preparations was eluted and analr¿ed by sDS-pAGE (Figure 2.3). The eluate

from IgE-sepharose yielded the expected peak, corresponding to the H and R rec€ptors

(Figure 2.3a). Two peaks with very similar mobility were also eluted from lgG-Sepharose

(Figure 2.3b). However, over several experiments, the total counts in these two peaks only

amounted to 26 + 9/o of those found in the corresponding two peaks from IgE-sepharose.

This would suggest that, if these are the same proteins bound by IgE-sepharose, they have

a somewhat lower affinity for IgG-Sepharose.

In contrast, as shown in Figure 2.3c, the profile of material eluted from BSA-sepharose \{as

surprisingly flat, despite the large number of counts bound by this preparation. In

particular, no peaks were found in this profile that might correspond to either of the H or

R receptor proteins. In fact, the fate of the BSA-sepharose bound counts is uncertain.

Although the majority of counrs were applied to the sDS-pAGE gel, the peak of low

molecular weight material migrating with the tracking dye was too small to account for all

of the applied counts, and they did not appear to be trapped in the stacking gel.

The SDS-PAGE profile obtained with activated/quenched Sepharose (not shown) was very

similar to that for BSA-sepharose, and further supported the conclusion that the material

bound by IgG-Sepharose was ¡¡ol bound by some non-specific interaction.
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Duâl labelling SDS-PAGE anat,tsis

while these results suggested that the components bound by IgG- and IgE-sepharose had

similar electrophoretic characteristics, in order to establish that the mobilities of the IgG

bound components were actually üenti.cal to the H and R proteins, a dual labelling

experiment was performed. one lot of cells was labelled with rðI, and the detergent extract

of this preparation was reacted with lgG-sepharose. Another lot from the same cell

population was labelled with the 131I radioisotope, and this eKract was reacted with IgE-

sepharose. Eluates from the two Ig-sepharose conjugates were combined, and the mixture

was anaþzed by SDS-PAGE. As shown in Figure 2.4, the tur labelled molecules binding

to lgG-Sepharose migrated with mobilities identical to the r31I labelled H and R receptor

proteins bound by IgE-sepharose. The apparent similarity in the peak heights of the IgG-

sepharose bound material compared to that bound by IgE-sepharose was due to the low

specifìc activity that seems to be characteristic of r3rl labelling.
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Absorption studies

conclusive evidence indicating that IgG-sepharose was binding the same H and R proteins

as are bound by IgE-sepharose was provided by a series of absorption experiments,

presented in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. These fìgures illustrate the effects of absorbing the

solubilized cell preparation with various þpes of sepharose prior to reaction with IgE-

sepharose (Figure 2.5) or lgG-Sepharose (Figure 2.6). whereas absorption wirh BsA-

sepharose had no effect on the profile of material subsequentþ bound by IgE-sepharose

(Figure 2.5a), absorption with IgG-sepharose significantþ reduced the subsequent binding

of both H and R, with a preferential decrease in H binding (Figure 2.5b). conversely, as

shown in Figure 2.6, while absorption with activated/quenched sepharose (or BSA-

sepharose, separate experiment) símilarly failed to affect the profile of material

subsequently bound by lgG-Sepharose (Figure 2.6a), absorption with IgE_Sepharose

eliminated essentialþ all of the material normally bound by the IgG conjugate.
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lgE.Sepharose
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Inhibition studies

subsequent experiments explored the interaction in solution between the H and R receptor

proteins and monomeric IgE and IgG. various concentrations of the immunoglobulins were

used in an attempt to inhibit the binding.of the two rec€ptors to IgE- or lgG-sepharose.

Figure 2.7 shows that, solely on the basis of total counts bound, IgG (.) apparentþ failed

to inhibit binding to either IgE- or lgG-sepharose to any great extent. In neither case did

the inhibition exceed that produced by an equal concentration of BSA (r). IgE (r), on

the other hand, significantly reduced the total counts bound by both IgE- and IgG-

Sepharose.

However, subsequent analysis of the electrophoretic profiles of the material eluted from

each of these inhibited samples provided considerably more information than could be

obtained from the straight binding data of Figure 2.7. euantitative analysis of these profiles

both eliminated the effects of non-specificalþ bound radiolabelled material, and allowed the

effects of the inhibitors to be assessed separately for each of the H and R peak. Figures

2.8 and' 2.9 show the effects of the soluble inhibitors on the receptor region of the sDS-

PAGE profiles, and Figures 2.10-2.12 provide quantitative analyses of these profiles.
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Flgute 2,7 The eff€cts of various concentrat¡ons of sotuble lgE, lgc or BSA on toial BBL exkact cpm
bound by lgE-Sepharose and lgc-Sepharose,
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Figure 2.'10 The efects of various concenlralions of soluble lgE, lgc or BSA on lolal receptor-related cpm
(H+R) bound by lgE-Sepharose and lgc-sepharo:e. -
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The etfects of various concenlrations of soluble lgE, lgc or BSA on R receptor,related cpm
bound by lgE-Sepharose and lgc-Sepharose,
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It is immediately apparent from the profiles presented ín Figures 2.g and,2.9, that both rg3

(panels (b)) and IgE (panels (c)) have profound effects on rhe binding of H and R to IgE-

and IgG-sepharose. This is contrary to the simple analysis of total cpm bound, presented

in Figure 2 7, and suggests that this previous analysis failed to accurately reflect the effects

of the soluble proteins on actval receptor binding. The large number of non-receptor cpm

bound non-specifically by the control sepharose preparations (Table 2.1) suggests that high

background binding probably obscured the effects of the soluble proteins on receptor

binding in this earlier analysis.

It would be more appropriate therefore to plot binding or receptor speciftc cpm as a

function of ioluble protein concentration, rather than simpty plotting total cpm bound.

Based on the sDS-PAGE profìles of Figures 2.8 and 2.9, such an analysis of. total receptor

related cpm is presented in Figure 2.10. perhaps the most important point made in this

figure is that soluble IgG (. ) causes significantly greater inhibition of total receptor binding

to both (a) IgE- and (b) IgG-sepharose than BSA (r) does. This provides considerable

support for the specificity of the lgc-monomer/receptor interaction. Furthermore, by

restricting the data to receptor related cpm, much of the interference due to non-specific

binding of radiolabelled protein was eliminated, and the apparent inhibition by each of the

soluble proteins was significantly enhanced.

This type of quantitative analysis was still more informative if the interaction bétween

receptor, soluble protein, and sepharose conjugate was analyzed sepnrateþ for each receptor
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protein, as in Figures 2.17 and 2.72. rn Figure 2.11a it can be seen that, in the range of

concentrations used, soluble IgG (.) was incapable of inhibiting the interaction of the R

protein with lgE-sepharose. Free IgE (r) on the other hand inhibited this interaction quite

effectively. In contrast, the interaction of R with /gG-sepharose (Figure 2.11b) was inhibited

both by IgE (t) anà by lgc (.). A.lrhough IgE was the more effective inhibitor, these

results none the less show quite clearly that monomeric IgG r.r capable of interacting with

the R protein.

A similar analysis is presented for the H rec€ptor in Figure 2.12. rn this case, rgc ( . )

successfully inhibited the interaction between the H protein and both (a) IgE- and (b) IgG-

Sepharose. It can be concluded therefore that, like R, H is also capable of interacting with

monomeric IgG.

The finding that soluble IgG is capable of causing considerable inhibition of the HllgE-

Sepharose interaction, but no signifìcant inhibition of the RÂgE-sepharose interaction,

suggests that either the H/IgG interaction is stronger than the R[gG interaction, or the

Il/IgE-Sepharose interaction is weaker than the ÀÂgE-Sepharose interaction, or perhaps

both. The results of the earlier absorption experiments tended to suggest a preferential

interaction between H and lgG-sepharose (Figure 2.5). The present series of experiments

would tend to support this conclusion, since IgG seems to inhibit the MgG-sepharose

interaction somewhat more effectively than it inhibits the RÂgG-Sepharose interaction
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(compare the slopes of -.-, Figures 2.1ib and 2.12b). However, there do€s not appear

to be any marked difference in the affinities of H and R for IgG. This might suggest

therefore, that H also has a lower affinity for IgE-sepharose than R has (the ,'both" option

above).

The data presented in Figures 2.11a and 2.72a for the IgE (r) mediated inhibition of R and

H binding to IgE-sepharose tend to support this suggestion. A lower affinity for IgE-

Sepharose would imply a lower affinity for IgE. A lower affinity for IgE would mean

higher concentrations of the soluble immunoglobulin would be required to inhibit the

receptor/solid-phase interaction to any particular extent, say 50vo. A comparison of Figures

2'71a and 2'12a shows quite clearly that the R/solid-phase interaction is inhibited by soluble

IgE much more strongly than the H/solid-phase interaction is. It would appear therefore

that the H protein has a consíderably lower affinity for IgE than the R protein has.

To briefly summarize the results of this anaþis therefore, both H and R proteins are

capable of binding monomeríc lgG and IgE. The affinity of the H/IgE inreraction appears

to be lower than that of R and IgE, whereas IgG seems to inreract preferentially with the

H protein. However, all of the results thus far are also consistent with both rec€ptors

having a higher affinity for 1gE rhan for IgG.
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Specific¡ty of the interaction of H ând R wilh IgG

Although soluble BSA appeared to cause significant inhibition of total rec€ptor binding to

IgG-sepharose (Figure 2.10b), BS{-sepharose failed to specifically bind either of the H or

R receptors (Figure 2.3c). This suggested, therefore, that the inhibition by soluble BSA was

a result of non-specific protein/protein interaction, whereas soluble IgG caused a specific

inhibition of rec€ptor binding. In order to confirm this point however, the inhibitory

capacities of IgG and BSA were compared with those of a variety of read y availabre

proteins hâving isoelectric points (pI) similar to IgG. F(ab'), fragments of rat IgG were

included in the series of proteins tö determine the Fc specificity of the rec€ptor/Ig

interaction.

The results of this experiment, presented in Table 2.2, indicated that IgG and IgE

consistently inhibited receptor binding to IgG- and IgE-sepharose to a significantly greater

extent than any of the various control proteins. wh e the F(ab'), fragments appeared to

inhibit the receptor/IgG-sepharose interaction somewhat, this preparation was subsequently

found to be contaminated with intact IgG. None the less, the inhibitory capacity of the

preparation was still significantly less than that of undigested IgG, suggesting that even the

partial removal of the Fc portion of the protein interfered significantþ with the

immunoglobulin's ability to bind the H and R receptor proteins.
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Tablø 2.2 lnhibition of receptor binding by various proteins

Af¡n¡ty Gel lnhibitor Concenlration
(molar)

% Receptor Bound t S.E.

HR

IgG-S€pharosê

lsE

lsG

F(ab'),

BSA

Hemoglobulin

Carbonic Anhydrase

Fibrinogen

lgE-Sepharose

lsE

lsG

BSA

Hemoglobulin

100r3 100r5
8r2 27.5!0.7
57!0.7 66r 1.4

7015 8314
76 13 87r10
80tg 86+5
84rr0 83 115
88 l9 107r9

100 10.5 100 r 7

45f I 1012
34r1 103r2
92t5 10'l r2
94!7 9614

1.9 x 10'

8.3 x 107

1,s x 10ô

3.7 x 10'

Various proteins wers tested at the indicated concentrations for their ab¡lities lo inh¡bil the

interaction between the H and R rcceptor prole¡ns and IgG- or lgE-Sepharose. Percent

rec€ptor binding was determined by quantitat¡vs analysis of SDS-PAGE profiles (see Materials

and Methods).
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As previously, BSA appeared to inhibit the binding of H and R ro IgG-sepharose.

Although the inhibition would appear to have been somewhat comparable to that of IgG

(at least in the case ol the I//IgG-Sepharose inreraction), the inhibitory capaciry of BSA

Ievelled off at this concentration, as shown previously in Figures 2.10 through 2.12. On the

other hand, increasing the concentration or IgG continued to further inhibit receptor

binding. At higher protein concentrations therefore, BSA causes suås tantiatly less inhibition

than IgG. This was shown quite clearly in the inhibition of receptor binding to 1gE-

sepharose in the lower part of rable 2.2. unfortunately, keeping all of the inhibitor

concentrations the same, the maximum concentration which could be used for the ínhibition

of binding to /gG-Sepharose (1.9xi0{ M) was limited by the suppþ of the F(ab'),

preparation.

These results therefore suggest that the interaction of the H and R proteins with IgG was

quite specific, and appeared to depend on the Fs region of the immunoglobulin. The

apparent inhibition of the receptor/lgG-sepharose interaction by BSA appears to have been

the result of non-specific protein/protein interaction.
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Discussion

The results of these experiments have confìrmed both or c-anrad's previous observations.

Thus, (a) soluble IgG does not appear to specifically inhibir the binding of radiolabelled

RBL cell membrane proteins to IgE-Sepharose, on the basis of total cpm bound, and (b)

IgG-sepharose does bind a significant amount of solubilized membrane protein from

radiolabelled RBL cells. Furthermore, the proteins bound by IgG-sepharose are the same

H and R receptor proteins bound by IgE-sepharose. These receptors are bound

specifitally, but they bind to the IgG-Sepharose with a lower affinity than they bind IgE-

Sepharose. This reduced affinity has been used to advantage to demonstrate an interaction

between both of the receptors and the low affinity ligand, monomeric IgG.

In fact, with regard to point (a) above, soluble lgG was able to compete with IgE_

Sepharose for the 11 protein, but this inhibition is obscured by high, non-specific,

background binding. The binding of radiolabelled membrane components to BsA-sepharose

(Table 2.1) illustrated the extent of this non-specific binding. As a result, in the data

presented in Figures 2.7 through 2.L2, only about 30Vo of the total cpm bound by IgE-

sepharose could be accounted for by the receptor proteins. of these receptor related cpm,

just about one third (approximately 36vo) werc related to the H receptor, amounting to

only 77vo of the total cpm bound. At the maximum concentration of soluble IgG, there

was a 66vo inhibition of H binding (Figure 2.12a), while R binding was unaffected (Figure
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2.11a). This resulted in a decrease in total cpm bound or only about 7vo (ie. (0.30 x 0.36

x 0.6)x100Vo ), which failed to exc€ed the non-specifrc inhibition by BSA

If the H/R ratio of the RBL celis was reduced from that of the cell line used in thqse

experiments, then the above problem would be compounded, with IgG producing an even

smaller apparcnt decrease in total cpm bound. In fact, this is the most likely explanation

for conrad's failure to notice any inhibition by IgG of total cpm bound to IgE-sepharose

(72). A comparison of Figure 8, reference (72) 'tnth Figures 2.3 and 2.g, showed that the

cells used in conrad's earlier work did indeed express substantially less of the H protein

than the cells used in the present study. Therefore, probabþ as a result of this differenc€,

inhibition of H binding by soluble IgG had no notic€able effect on total cpm bound by the

IgE-Sepharose in this earlier work.

The use of an IgG Fc preparation to establish the regional specificity of the IgG/receptor

interaction was intentionally avoided at this stage of the project. Roussea v et al. (724) have

shown that the different rat IgG subclasses vary in their susceptibility to enzymatic

degradation. The possibility existed therefore that an Fc preparation might have had a

considerably different subclass composition than the whole IgG preparation used in the

binding and inhibition siudies. without a precise knowledge of the IgG subclass specificity

of the H and R receptors, the use of such an Fc preparation could easily have yielded

misleading results.
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Although' as previously mentioned, the F(ab'), preparation was found to be contaminated

with undigested IgG, the results none the less tend to indicate that the IgG/receptor

interaction was Fc specific. In fact, subsequent work using pure F(ab')rand Fc preparations

is presented in the following chapters which strongþ supports this conclusion,

As previously mentioned, studies by Halper and Metzger (11g), and subsequently by Moller

and Konig (125)' failed to demonstrate any direct binding of monomeric IgG2á to intact

RBL cells. Nor were Halper and Metzger able to inhibit IgE binding with monomeric

IgG", suggesting that the Fc receptors of RBL cells did not bind IgGr. However, the

same authors could inhíbit the IgEIRBL interaction with lgG^immune complexes, suggesting

that perhaps there actually tv¿zr some interaction between these complexes and the Fc,

receptors. To explain these somewhat contradictory results, it was proposed that, whereas

the affinity of the receptors for monomeric IgG, might have been too low to show direct

binding or to affect IgE binding, the interaction between the receptors and an lg} complex

might be stabilized by the simultaneous interaction with a number of rec€ptors (multipoint

attachment). unfortunately, they could not rule out the possibility that the inhibition of

IgE binding was a result of steric interference from the IgG, complexes bound to some

receptors other than the FcdR.
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The results of the present study clearly show that both the H and R Fc€ receptor proteins

do cross-react with IgG, supporting Halper and Metzger,s suggestion that the IgGr"

complexes inhibited IgE binding by direct interaction with the Fc. receptors. However, the

results also indicate that both receptors are capable of binding monomeric rgG. The failure

of IgGr, monomers to inhibit IgE binding to intact cells therefore requires some explanation,

with re.spect to the R protein, the results indicate that, although this rec€ptor binds IgG,

it has a much higher affinity for IgE. Thus, as shown in Figure 2.11a (.), over the

concentration range studied, monomeric IgG failed to successfulþ compete with IgE for

the R protein binding site. In fact, the only way that the interaction between R and IgG

monomers could be demonsrrated was by inhibition of the lower affinity MgG-sepharose

interaction (Figure 2.11b, .). To date, this remains the only conclusive demonstration of

IgG monomer binding by this high affinity Fc. receptor.

The problem is that, as shown in Figure 2.72a (.), the interaction between the 11 protein

and monomeric IgG appears to be strong enough to compete successfulþ with the IgEÆI

interaction. one might therefore expect IgG monomers to inhibit IgE binding to intact

cells as a result of an interaction with the H receptor, but such is not the case. It was

previously suggested (126) that this discrepancy might be attributable to an inc¡ease in the

receptor's affinity for IgG on its removal from the membrane (67). on the intact cell

therefore, the membrane bound H protein might not bind IgG and IgE with comparable

affinities, and IgG might not be capable of inhibiting the IgEIH interaction. However,
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while this possibility can not be ruled out, it would be diffìcult to explain an increase in the

affiniry of the solubilized receptor for IgG without an accompanying increase in its affinity

fot IgE. lt is doubtful therefore that the receptor on the intact cell has relative affìnities

for IgG and IgE that are considerably different from those of the solubilized rec€ptor.

Another explanation for the apparent failure of IgG to inhibit the IgEIH interaction on

intact cells lies in the method used and in the similarity of the H receptor's affinitie.s for

IgG and IgE' As mentioned in the introduction, Bach er ¿/. found that (supposedly

monomeric) IgG, sensitized rat mast cells and induced histamine release on exposure of

these sensitized cells to the antigen specificalþ recognized by the sensitizing antibody (117).

The interaction with the IgG was relatively weak compared to that with IgE however, and

the sensitizing antibody could be removed by simpþ washing the ce,lls.

virtually all studies involving intact cells have ultimately depended on an analpis of the

direct binding of labelled IgG or IgE. Halper and Metzger, for instance, attempted to show

direct binding of 1rI labelled IgG, monomers. similarly, they artempted to inhibit the direct

binding of radiolabelled IgE with IgGr. unfortunately, the direct binding assa)ß most

commonþ employed have required that the cells be washed, to remove free, labelted

immunoglobulin. But, as shown by Bach and co-workers (117), such washing results in the

loss of the weakly bound IgG ligand. consequently, no one has been able to demoßtrate

direct binding of monomeric IgG to RBL cells.
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As shown in Figures 2.71a and 2.72a, monomeric IgG is only capable of competing with IgE

for the ¡1 receptor. The strength of the IgG/H interaction is therefore comparable to

(although significantly less than) the IgE/H interaction. As mentioned above, washing

disrupts the interaction between monomeric IgG and the H rec€ptor. It is quite possible

therefore that the I?EIH interaction is also disrupted by washing, since the affinity of the

interaction is comparable to that between IgG and, the H protein, rf thß were the case,

then assays based on direct binding to intact cells would fail, to detect IgE binding to the

H receptor. As a result, any inhibitbn of this binding by monomeric IgG would likewise

go undetected. Thus, Halper and Metzger failed to see any inhibition of IgE binding by

IgG monomers, although such inhibition might have taken place none the less.

This explanation was strongly supported by segal et al. in their studies of the interaction

between IgG and intact RBL-2H3 cells (127). As in virtualþ all previous studies of this

interaction, they found that the binding of monomeric IgG was disrupted even by the

relatively gentle technique of washing the cells through a phthalate oil mixture. However,

they were able to demonstrate the direct binding of tgc anen, suggesting that multipoint

attachment to the cell stabilized the interaction enough for the binding to survive the wash

cycle' Fortunately, the dimers were prepared ftom rabbit IgG, and they failed to inhibit IgE

monomer binding to the high affinity Fc. receptor (the R protein). As will be seen in a

later chapter, rabbit IgG is unique in its preferential interaction v/ith the H receptor. Had

the dimers been of rat IgG, they might welt have inhibited the IgE/R interaction. In any

case, this /¿c,t of inhibition of IgE binding therefore led the authors to conclude that the
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IgG was bound through some other receptor, which they referred to as the.lgG receptor.

In fact, this was probably the first detection of direct binding to the protein that we refer

to as H. once again, for continuity the receptor will be referred to as the H protein

throughout the work presented here.

The interaction of the H receptor with monomerb. IgG could b€ demonstrated indbectþ by

the monomer's inhibition of IgG dimer binding. Interestingþ, the binding of the IgG

dimers was also inhibited by monomeric IgE, suggesting that the receptor cross-reacted with

this immunoglobulin class. In fact, IgE appeared to be a somewhat better inhibitor of the

HllgG dimer interaction than IgG was. Actual estimates of the association constants for

each class were 1.6x106 M't for IgE and 4.2xlf M'l for IgG (127). T\e affinities of the

receptor for each class were therefore within the same order of magnitude. (Recall that the

associatíon constant for the IgE/R interaction is on the order of 1010 Mn). Furthermore,

pretreatment of the cells with IgE followed by washing failed to inhibit the binding of the

rabbit rgG dimers (which only interact with the H protein). In support of the argument

above, this suggested therefore rhat, despire its significantþ higher affinity, the IgE washed

off of the H receptor just like the IgG monomerc did.

If the bond between the IgG/IgE ligands and the H receptor on the intact cell is disrupted

by washing, this raises the question of why the H receptor is not similarly washed off of

IgE- or IgG-Sepharose. A possible explanation for this is that the sepharose conjugates
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provide quite high local concentrations of immobilized immunoglobulin in the

microenvironment of the sepharose matrix. According to equation (1) in the introduction:

IgE + receptor
kt'

- k.,
Receptor-IgE complex

this high concentration of ligand pushes the reaction strongly towards complex formation.

Furthermore, this high ligand concentration is not reduced by washing, since the

immunoglobulin is bound to the solid sepharose matrix. As a result, conditions always

favour complex formation and the receptor remains bound to the sepharose conjugate.

Furthermore, by effectively increasing the ratio of the Sepharose-bound immunoglobulin to

free receptor protein, washing the sepharose actually enhances complex formation between

the sepharose conjugate and the receptor protein remaining after the wash, with intact

cells on the other hand, washing reduces the concentration of the immunoglobulin ligand,

and maintainence of the equilibriam between product and reactants results in the

dissociation of receptor bound immunoglobulin. For the R protein, its affinity for IgE is

so high that the rate of dissociation (k) is too slow to result in a significant loss of bound

IgE in several wash cycles. The R//gG interaction on the other hand, and the interaction

of the H receptor with both IgG and IgE, has a much lower association constant, probably

largeþ due to a much more rapid rate of dissociation. virtually ail of the bound

immunoglobulin is therefore.able to dissociate from these interactions during the washing

of the cells.
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The higher affinity of the IgEIR interaction, compared with that betwe€n IgE and the H

protein, also provides another possible explanation for the preferential isolation of the R

receptor by lgE/anti(IgE) (72). It is possible that in these earlier studies the concentrarion

of IgE used was simply too low to result in significant H/IgE complex formation. It should

be borne in mind that at lower IgE concentrations, where the supply of IgE might be

limiting, H would have to compete with R for IgE (a battle it does not have a chance of

winning). It is also possible rhat the isolation of the FcR/IgE/anti(IgE) complexes on

protein A-Sepharose (or of FcR/IgE complexes on horse anti(rat lgE)-sepharose) fails to

produce a concentration of IgE in the microenvironment similar to that of IgE-sepharose.

As a result, the H protein might be lost in the washing. It might be expected that

immunoprecipitation of the FcRÂgE complexes would afford the b€st chance of isolating

both H and R, since the IgE/anti(IgE) immunoprecipitate would most closeþ ¡esemble

IgE-sepharose. However, it is also possible that the anti(IgE) binds the same region of the

IgE molecule as the H receptor, inhibiting H binding. This would also tend to suggest that

H and R bind somewhat different regions of the IgE protein, since the anti(IgE) does not

appear to inhibit the rR/IgE interaction. It is also possible thar the IgEÆI complexes

dissociate upon interaction with anti(IgE) for some other reason (perhaps a result of some

conformational change), as previously suggested (22).
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In summary, both the H and R proteins of the RBL cell membrane appear to crossreact

with IgE and IgG. However, the receptors differ considerably in their affinities for each

of these ligands. The affinity of R for IgE is much greater than that for IgG. The H

protein on the other hand has an affinity for IgE which is comparable to (but still greater

than) that for IgG, and much lower than that of R. The fact that both receptors have a

higher affinity for IgE than for IgG has prompted some to argue that both should be

considered IgE receptors (126). However , in vivo, where the concentration of IgG is much

higher than that of IgE, H might serve primaríly as an IgG receptor. It might be best

therefore to simpþ refer to these proteins generically as Fc receptors, perhaps using a

number to distinguish between them (eg. FcR, and FcRr), as has been done with the

interleukins. This would avoid the somewhat misleading situation of having an IgE receptor

thât functions primarily as an IgG receptor, or conversely, an IgG receptor that has a

higher affinity for IgE than IgG. In fact, as mentioned in the previous chapter, currently

accepted nomenclature refers to R as Fc.RI(a), and H is referred to as Fc.R", the L

standing for low affinity. Actually, according to the guidelines, H should be referred to as

Fc.RII, but this is now the generalþ accepted name for the the lymphocyte low affinity F.

receptor (cD23). As previously indicated however, for the purposes of the thesis we will

continue to refer to the receptors as H and R.

It is tempting to compare these results with those of Ishizaka et al. (r?ß) and Daeron er

al. (129), although these groups studied human basophils and mouse mast cells respectivel¡
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and these system differences have to be kept in mind. In both instances, the intact c€lls

were found to possess two distinct receptors; one reacting exclusively with IgE, and the

other only with aggregated human IgG (128) or, in the case of the mouse, mouse IgG,

alloantibody (129). However, in rheir attempts to show inhibition of IgG binding by IgE,

the¡e authors washed the cells between their exposure to IgE and the addition of IgG.

Therefore, any IgE bound relatively weakly to the IgG receptors could have been washed

off, as discussed above for tl¿¿r svstem.
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Chapter 3

The subclass specificity of the interaction

between IgG and the Fc. receptors of RBL cells

Introduction

The work presented in the previous chapter established that both the H and R receptor

proteins of the RBL cell interact specifically with an IgG protein preparation isolated from

normal rat serum. However, as was pointed out in Chapter 1, the IgG proteins can be

divided into several subclasses. Moreover, it will be recalled that earlier work of Austen's

group had implicated the IgG, subclass as a second mediator of histamine release, in

addition to IgE. However, this work also indicated that whereas purifìed IgG, induced

release, unfractionated antisera did not, suggesting that not only the IgG subclass but also

the relative concentrations of the subclasses were important in this IgG induced release.

The results presented in Chapter 2 indicated that the affinities of the IgE and IgG

interactions with H may be comparable. Since these results were obtained with an

unfractionated IgG preparation, at equal concentrations of total IgE and IgG protein in the
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reaction mixtures used in the binding inhibition studies, the conc€ntration of any particular

IgG subclass would still be /¿ss than the concentration of IgE in the matching samples of

the IgE inhibition series. The possibility therefore exists that H may actually bind one of

the IgG subclasses with a higher affinity than it binds IgE. It therefore became important

to determine the subclass specificity (if any) of the IgG/FcÉR interaction.

unfortunatel¡ whereas a variety of purified proteins of each murine lg} subclass are

commercialþ available, no commercial preparations of purified raf subclass proteins were

available at the time this work was undertaken. consequentþ, the continuation of the

project involved a considerable amount of time and effort being devoted to the purification

of the rat IgG subclasses; both from normal rat serum and from the ascitic fluid of rats

bearing tumors that produced large amounts of a single IgG subclass (immunocytomas),

unfortunateþ, the use of these immunocytoma proteins opened the possibility that one

might be dealing with an abnormal protein, with unusual characteristics. Therefore, in

order to be able to draw any general conclusions about the interaction between the

rec€ptor proteins and a particular IgG subclass, it was desirable to test more than one

immunocytoma protein representing each subclass. This compounded the problem of

subclass purification considerably, since even immunocytoma proteins of the same subclass

have somewhat different characteristiæ, each requiring a somewhat different method of

purification, reducing the usefulness of published methods.
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Theoretically, the assay described in the previous chapter could have been used without

changes to study the abilities of the various IgG subclasses to inhibit the interaction of the

Fc receptors with lgG-sepharose. However, the limited supply of the purifìed subclass

proteins required that the assay reaction volume be reduced to conserve reagent proteins,

in order that several replicates could be run over a range of protein concentrations.

Furthermore, the large number of subclass proteins to be tested made it highly desirable

to modi& the assay in such a way as to increase its sample handling capacity. Thus, the

micro-assay described in this chapter was developed to meet these needs, Fortunately, as

this method was refined, the effort was further rewarded with reductions in background

interference, and improvements in the reproducibility of the data obtained.

The main focus of this chapter is the interaction of the various subclasses of rat IgG with

the RBL H and R receptor proteins. However, a considerable portion of the text is

devoted to a discussion of the technical aspects of the micro-assay, in view of the assay's

potential applicability to other studies.
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Materlals and Methods

Buffen

Ac€tate Buffer, 0.071 M acetate, pH 5.0

AcÆtate/NaCl, 0.1 M acetic acid/sodium acetate, 0.5 M NaCl, pH 4.0

Acid Fuchsin, 0.2Vo acid fuchsin, 50Zo methanol, 10Vo acetic acid,

BBS, 6.25 mM borate, 0.B5Zo NaCl, pH 8.8

BBS/NP-40/BSA contains 0.5% Nonidet p-40 (calbiochem, san Diego, cA) and O.rvo

BSd pH 8.8

BBS/NP-40ÆSA + Protease Inhibitors contains o.o0r M phenylmethylsurfonylfluoride

(Sigma, St. Iouis, MO), 0.02 M 2-iodoacetamide (Eastman Kodak, Rochester, Ny),

0.01 M benzamidine hydrochloride (Sigma), 0.05 M e-aminocaproic acid (Sigma), i0

ug/ml leupeptin (Sigma), 1 ug/mt pepstatin(Sigma), and 100 ug/ml soya bean trypsin

inhibitor (Sigma), pH 8.8

Ferric-citrate complex, 6.25x70.3 M FeCl;6HrO, 6.25x10.2 M NarCitrate

PBS, 0.01 M POo3 ' (potassium salr), 0.74 M NaCl, pH 7.4

PBS/BSA contains 0.05% BsA (ICN Nutritionar Biochemicars, cleverand, ohio)

PBSG, 0.01 M POo3'(sodium salr), 0.15 M NaCl, 0.7 M glycine, pH 7.3

SDS-PAGE Sample Buffer, 0.M25 M Tris-pOo, 20Vo glycerol, 2Vo SDS, 0.00SVo

bromphenol blue, pH 6.7, containing approximately 4.3 kBq Naz/ml (260000
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cpm/ml). Sample buffer was 0,2vo 2-mercaptoethanor when running under reducing

conditions.

SDS-PAGE Fixative, 4Zo sulfosalicylic acid, l2.5Vo trichloroacetic acid

SDS-PAGE staín, 0.04% c-oomassie Brilliant Brue R-250 (Eastman Kodak co.,

Rochester, NY),27Eo 2-propanol, 10Va acetic acid

SDS-PAGE Destaining Solution, l2Vo 2-propanol, 7Vo acetic acid,

SDS-PAGE Preservative, l2Vo 2-propanol, TVo acntic acid, 4Vo glycercl

Tris Buffer, 0.2 M Tris-HCl, 0.15 M NaCI, 0.052o NaN,, pH 8.0

Rat Immunoglobulins

IR-162 myeloma IgE and normal rat IgG were prepared as described in the previous

chapter.

Normal rat IgGrwas prepared by ion exchange chronatography of a crude immunoglobulin

preparation, similar to that from which the whote IgG fraction was purified by gel filtration

in chapter 2. This crude fraction was dialysed extensiv ely, 5x24 hrs. against 10 volume¡ of

0.005 M Poo3'pH 8.0 before storage at -20"c, and 2x24 hrs. vs. 50 volumes of the same

buffer immediately prior to use. I-ots of approximatety 590 mg. total protein at a

concentration of 25 mg/ml were separated at room temperature on a 2.5 x 30 cm column

of Whatman DE52 cellulose equilibrated with 0.005 M pO13., running ar 60 ml/hr. The first

peak to elute under starting conditions was conc€ntrated by reduced pressure ultrafiltration

in a Micro-ProDicon (MPDC) apparatus (Bio-Molecular Dynamics, Beaverton, oR) with
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simultaneous dialysis vs. PBS. Final concentration of the preparationwas 24 mg protein/ml.

Yields were typically 2-7 mg protein per run, depending on the immunoglobulin preparation

used,

The sera of rats carrying the immunocytomas described below were kindly provided by Dr.

H.Bazin (University of Louvain, Brussels, Belgium).

IgGr, from the serum of Lou rats carrying the IR401 immunocytoma was prepared by flat

bed isoelectrofocusing the protein obtained from the IgG peak of an ultogel AcA34 gel

filtration column (LKB Productor, sweden) (see chapter 2). As in chaptet 2, the crude

preparation applied to the column was obtained by (NHo)rsoo precipitation, and the

concentrated IgG fraction was absorbed with anti(rat IgE) sepharose. This absorbed

fraction was dialysed against 0.007 M NHlHCo3 (18 hrs. vs. 100 volumes), and

electrofocused in lots containing approximately 55 mg total protein. The electrofocusing

medium consisted of 6 g ultrodex (LKB produktor, sweden) in a total volume of 150 ml,

containing 57o ampholles pH 5-8 (Phamalyte, pharmacia, upsala, Sweden). The ultrodex

slurry was cast on an 11x140 cm glass plate, evaporated approximately ?Åvo, and run at 4oc

for 18 hrs at 200 Y, increasing to 400 V for 24 hrs, and 500 V for 4g hrs (constant

voltage). The electrofocusing plate was divided into 7.5 mm fractions using a stainless steel

grid, and the protein was eluted from the support medium using 5 ml aliquots of distilled

water' IgGt was obtained in a single peak having an isoelectric point of 6.4. Ampholytes

were removed from the concentrated preparation by gel filtration in tris buffer on a 1.6x52
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cm ultrogel AcA 44 column (LKB Productor, sweden). Finalþ, the protein was diatped

against PBS and concentrated in the MPDC apparatus to a final concentration of 25 mg/ml.

IgG, was prepared from the serum of Lou rats carrying the IR221 immunocytoma.

Preparation of the crude immunoglobulin fraction by (NHo)rSoo precipitation, separation

of an IgG fraction by AcA34 gel filtration, and absorption of IgE was essentially as

described in chapter 2. rgGris euglobulin in nature, and was precipitated from this semi-

purified prepararion by dialysis against 0.5vo boric acid (ã50 volumes, a.c) (130). The

precipitated protein was collected by centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 30 minutes at 4.c in

the HB-4 rotor of a sorval RC2B centrifuge. After a single wash in 0.5vo boric acid, the

precipitate was dissolved in a minimum volume of BBS pH g.g. The protein was

subsequently dialysed against PBSG (500 volumes) and approximately 17 mg of this

preparation, at 10 mg/ml, was applied to a 0.k6.5 cm column of protein A sepharose (131)

bearing 2 mg Protein A per ml Sepharose CL-48 (pharmacia, Upsala, Sweden). The

column was washed with PBSG until the absorbance at 2g0 nm of the effluent returned to

baseline. The buffer was changed to PBSG containing 1.0 M Nacl, pH 6.0, and the peak

eluting under these conditions was desalted on a sephadex G25 column running pBSG.

The desalted protein was conc€ntrated by reduced pressure ultrafiltration with simultaneous

diaþis against PBS.

IgA was obtained by (NHo)rsoo precipitation and AcA34 gel filtration of ascitic fluid from

rats carrying the IR22 immunocytoma.
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Purified IR27 and IR595 IgG,, IR33 and IR418 IgGr, IR863 and RAHE-2 IgGr, and

IR11tf8 IgG", were kindly provided by Dr. H.Bazin (Brussels, Belgium). Briefly, the IR27

protein was purified by the use of a monoclonal morÌse anti(rat light chain) antibody

specific for the rat kappa-1a allotype (132). This antibody was mupled to a sepharose 48

matrix, which was then used for affinity chromatography of ascitic fluid from kappa-1b* rats

bearing the kappa-1a+ IR27 immunocytoma.

The IR595, IR33, IR418, RAHE-2 and IRB63 proteins were prepared by (NHo)rSOo

precipitation of ascitic fluid or sera of rats carrying the various immunocytomas, followed

by ion exchange chromatography on DEAE c.ellulose in 0.05 M Tris-HCl, pH g.0, eluting

with a linear gradient of 0-0.2 M Nacl. The ion exchange purified protein was equilibrated

with 0.05 M Tris-HCl, 0.3 M NaCl, pH g.0 and applied to an AcA34 gel filtration column.

The IgG peak from this column was subsequently subjected to preparative electrophoresis

in 0.075M barbital-HCl, pH 8.6.

The IRl1¿E protein was purified by affinity chromatography on protein A-sepharose.

All of these preparations were dialyzed against pBS and lyophilized for storage. prior to

use, the lyophilized preparations were reconstituted in pBS, passed through a low binding

0.22 p'm Millex-GV filter and concentrated in the MpDC apparatus with simultaneous

dialysis against PBS.
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'chromPure' normal rat IgG F(ab'), and Fc preparations were obtained from Jackson

Immunoresearch (Avondale, PA). All commercial immunoglobulin preparatíons were

filtered and conc€ntrated as described above prior to use.

The purity of all IgG preparations was assessed by radioimmunoassay of total IgE (as

described in the previous chapter), by double diffusion in agar gel against a series of sub-

class specific antisera, and by SDS-pAGE.

Other proteins

BsA (99vo pure) was obtained from ICN Nutritional Biochemicals (cleveland, ohio).

Transferrin (human) was obtained from sigma (st. Louis, Missouri). Ferritransferrin was

prepared by the addition of 0.1 ml ferric-citrate complex to 9.9 ml 0.04 M tris, o.Nz M

NaHCO, containing 2.5 mg transferrin/ml, producing a final concentration of 6.25x10.s M

Fecl and 6.25x70a M Narcitrate. The reaction mixture was vortexed briefly and dialped

against 100 volumes of O.04 M tris, 0.002 M NaHCO, at 4"C overnight (133).

Immunodffision

Agar for both immunoelectrophoresis and immunodiffusion was prepared as described in

chapter 2. A 2 ml volume of the 1vo agar was cast on each 1x3 inch microscope slide

(precoated with a thin layer of 0.5vo agar and dried). síx wells were punched in a
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hexagonal pattern around a central well, using a 3 mm gel punch. samples of 0.0o9 ml

were applied to each well, and the slides were developed, washed and stained according the

procedure described in Chapter 2 for the immunoelectrophoresis slides.

Cell culure

The cloned RBI3114 subJine was used throughout these studies, and was maintained as

described previously (Chaprer 2).

Labelling

Due to relatively low signals from the receptor proteins, every effort was made to keep the

background as low as possible. c.ells were therefore handled very carefully to avoid

rupturing the membrane and labelling cytoplasmic components, which might have bound to

the IgG-Sepharose non-specifically.

In order to obtain as consistent results as possible, cells were consistently harvested for use

the same number of days after seeding. BSA was included in all buffers after labelling to

stabilize the cells. omitting the BSA seemed to lead to problems in centrifugation.

The lactoperoxidase cataþzed 1¡I labelling of the RBL cells was essentially as described

in Chapter 2, except that each lot of cells was solubilized in 0.25 ml BBS/NP_

AÙlBSA+protease inhibitors, producing an ext¡act containing 2x707 cell equivalents/ml.

Furthermore, the cell extract was filtered through a low binding 25mm Millex GV filter
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(0'22 um pore size, Millipore, Mississauga, ontario) after centrifugation, to remove as much

particulate and aggregated material as possible. A smaller 4 mm diarneter filter was tried

in the hope of taking advantage of its smaller dead volume, but it was rapidþ blocked with

this material. Filtering appeared to produce a significant improvement in the reproducibility

of total 1ðI cpm delivered to each reaction mixture, and reduced the likelihood of

transferring labelled material to the reaction tube which could not be subsequently washed

out.

Immunoso rbent prepa ra tian

Preparation of the IgG-Sepharose conjugate was as described previously (chapter 2).

Affini.ty chro ma togra phy

A substantial number of changes were made in the method of affinity chromatography due

to a 1ox reduction in the volume of the reaction mixture. Because of the small volume of

Sepharose used for each sample in this assay, special consideration was given to c€rtain

technical points to ensure the assay's success,

care was taken to avoid the generation of fines in all stages of sepharose preparation and

handling. Prior to use, 1 ml of IgG-sepharose (suffìcient for 100 samples) was transferred

to a 5 ml glass vial and washed by repeated resuspension and settling at unit gravity in a

total volume of 30 ml BBsn{p-4olBsA This settling at unir gravity was important in rhat

it allowed the sepharose to be de-fined, markedþ improving the reproducibility of the
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inhibition results. Resuspension in each cycle was by inversion, again in an attempt to

minimize the generation of fines. Following the last wash and complete settling, the volume

of the supernatant was adjusted to give a 1:1 slurry, and the gel was maintained in

suspension by careful stirring with a 1.5xg mm micro magnetic stirring bar. Although

excessively vigorous stirring of the washed slurry was avoided during aliquotting to minimize

the generation of fines, if the sepharose was not maintained in a homogeneous suspension

during this procedure, variations could arise in the volume of the solid matrix delivered to

each reaction tube.

Aliquots containing 0.020 ml of the suspension (0.010 ml lgG-sepharose) were carefully

transferred to 1.5 ml Eppendorf 'Flextubes' using a Microman 3-25 ¡rl positive displacement

pipette (Gilson Medical Electronics, villiersJe-Bel, France), and the tubes were stored

capped at 4"c awaiting the addition of the inhibitor proteins. Although similar, less

expensive tubes are available, the Flextubes, were found to be superior in both ease of

handling and dimensional uniformity. This dimensional reproducibility was impo¡tant to

keeping the residual volumes as similar as possible during aspiration of the washing buffers

(see below). The use of a positive displacement pipette was important to the reproducible

delivery of the slurry aliquots. Normal micropipette,s were found to be unsuitable due to

the adherence of the sepharose to the walls of the pipette tip. The tip of the positive

displacement pipette was marked with a felt pen on the ring just above the tip's opening

to make it visible in the sepharose slurry. The tip was onþ immersed in the slurry as far

as this mark when picking up each aliquot. It was not touched off on the side of the tube
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containing the stock suspension of washed sepharose, but instead it was lifted directly out

of the slurry. This procedure seemed to avoid carrying over various vorumes of the slurry

to the reaction tube on the outside of the tip, at the same time reducing any tendenry of

the sepharose in the slurry to fa[ out of the pipette tip. on the other hand, the pipette

tip was touched off on the inside of the reaction tub€ near the bottom, in orde¡ to make

as complete a transfer of the slurry aliquot as possible.

All of the inhibitor proteins (at an average conc€ntration of about 24 mglnf) were

deaggregated immediately prior to use by ultracentrifugation in an Airfuge (Beckman

Instruments, Fullerton, cA) at 105,000 x g for 15 minutes. sample vorumes were typicalþ

around 0.090 ml, using 5x20 mm clear centrifuge tubes in an 1g" A-100 rotor. only about

the top 4/5b'of the supernatant was used. serial dilutions of the inhibitors were prepared

in PBS and 0.010 ml aliquots of these preparations were added to appropriate tubes

containing IgG-sepharose. In generar, triplicate samples were run at each inhibitor

conc€ntration.

The inhibitor preparations were delivered to the tubes containing the sepharose slurry using

a 2'70 ¡tl Eppendorf pipette. Although a drain time was inctuded in the transfer, the

pipette tip was slightly over filled to leave a small residual volume in the tip after delivering

the aliquot, and replicate aliquots were delivered with the same tip, touching it off on the

inside of the reaction tube just above the sepharose slurry, A new pipette tip was used

when changing to a diflerent concentration of inhibitor protein. This reduced the
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reproducibility problems arising from surface tension and tip \¡/etting related to pipetting

small replicate aliquots of protein solutions.

The IgG-sepharose/inhibitor mixture¡ were vortexed briefly at low speæd and centifuged for

2 minutes in an Eppendorf horizontal microfuge (Model 5413) (Eppendorf Geratebau,

Hamburg, west Germany) to collect the slurry in the bottom of the tubes. Ariquots

containing 0.010 ml of the firtered cell extract were delivered to each reaction tube (in

order of increasing inhibitor concentration) with a 2-10 ¡lr Eppendorf pipette, using the

same technique as used to deliver the inhibitor protein preparations. since the extract

contained detergent, this helped to reduce the adverse effects of surface tension and

wetting on reproducible sample delivery. The entire operation was carried out at 4.c, in

view of the free receptor's heat rability. The total reaction volume was 0.040 ml, The

tubes were capped and incubated overnight at 4"c inclined at 45" on a Gyrotory shaker

Model G2 (Brunswick scientific, Edison, NJ) set at 325 rpm. For this incubation, the tubes

were held tightly in a rack made by boring hores in a styrofoam sheet with a cork borer.

This helped to prevent the reaction mixture from splashing inside the tube, contaminating,

and subsequently being lost on, the tube cap. Reaction time,s were varied between 1 and

16 hours with no obvious difference in the results.

To facilitate washing, the caps of the Flextubes were completeþ removed by cutting the

plastic connection at the tube rim, and the tubes were placed in TJ-6 centrifuge rack (1.5

ml tube racks, Beckman Instruments). As in the incubation above, extreme care was taken
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to avoid splashing the sample when removing the caps, bracing each tube on the bench top

when cutting the cap connection. Each sample was washed 3 times with 1.0o ml BBS/l.Ip-

40ÆSA followed by 2 washes with 0.0625 M Tris poo3'pH 6.7, all at 0.. The washing

buffer was delivered with an Eppendorf Repeater using a bare 12.5 ml combitip pipette.

Each wash cycle involved centrifugation of the samples at 270o rpm for 5 minutes in a TJ-

6 refrigerated centrifuge (Beckman Instruments) to collect the sepharose, followed by the

careful aspiration of the supernatant, A25 gauge aspirator nozzle was constructed (Figure

3.1) which was designed to leave a vorume of approximateþ 0.05 mr as reproducibly as

possible. In order to minimize the disturbance of the sepharose, the aspirator nozzle was

held in position by a guide which allowed the nozzle to be moved in and out of the tubes

with a minimal amount of sideways movement. The tip of the aspirator was only lowered

at a rate that could be easily handled by the nozzle's flow rate. Lowering the tip to the

bottom of the tube too rapidly resulted in an increase in aspirator vacuum, leading to an

increase in buffer flow rate. This increased flow rate, with the nozzle opening close to the

sepharose, tended to entrain sepharose, leading to losses. Therefore, the tip was lowered

at a rate that resulted in considerable air being aspirated along with the buffer. Tests have

indicated that the actual mean volume left in the tubes using this apparatus was 0.0541 ml

(S.D.=0.00047, n=10).
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1 mt tLòe¡cutin
syrinEe b€rret

po(yethytene ptsst i c block

1.27 d¡ 25 gsuge (30 gåuge)
needle (fi ted f lEt)

0.4572 nn (0, ?54 rn)
staintes6 st.eI ri.e

Figure 3,1 Aspiration device. A 25 g needle and a 30 g needle were modified so as to limit their d€scenl
into the ¡eaclion tubes when aspirating buflers used to wash the protein-sepharose soli¿ Ànãle,
lhe þrace was consl.ucted to hold the tip vsrt¡cally and make the descent òf lhe nozzle às
reproducible€s possible, The syr¡nge bàrrel is held snuggly by the brace, but slides easilt up
and down, lhe d¡mens¡ons ¡n parenlheses are lhose of lhe modified 30 g needle.
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Following the last wash and aspiration of the supernatant, the total volume of the samples

was further reduced to approximately 0.02 ml using a second 30 gauge nozzle The delicate

nature of this nozzle made the use of the positioning jig unadvisable. The nozzle was

therefore hand held and carefully lowered into each tube while watching through the tube

wall. Following this final aspiration, 0.050 ml of sample buffer was added to each tube

using an Eppendorf Repeater with a 2.5 ml combitip pipette carrying a yelrow Eppendorf

pipette tip. The tubes were recapped, vortexed briefly, centrifuged 2 minutes in an

Eppendorf Model 54i3 microfuge, heated for 1.5 minutes on a boiling water bath, and

stored at 4"C until electrophoresis (overnight).

SDS.PAGE

SDS-PAGE was performed according to standard procedure (13a), with few modifications.

It should be pointed out, however, that the technique was changed considerably from that

used in the previous chapter, in that srab gers were employed, rather than tube gers.

Briefly' the resolving gel was 70vo acrylamide, cast in a srab having dimensions of

1'4.2x12xû.15 cm, and contained 0.375 M Tris HCI pH g.g. The stacking gel was 4vo

acrylamide, 1.5 cm long from the bottom of the slot to the resorving gel, contained 0.125

M Tris POo3', pH 6.7, and was generalþ cast using twenty well sample combs. The

electrode buffer was 0.025 M tris, 0.192 M grycine,O.1z¿ sDS, and was pH 8.3 without

adjustment. The resolvìng gel was cast at least 6 hours prior to use (more often the day

before use, stored at 4"c overnight), and the gels were run as soon as possible after the

casting of the stacking gel.
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storage at 4"c inevitably produced condensation in the sample tubes which was spun down

in an Eppendorf horizontal microfuge (Model 5413) for 2 minutes. The samples were

vortexed briefly after this centrifugation, collected by a similar centrifugation, and reheated

at 100'c for 1.5 minutes. Total tðI and ¿Na cpm of each sample were determine-d in a

Gamma 8000 spectrometer (Beckman Instruments) prior to use. volumes of 0.050 mt of

each sample were applied to each gel slot, and the counts remaining in the sample tube

were determined. The samples were carefulþ overlaid with electrode buffer and the gels

were run at 20'c in a Prorean slab celt (BioRad, Mississauga, ontario) at a constant

current of 20 mA per gel. Initial voltages were typically 67 v. once the tracking dye was

completely into the resolving gel, the current \ as increased to 30 mA per gel, and the run

was continued until the tracking dye was within a few millimeters of the bottom of the gel.

Total run time \flas consistently very close to 5 hours, with finat voltages approximately

?ÅO v.

Following the run the gels were fixed overnight, and then stained 2 hours. They were

destained until the background was clear, soaked in preservative for at least 2 hours, and

dried with heating under vacuum for 2 hours in a Hoeffer slab gel drier (Model SE 1150,

Hoeffer Instruments, San Francisco, CA).
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Autoradingraphy

Every effort was made to obtain a linear density increase in the autoradiograph as a

function of the radioactivity in the protein bands on the gel. The dried gels were exposed

to hypersensitized Kodak X-omat AR film at -70"C (135, 136, 137), using a Cronex

Lightning Plus intensifuing screen (Du pont, Wilmington, DE) (138). The film was

processed manually at 20"c according to the manufacturer's instructions. The density

increase on pre-exposure and maximum band density were monitored on every

autoradiograph to ensure that band density was linearly related to band radioactivity. In

general, if the uninhibited control samples provided an sDS-pAGE sample containing 6000

cpm (total cpm ¡ðI applied), an exposure of 24 hours was about optimal.

The autoradiographs were scanned on a Helena euick scan R&D scanning densitometer

(Helena Laboratories, Beaumont, TX), which was standardized using a T-14 step Tablet

(Eastman Kodak co., Rochester, Ny). The densitometer \¡ras connected to an Hp 3390-

A integrating plotter (Hewlett-Packard canada, Mississauga, ontario) to allow the

determination of peak areas. scans of each sample track started on the pre-exposed

background, 1 cm before the top of the gel's image, and proceeded down the center of the

track. The integration baseline was set shortly after the start of the scan and extended

horizontally from this point. Instrument settings are listed in Appendix ,4.

Reproducible scans of the autoradiographs were highly dependent on smooth and consistent

operation of the scan drive moto¡. In order to confirm accurate results, several scans were
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performed for each track and the results of these scans were averaged. Values generally

agreed between the scans within a maximum range of lsvo oÍ the mean. Rapid scan

speeds have the advantage of improved torque on the drive mechanism, and less time for

the analysis, but these speeds may lead to decreased resolution of the bands. slower speeds

improve resolution and accuracy of the integrated peak areas, but result in lower torque

on the drive motor, making variations in the scan speed more likely. In the final analysis

therefore, these two points have to be balanced against one another. In view of the

potential for mechanical inconsistencies in the drive mechanism, there would be a

considerable advantage to using a photodiode array to scan the entire track at once. stable

line voltage to the scanner was also found to be extremeþ important. Transient line noise

appeared to have a devastating effect on the reproducibitity of the integration results.

Data analysis

Each dilution series of a particular inhibitor contained uninhibited and completely inhibited

control samples. The uninhibited controls contained 0.0100 ml pBS, in order to maintain

the reaction volumes constant for all samples. Completely inhibited controls rec€ived 0.0100

ml of a solution containing approximately 6 mg rat IgE/ml. Each SDS-PAGE gel covered

one complete inhibitor dilution series, in order to maintain conditions as similar as possible

for all samples requiring direct comparison.
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The receptor peak areas, determined by scanning densitometry, were corrected to reflect

the total sample on the basis of ,Na cpm remaining in the sample tube after removing the

0.050 ml aliquot for SDS-PAGE.

The peak areas remaining in the presence of a maximally inhibiting concentration of IgE

(07o bound) were subtracted to correct for background binding. The resulting areas were

compared to the areas of the uninhibited controls (100% bound). percent binding of the

receptors relative to the uninhibited controls was plotted as a function of the inhibitor

concentration,

Results

IgG subclass preparation

SDS-PAGE anaþis

An SDS-PAGE anaþis of each of the IgG subclass preparations, run under reducing

conditions, is presented in Figure 3.2.
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In panel (a), track 1 represents a sample of normal rat serum IgG prepared by (NH)rSOo

precipitation and AcA34 get filtration. This is the IgG preparation bound covalently to the

sepharose solid phase to produce IgG-sepharose. The preparation contains all of the rat

IgG subclasses, and it is subsequently referred to simply as rlgG. while IgG specific bands

account for the majority of the components, there was some contamination with albumin,

transferrin and several other unidentified minor components,

The band identified as rransferrin (Tf) ran with an apparent molecular weight slightly higher

than that of a commercial preparation of human transferrin. However, rat serum proteins

eluting from DE52 cellulose at 15 mM poo'3 had the same reddish color as the human

transferrin preparation, had a very strong band in this region (shown in panel (a) track 2),

and caused the same strong inhibition of transferrin receptor binding as human transferrin

(see below). Taken together, these points strongly suggest that the indicated band was

indeed rat transferrin.

An analysis of the IgG, protein, eluted from DE52 cellulose under starting conditions

(0.005 M Na Poo'3, pH 8.00), is presented in panel (a) track 3. In contrast to the rIgG

preparation (track 1), this IgG- preparation showed much better purity, with very few non-

IgG bands and a single heary chain band detected. The faint band with a molecular mass

of about 150,000 daltons might be att¡ibutable to a small amount of unreduced IgG.
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The IR401 IgG, preparation (panel (a), track 4) appeared to be extremely clean by this

analysis, showing virtually no non-IgG components. Interestingly, the IR401 heavy chain

had an apparent molecular weight somewhat higher than that of the DE52 cellulose

purified IgG, (track 3). This also appeared to be characteristic of both the other two IgGl

preparations (IR27 and IR595, panel (b) tracks 1 and 2 respectively) and of the rwo IgGr¡

preparations (RAHE-2 and IR8ó3, panel (b) tracla 5 and 6). Converseþ, the two

immunocytoma lgGr's (IR33 and IR4l8, panel (b) track 3 and 4) both had heavy chains

with lower apparent molecular weights, similar to the IgGà isolated from normal rat serum

(panel (a) track 3). This therefore suggests that the high molecular weight heavy chain

might be characteristic of the IgG, and IgG^ subclasses, whereas the IgG, heavy chain runs

with a somewhat lower apparent molecular weight, since the rIgG preparation contained

all of the subclasses, these subclass differences in heavy chain molecular weight would tend

to explain the double heavy chain bands in the rIgG preparation (panel (a) rrack 1).

The IgG, preparations derived from the IR33 and IR418 immunorytomas (panel (b) tracks

3 and 4 respectively) both showed signifìcant contamination with an unidentified (non-

immunoglobulin) component which migrated in a position between the immunoglobulin

heavy and light chain bands. Furthermore, the light chain of the IR33 protein (track 3)

showed an unusually slow mobility, suggesting a higher than normal molecular weight for

this part of the immunoglobulin.
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One of the IgGo preparations (RAHE-2, panel (b) track 5) also showed some

contamination with an unidentilìed cômponent similar to that contained in the

immunocytoma IgG, preparations. Furthermore, if a lower molecular weight heavy chain

¿r characteristic of IgGr, then both the RAHE-2 (track 5) and the IRg63 (track 6) IgG,

preparations would appear to have contained small amounts of IgG, subclass protein.

Both of the IgG" preparations showed good purity (panel (b) tracks 7 and 8). The IgG"

heavy chains seemed to display mobilities similar to those of IgG,, running at a position

somewhat heavier than the IgG, heavy chains,

Double diffusion ânalysis in agar gel wirh subc¡ass specilic ânti.s€ra

The interaction of each IgG preparation with various, commercially available, subclass

specific antisera was analyzed by double diffusion in agar gel. The results of this anal¡nis

are presented in Figures 3.3 through 3.7, in which the lowest total protein conc€ntration

(in mg/ml) still capable of producing visible precipitin bands in the agar gel is plotted for

each of the antisera. Actually, the negative of the natural log of this protein concentration

has been plotted here, since the protein concentrations analyzed covered several orders of

magnitude, and the negative log makes the presentation somewhat more easiþ

understandable. Thus, the higher the bar, the more the IgG preparation could be diluted

and still give rise to a visible precipitin band. In other words, the higher the bar, the

higher the concentration of the particular subclass in the protein preparation.
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Flgure 3.3 Diflusion analysis of IgG, subclass preparal¡ons, Th€ heiqht of ihe columns indjcale the extenl
10 which lhe p¡€paration could be diluted and still producé a detectable precipilin band in double
ditlusion against subclass specilic anlisera.
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lgcf tgc2å t9c2b tgc2c

lgcl lgcza tgczb tgczc

l9G1 lgc2a lgGzb lgczc

Isolype

Þilfusion analysis ol lgcr" subclass preparations.
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F¡gure 3.5 D¡ffusion analysis of lgcr¡ subclass preparat¡ons,
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Figure 3.6 Diffusion analys¡s of lgc,. subclass preparations
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Figure 3.7 Difusion analysis ot lhe ¡R22 lgA preparation,

lgcf lgcze loczb tgc2c
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The level of the crosshatched portion of each graph represents the maximum protein

concentration analyzed. The lower this level, the higher the maximum protein

concentraiion tested, and the betier the chance of detecting contamination of the

preparation with other subclasses. Another way of thinking of this portion is as a type of

"blind". The higher the crosshatched level (the lower the maximum protein concentration

assayed), the gfeater the possibility that this blind is "hiding,'some contaminant whose bar

fails to extend above the dotted line.

In the event that the reasoning behind this presentation still remains unclear, the actual

data upon which the graphs are based is presented in Appendix B, and actual protein

concentrations are indicated down the right side of each graph.

Although SDS-PAGE analysis (above) suggested that rhe IR40i IgG, prepararion was

extremely clean, the results presented in Figure 3.3 panel (a) indicate that, while the

predominant protein was IgG,, the preparation still contained proteins which reacted with

IgG"- and IgGr-specific antisera. On the other hand, neither the IR27 (panel (b)) nor

the IR595 (panel (c)) IgG, preparations showed any detectable contamination .\¡¡ith the

other subclasses.

The diffusion analysis results for the IgG, preparations are presented in Figure 3.4. There

was no detectable contamination of the normal nt rgG^(panel (a)), however both the
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IR33 (panel (b)) and IR418 (panel (c)) prepararions showed some contamination with IgG,

proteins.

Both of the IgG, preparations (presented in Figure 3.5) showed considerable contamination

with IgG,", supporting the suggestion (above) that the rower molecular weight heavy-chain

bands seen in the sDS-PAGE analysis of the RAHE-2 and IRg63 were attributable to

IgG2, contamination.

Although both IgG, preparations showed high titres of the appropriate subclass protein,

they also showed substantial levels of IgG, (in the case of IR114g) and IgG, (in the case

of IR221) (Figure 3.6).

A¡alyÌis of IgE contaminatio¡ by radioimmunoåssay

Total IgE was below the limits of detectability (2.5 nglnl) in all of the Ig prepararions

except the IR27 IgG,. However, as shown in Table 3.1, IgE contamination of the IR27

protein only amounted to 0.0O7Vo of total protein.
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Table 3.1 Evalualion of lgE contamination in rat lgc preparations

lg prepa.alion

Assay Sample
Prolein ISE

lsolype Concenlralion Concentration %lgE(mg/ml) (ng/mt)

lsE
Concenlration

at
lvlax. Inh¡bilor
Concentralion

(molar)

Normal rat ¡gG

tR27

tR595

tR33

1R418

Normal rat lgc2a

RAHE.2

1R863

tR1't48

lB22

lsc,.
lgG"

lsG,"

lsG

lgG,

lsG,

0.20

0.88

lgG*
lgG-

lsG."

lsA

0.68

0.98

1.20

1.25

1.12

0.67

0.58

0.61

< 2.5 < 0.00037%

10.00 0.00103%

< 2.5 < 0.00021%

< 2.5 < 0.00020%

< 2.5 < 0.00022/"
< 2.5 < 0.00037%

<2.5 < 0.00043% <2.3x10'o
< 2.5 < 0.00041% < 2.2 x 10'14

<2.5 < 0.00125% <6.7x10'o

< 2.5 < 0.00028% < 1 ,5 x 10 'o

< 2.0 x 10'o

5.5 x 1o'o

< 1,1 x 10'o

< 1,1 x foio
< 1.2 x 1o'o

< 2.0 x 1o!o
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It should be pointed our that, although no IgE was detected in the IR114g IgG,

preparation, it was possible that IgE contamination may actually have been as hígh as

0.N125% and gone undetected due to the low total protein conc€ntration of the RIA

sample. None the [ess, even this level of contamination would only have amounted to a

concentration or 6.7x10'r0 M in the inhibition reaction mixture at the highest inhibitor

concentration used in the study (5.37x10'5 M). As shown below, this is well below the level

of IgE found to cause detectable inhibition of the lgG-sepharose/receptor interaction.

IR22 IgA anà 1R162 IgE preparations

Based on the elution volume of the IR22 IgA peak on gel filtration, this protein should

have been dimeric. SDS PAGE anaþes of the preparation is presented in figure 3.2 panel

(a) track 5. The Ig heavy chain band showed the higher molecular weight expected for this

immunoglobulin class (see chapter i), and, based on this analysis, the protein would appear

to have been relatively pure for a simple gel filtered preparation. As previously mentioned

in the case of the normal IgG, preparation, the band at high molecular weight on the sDS

gel might have been attributable to partially reduced components. surprisingly, although

no IgG heavy chain bands were evident in the sDS-pAGE analysis, diffusion analysis of the

IgA preparation indicated substantial amounts of all IgG subclasses except IgG2" (Figure

3.7).

The isoelectric focused IR162 IgE preparation (Figure 3.2, track 6) showed the much more

slowly migrating heavy chain (consisting of 5 domains) characteristic of IgE, and extremeþ
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little contamination with any other proteins. The large amount of very low molecular

weight material which migrated with the tracking dye is attributable to ampholytes remaining

in the sample from the isoelect¡ic focusing run.

Mbroassay

Typical results obtained with the modified inhibition assay are presented in Figure 3.g,

illustrating the effects of increasing concentrations of normal rat IgG2â on the interaction

of the H and R Fc receptor proteins with IgG-sepharose. The autoradiograph clearly shows

that both H and R binding (band density) decreased as the concentration of IgG, was

increased, and that the results are highly consistent for each of the replicates at any

particular IgG, concentration.

The transferrin receptor (TfR) band was present on all autoradiographs as a result of

transferrin contamination of the IgG preparation coupled to the Sepharose. such

contamination is inevitable in an IgG preparation purified from normal serum by simple

ammonium sulfate precipitation and gel filtration, and is due to the poor separation of the

IgG and transferrin peaks on gel chromatography (see Figure 2.1 in the previous chapter).

The problem is aggravated considerably by the extremely strong interaction between the

transferrin receptor and its ligand. None the less, protein purification techniques capable

of reducing this contamination were intentionally avoided, in order to prevent the

separation of the IgG subclasses present in normal rat serum.
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lnh¡bitor

Fat lgG 2a OM

2.24 x 1o-7M

2.24 x 10-6M

1.12 x I o-sM

2.68 x J 9-5"

5.3 7 x lO-SM

Bat tgE 8.7 ¡ 19-6¡,

Concentrat¡on

F¡sure 3 8 
,.r?Ì"?i;.Sffiîr

ffi ;rf,¡l:i'ffi fiqpru:;lplt*l*qffi 'lthltft,ffitir
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H R

*
_--->

l

IfB

lnhlb¡lor Concentratlon
(mr¿4

Rar lgcl 0

Bat lgE

Human
Transf€rin

4.2x 10

7.6x106

3.3Ì105

Figure 3.9 Inhibition ol lransferrin receplor binding to lgc-sepharose by human transferrin. Transfetr¡n
receptor (TfR) binding was.unaffecled by coìcentiations of igG or tgE which sirongiv irìhibiied Fc
receptor. binding, but comprerery inhibireó by comparabre conienkatións ot éoruuÈ "númän- -- -
lfansfer¡n. convêrsely, H and R binding are no[ inhib¡ted (and may be enhanced¡ by ihis
concenlration ol lransferrin.
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Châpter 3, Subc¡ass sp€c¡fìcity of the RBL Fc€R/lgc interâction

The narrow band llng immediately to the left of H in Figure 3.g is thought to be

transferrin itself, bound to the cell surface via the rec€ptor and labelled along with the

other membrane proteins. since the transferrin receptor is divalent (139), receptor bound

transferrin is bound to the IgG-sepharose via the second binding site. As shown in Figure

3.9, the TfR/IgG-Sepharose inreraction (and, although not as clear on this gel, the

transferrin[fR/IgG-Sepharose interaction) was completely inhibitible by soluble human ferri-

transferrin, whereas H and R binding were unaffected. In fact, FcR binding may actua y

have been enhanced somewhat in the presence of soluble transferrin, suggesting that the

T{R/IgG-sepharose interaction interferes to some degree with H and R binding to the solid

phase (steric interference). The highly purified IgG preparations generally produced only

marginal inhibition of rfR binding at their highest concentrations; attributable to some

slight contamination of even these preparations with transferrin. other minor bands also

seen on the autoradiographs were not inhibited by any of the immunoglobulin preparations,

indicating that they represented membrane components bound non-specifìcally by the IgG-

Sepharose.
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Table 3.2 Densitomelr¡c analys¡s datâ for F¡gure g.B

SDS.PAGE loc2a Av€¡åoêsar¡Dre túora, Pèâk aåâ',
Nur¡66¡ Conc€ntrâlion

HR

,Na Voluîìe Mai<s¡ Oala

lolal Rernaining F¡action Cor6.lion
Used Faclor

Cor€c1ed P€rcenl or
Peal Ar€â Control

HRHB

P€rc€nl Fec€ptor Sound

Avg. ! S.Ð. Avg. I S.D

1. 0.00 1,29 2.30

2, 0.00 1.43 2.55

3. 0.00 1.38 2 5E

4. 2.24x10' 1.38 2.50

5, 2.24t10, 1.28 2,46

6. 2.24x10' 1.27 2.25

7. 2.24x101 134 2.12

8. 2.24t101 1.32 2.OA

9. 2,24x10{ 1,30 2.07

10, t.12x1o' 1,09 1,36

11. 1.12x105 1.28 1.55

12. 1.12x1îs 1,33 1.48

13. 2_68x10' 1,13 1,08

14. 2.68x10r 1.03 1.05

15. 2.68xto¡ r.o1 1.04

16, 5.37x10r O,8t 0.76

17. 5.37x103 0.87 0.71

18. s.37xro! O.8o 0.76

19. ¡gEtn 0.32 0.62

20. ISE 0.25 0.48

14548 5114 0.648 1,5421

14470 4934 0.659 |,5174

14026 5163 0.632 1.5825

14233 4941 0.653 1.5317

14145 5211 0.632 1,5833

14357 4924 0.657 1.5220

14061 5222 0.629 1.5908

14200 4968 0.650 r.5381

13997 5331 0.619 1,6152

14293 5305 0,629 1.5902

14469 5348 0.630 1.5863

1442ø 5242 0.637 1.5707

14285 4981 0.651 1.5354

14479 5202 0.641 1.5607

14164 5216 0.632 1.5829

14493 5210 0_641 1.5612

14253 5076 0.644 1.5531

r43r2 4949 0.654 1.5286

14412 4933 0.658 1,5204

14319 5175 0.639 1.5€59

1.99 3.55 93 9t

2,16 3.87 103 101

2.18 4.06 104 106

2.11 3.82 100 100

2.03 3,90 95 102

1,94 3,43 90 86

2.14 3.37 102 84

2.01 3.20 95 79

2.10 3.35 99 84

1,74 2.16 7A 44

2.03 2.47 95 54

?08 2.33 98 s0

1.73 1,66 77 27

1.61 1.63 70 26

1.60 1.64 69 26

1.26 1.18 49 11

1,35 1,10 55 E

1.22 1.16 47 10

0,49 0.95

0.40 0.75

r00t5 10017

9514 96i7

9932 A2!2

90+9 49!4

72X4 27t0

50t3 i0+1

l. Peak åreas ar€ givên iñ aô l¡ary u¡its,

2. lqE c!¡ce¡tration 6,7x10'
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Quantitative analpes of the autoradiographs were based on densitometer scans of each

track, and plos of density vs. position were integrated automatically with an Hp 3390-A

integrating plotter. Table 3.2 lists both the raw peak areas resulting from scans of the

autoradiograph presented in Figure 3.8 and the correction factors applied to these data to

account for the fraction of the total sample actually analyzed in the sDS-pAGE run, These

correction factors are based on the use of a ¿Na volume marker, and are discussed in

greater detail later in the discussion of this section. Background binding was determined

on the basis of the peak areas remaining in the receptor region in the presence of sufficient

IgE to produce maximal inhibition of the receptor/IgG-sepharose interaction (the bottom

two tracks in Figure 3.8). This background was subtracted from the corrected peak areas,

and the resulting values are reported as a percentage of the uninhibited controls (1002o).

The relatively low standard deviations of these results confirm the reproducibility of the

technique.

Inhibition cuwes

The results of anaþses similar to that of rable 3.2 are presented graphicalþ in Figures 3.10-

3.15, where IgG-sepharose binding of the H and R proteins has been plotted as a function

of the concentration of the various soluble test proteins (inhibitors).
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Flgure 3.'12 lnhjbiiion ol H and R binding to lgc-Sepharose by various concentralions of rat lgc?b.
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FÌgure 3,13 lnhibit¡on of H and R binding to lgc-S€pharose by various concentrat¡ons ol rat lgc,..
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lnhibition of H and R binding to lgc-Sepharose by various conconlrations ot rat lgA or lgE
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Figure 3.15 lnhibition of H and B binding to lgc-sepharose by various Fc, F(ab)', or BsA concenrralions.
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Chapter 3. Subclass specific¡ry of the RBL Fc€R/Igc interaction

comparing different panels within each figure, the graphs show that, generally, the pattern

of binding inhibition is very similar for different proteins of the same subclass . The only

obvious exceptions to this trend are the IgG, preparations (presented in Figure 3.11), and

this discrepancy is discussed below. It should also be pointed out that since it was not

possible to assay all of the proteins on the same day,¡iith the same cell extract, a normal

rat IgG, inhibition series was run in each experiment in order to allow for comparison of

results obtained with cell extracts prepared on different da]rs. Although the data are not

presented, repeated uses of this same protein gave very similar inhibition results in each

assay.

It is apparent from a comparison of Figures 3.10-3.12 that the general pattern of IgG,

inhibition (Fig 3.11) differed significantþ from those of IgG, and IgGr, (Figs. 3.10 and 3.12

respectively). Thus, IgG, can be seen to have inhibited the binding of R more strongly

than it inhibited H binding, while the situation was reversed with the other two subclasses.

Normal IgG, (Figure 3.11a) appeared to differentiate between the H and R proteins

considerably more than its myeloma counterparts (Figure 3.11, panels (b) and (c)) did, but

these discrepancies between the normal and myeloma preparations were [ikely attributable

to contamination of the myeloma proteins with IgGr" (see diffusion analysis above). As can

be seen in Figure 3.12, IgG^showed a strong preference for the H protein, and any

contamination of the IgG, preparations \ryith this subclass would therefore tend to enhance

the inhibition of H binding, decreasing the separation of the H and R inhibition curves.
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The results obtained with the IgG, proteins (Figure 3.13) were inconclusive. Diffusion

analysis of the two preparations of this subclass indicated that the IRl14g protein was

contaminated with IgGr, while the IR221 appeared to contain IgG, contaminants. It was

also difficult to obtain high concentrations of these proteins, since they tended to aggregate

and precipitate extremely easily. Thus, the IR114t| inhibition curves could not be extended

io higher concentrations to confirm the trend suggested in Figure 3,13a. None the less, it

would appear that IgG2" interacts preferentialry with the H protein, sim ar to the IgG, and

IgG, subclasses. contamination of the IRl14g preparation with IgG, would have tended

to preferentialþ inhibit R binding, decreasing the apparent distinction between the H and

R proteins. This would suggest that, in the absence of IgG, contamination, H binding

would be substantially more strongly inhibited than R binding, enhancing the trend

suggested in Figure 3.13a.

Inhibition curves for IR22 IgA and IR162 IgE are presented in Figure 3.14. As mentioned

above, although the IgA preparation appeared relatively clean by SDS-PAGE anaþis, it

showed somewhat surprising reactivity with anti(IgG) antisera in double diffusion analysis.

Interaction of the receptors with the IgA preparation at high protein concentrations (Figure

3.14a) may therefore be consistent \¡/ith IgG contamination. These results with IgA should

therefore be considered somewhat preliminary, requiring confirmation with more highþ

purified IgA preparations. In any case however, it can be concluded that the H and R

receptor proteins have a markedly lower affinity for IgA than for IgG. This is in marked

contrast to IR162 IgE (Figure 3.14b) which strongþ inhibired both H and R binding at low
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conc€ntrations (as would be expected). It shoutd be noted however that there was very

Iittle inhibition at an IgE concentrarion of 2.6x10s M. The IgE RIA data indicated that

the maximum concentration of IgE due to contamination of the IgG preparations would

only amount to approximately 6.7x10''0 M. As mentioned above, this makes it extremely

unlikely that inhibition of the FcR/IgG-sepharose interaction might be attributable to IgE

mntamination of the IgG preparations.

Figures 3.15a-c demonstrate the Fc region specificity of the Igc/rec€ptor protein interaction.

Although the subclass composition of the Fc preparation was unknown, the preparation

strongly inhibited both H and R binding to the IgG-sepharose marrix (Fígure 3.15a).

Neither F(ab'), fragments (Figure 3.15b) nor BSA (Figure 3.15c) were capable of any

significant inhibition over the range of conc€ntrations tested.

The concentrations of each preparation required to inhibit receptor binding by 50vo were

determined from the various inhibition curves and are listed in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3 lnhibilion of H and R binding to lgc-sepharose by various ral immunogfobuljns

N,4olar concenlralion
for 50% inhibilion

tnhibitor Immunocytoma H 
(x 10') 

R

lsc,
lsc,
lsG,

lsG..

¡sc..
loG"-

lsG,.
lgG"

lgG."

lgc,.

lgA

lsE

F(ab)2

BSA

lR27

tR401

tR595

(Normal)

lR33

IR4lB

tR863

RAH E.2

1R1148

1R221

lB22
1R162

2.7 12.4

4.0 15.0

1.4 13.0

31.1 x 12 9.8 r 1.2

7.8 6.8

7.8 6.2

1.2 28.3

1,2 14.6

> 12.0 > 12.0

15.6 25.4

44.7 > 48.2

0.583 0.078

6.7 18.8

N.l.(') N.l,

N.l. N.t.

1. No significant inhibition
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Average results and standard deviations (n=9) are listed for normal rat IgG*, based on its

repeated use as a control in each experiment. Based on the data presented in the Table,

it is possible to rank the subclasses in order of their affinities for each of the receptors.

The higher the conc€ntration required to induce 50% inhibition of binding, the lower the

affinity of the interaction. Thus, for H the binding affinities were of the order:

IgE>IgG">IgG,>IgGr.

IgG" is not ranked due to uncertainties about the results obtained with both preparations

of this subclass (see above). Note that, although the IgE/H interaction is stronger than any

of the IgG/H interactions, it is not vasþ greater, particularly in comparison to the affinity

of the interaction between the H protein and lgGro. For R, the affinities were of the

order:

lgE >> IgG, > IgG, > IgG^.

In this case, the affinity of the IgE/R interaction rs markedþ greater than any of the IgG/R

interactions (by about 2 orders of magnitude). It should be noted that, while IgG, binds

to R more strongly than any of the other subclasses, the differences in affinities of the

various subclasses are not as marked as they were in the case of the IgGÆI interaction,

where IgGä had a substantially greater affinity for H than normal IgG, had.
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Discusslon

The studies presented in the previous chapter indicated that the solubilized H and R

proteins of RBL cells both bound to normal rat IgG-sepharose. The work presented in this

chapter has therefore extended these previous studies in an attempt to define the subclasses

of IgG involved in this interaction. unfortunateþ, purified rat IgG subclass preparations

were not readily available, and considerable time and effort were required in their

production.

A major problem lay in the fact that most of the subclass proteins purified thus far have

been obtained from a variety of immunocytomas, In fact, as pointed out in chapter 1,

thorough characterization of many of these proteins has depended on their almost exclusive

production in vast quantity by animals bearing various plasmacytoma or myeloma tumors,

The problem is that the physicochemical characteristics of these proteins are not necessarily

the same as those of the majority of proteins of the same subclass present in normal sera.

For example, normal rat IgG, is readily prepared in high purity on DEAE cellulose by

elution of a crude immunoglobulin preparation under starting conditions with a very low

ionic strength buffer (0.005 M Poj', pH 8.0). It is worth noting that attempts to use

DEAE Sephadex under similar conditions failed. However, even under exacþ the same

conditions it was not possible to puriþ IRzl62 IgG, on DEAE cellulose. The IR462 protein

bound to the ion exchange column under these conditions, only eluting at higher ionic

strength with other subclasses (results not shown). It is possible that the gene producing
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the IR462 protein had undergone some mutation giving rise ro the altered physicochemical

properties of the protein, or perhaps glycosylation differences caused the protein to behave

differently than "normal" IgGr. Regardless of the reasons underlying the differences, these

results provide an indication of the difficulties involved in purification of the various

subclasses, and serve as a reminder that myeloma proteins are not necessarily representative

of the normal subclass proteins. on the other hand, normal IgG, is heterogeneous (likeþ

as a result of variations in glycosylation and differences in the hypervariable region), and

a substantial amount of this protein elutes from DEA-E cellulose with other Ig (sub)classes

as the ionic strength of the buffer is increased. so the "normal', preparation also is not

necessar y representative of the majoity of proteins of this subclass either.

It should be noted that, while these studies were in progress, a method was published for

the purification of all of the subclasses of rat IgG from normal sera (131). unfortunately,

after several attempts, the procedure failed to produce clean subclass preparations when

assayed for contamination at total protein concentrations of approximately 2 mglml. Re-

examination of the paper showed that the authors had failed to indicate the concentration

of the preparations used to check for contaminating subclasses, It would now appear that

the protein concentration of these samples was simply too low to pick up the contamination

preÆent. None the less, the method may still prove useful in subclass enrichment.

Bazin and co-workers have been responsible for much of the characterization of the rat

immunoglobulins, based on their studies of rat immunorytomas (7). In fact, without the
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collaboration of the Louvain group, who provided immunocytoma ascitic fluid, sera and

purified subclass proteins, the scope of the work presented in this chapter would have been

much more restricted. The group has recentþ developed a rather elegant method for the

puriñcation of rat immunoglobulins from serum or ascitic fluid based on allotypic differences

between the Ig light chains of various immunocfomas and the host animals (132, see also

Materials and Methods). The IR27 IgG, was purified by this method, and it was therefore

rather surprising to find very low (but detectable) IgE contamination of this preparation.

As indicated in the results section, this contamination was too low to have made any

substantial contribution to the inhibition of receptor binding that was seen with the IR27

protein. However, it does indicate that, although the method has great potential for the

rapid purification of subclass proteins, it still has certain limitations which should be kept

in mind.

The original intention had been to use a sepharose solid phase bearing a single well

defined IgG subclass. IgG, was chosen in view of its relatively high concentration and

simple purification from normal rat serum. Furthermore, earlier studies by stechschulte and

Morse (111, 113) which were discussed in the introductory chapter, and our own pretiminary

studies, suggested that IgG, did indeed interact with the rat mast cell Fc receptors.

unfortunately, IgGr-sepharose was found to bind R predominantly, binding very little of

the H protein. In autoradiographs produced foltowing SDS-PAGE anaþis of the material

eluted from the IgGr-Sepharose, this small amount of H appeared as a faint band, poorly

separated from the predominant R band, making it virtually impossible to resolve the H and
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R bands by densitometery. The problem was only aggravated by any further reduction of

H binding in the inhibition assay. In view of these problems, the decision was made to

revert to using normal rat lgc-Sepharose as in the previous chapter.

unfortunately, as shown in the results, the use of lgG-sepharose led to co-isolation of the

transferrin receptor (TfR) due to transferrin contamination of the IgG preparation that was

coupled to the sepharose solid phase. However, the identity of the TfR band was

established relativeþ quickly on the basis of the protein's strong interaction with an IgG

preparation that was heavily contaminated with transferrin. Transferrin contamination of

the IgG preparation was suspected due to the noticeable reddish color of the solution, and

was further supported by comparison of the preparation on sDS-pAGE with a purified

transferrin preparation. The high molecular weight band on the inhibition assay

autoradiographs was conclusively identified as the TfR when it was shown that its binding

was completely and specificalþ inhibitable with purified transferrin.

The development of the microassay represented a significant improvement over the methods

used in earlier work. The use of SDS-PAGE tube gels in the previous studies had severely

limited the number of samples which could be run simultaneously. comparative studies,

requiring several sDS-PAGE runs, were therefore subject to variations from run to run

which were difficult to control for. Consequently, the reproducibility of the results suffered.

slicing the gels was time consuming, labor intensive, and limited the resolution of the

separation to 2 mm. Furthermore, the radioactivity of each gel fraction was very low,
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requiring counting times in a gamma counter which were prohibitive in large experiments.

This last point also precluded any reduction in the volumes of reagents from the 0.1 ml

IgG-Sepharose and 2x106 cells per sample then in use.

In contrast, the slab gel apparatus used in the microassay is capable of handling 4 gels at

a time, each carrying 20 samples. Autoradiography was found to be a sensitive enough

method of detection to allow a 1& reduction in the volume of the reaction mixture,

reducing the Igc-sephârose requirement to onþ 0.010 ml per sample. As a result of this

decrease in the reaction volume, even with the extremeþ limited supply of inhibitor

proteins, triplicate samples could be run at each inhibitor concentration, and only 2xldcells

were required per sample. Furthermore, the requirement for time in a gamma counter was

almost completely eliminated. Sinilarly, the time and work involved in data acquisition was

drastically reduced, with autoradiographs typicalþ ready for scanning in just 24 hours.

Anal¡nis of the autoradiographs by scanning densitometry further reduced the work involved

in data analysis by eliminating the plotting of cpm vs. sDs-pAGE gel fraction number. The

technique also took full advantage of the improved resolution of the autoradiographs. In

comparison with the 2 mm resolution of the previous method, the resolution usualþ used

on the scans was 0.3 mm. The use of an integrating plotter vastly simplified the data

analysis, which was finally performed on a spreadsheet using a microcomputer. Needless

to say, direct acquisition of data by the computer from the scanner, using systems such as

those developed for HPLC data anaþsis, would have further simptified the assay.
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zNa was employed in the samples as a volume marker, in an effort to minimize differences

between samples resulting from variations in the percentage of the total sample run on

SDS-PAGE. Thus, determinations of zNa cpm in the sample before and after removing

an aliquot for sDS-PAGE analysis allowed the determination of the fraction of the toral

sample that was actually analyzed. Data were then corrected to b€ representative of the

total sample, as previously mentioned.

unfortunately, determinations of 1ðI cpm in the sample before and after removing the

SDS-PAGE aliquot failed to provide an accurate indication of the fraction analrzed. This

appeared to be the result of nonspecific binding of therðI labelled material by the

sepharose solid phase and the tube walls. on the other hand, zNa has been successfulþ

used as a volume marker in a variety of other radioimmunoassap (1a0). It is freÆly

diffusible, and has no interactions that we are aware of with either the proteins of interest,

the Sepharose solid phase, or the tube material. Its energy spectrum makes it easily

distinguishable from rãI. on sDS-PAGE, it migrates toward the cathode (the opposite

direction from the proteins, which migrate toward the anode on sDS gels), so it does not

interfere with autoradiography.

Initial attempts to include a labelled protein as an internal standard indicated that it would

be difficult to fìnd a protein which is readiþ available, homogeneous, devoid of nonspecifìc

interactions, and which ran in a position completely removed from any bands of interest,
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None the less, in future studies, if such a protein can be found, this type of internal

standard would still be preferable, since it would most ac.curately reflect the fraction of the

total sample analyzed.

The inclusion of BSA in the reaction mixture and washing buffers was found to reduce

nonspecific binding of radiolabelled material to the sepharose and tube walls. This is a

relatively common practice in radioimmunoassays. However, other agents such as 0.05 M

EDTA' 0.5vo Tween 20, and 1.0 M Nacl all produced a marked reduction in receptor

binding to the IgG-Sepharose.

As previously mentioned, if 6000 cpm were applied in the sDS-pAGE sample from the

uninhibited control, an autoradiographic exposure of approximately 24 hours seemed to be

optimal. However, as shown in Figure 3.8, components other than the reÆeptor proteins

accounted for a relatively large percentage of this sample. In fact, previous studies have

indicated that only about 26+9vo of total sample counts are receptor related (126). This

implies that total co¡nts in the receptor bands of the uninhibited control samples only

amount to about 1500 cpm. This should allow for some comparison of the micro assay with

other methods employing gamma counters.

As mentioned above, earlier studies had indicated that IgG, interacted with RBL cells (11g,

our own preliminary results) and appeared to play a role in triggering mediator release from
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rat mast cells (114, 117). Bach, Bloch and Austin's studies (117) and those of Halper and

Metzger (118) suggested that IgG, actually interacted with the cell through the same

receptor as IgE. The results presented in this chapter show that IgG, does indeed interact

with the same receptor proteins as IgE, although with a considerably lower affinity.

Furthermore, IgGrbound R (the high affinity Fc. receptor) in preference to H and showed

the highest affinity for the R protein of any of the IgG subclasses. In fact, IgE and IgG,

\¡'/ere the only two proteins to show this preferential interaction with R, and this pattern may

be related to the IgGr" subclass' reported ability to induce histamine release. on the other

hand, the two monoclonal IgG, preparations (IR33 and IR418) did not show as marked

a preference for R as the normal IgG, did. This may have been at least partially

attributable to IgG^ contamination of these preparations. IgG^ contamination of both the

IR33 and IR418 preparations was remarkably similar, and would have tended to enhance

the inhibition of H binding. However the differences between the normal and

immunocltoma IgGr's may not be entireþ the result of such contamination. others have

also noticed differences in the properties of rat myeloma proteins of the same subclass

(141), and quite recently mouse IgG subclass preparations derived from different hybridomas

have been shown to differ in their ability to bind to RBL cells (142). As mentioned above,

the physicochemical properties of the proteins obtained from immunocytomas tended to

differ from normal proteins, and these differences might have been due to variations in

glycosylation. These differences in the affinity of the FcR/ligand interaction among various

monoclonal members of a subclass therefore suggest that glycosylation may play a role in

ligand binding. In fact, earlier studies by Nose and wigzÊ,ll (143) have shown that inhibiting
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the glycosylation of a monoclonal antibody inhibits the interaction of the antibody with Fc

receptors. This raises the intriguing possibility of similarities between the carbohydrate

binding lectins and the various Fc recÆptors. In fact, it has been shown that the low affinity

receptor for IgE on human B cells has a primary structure which exhibits homology with

hepatic lectin and asialoglycoprotein receptors (144, 145).

The results reported here support the roles of rat IgE and IgG, in mediator release; in as

much as both react preferentially with R, and this is the receptor that has been implicated

in histamine release (146). However, they show that both IgG, and IgGo also bind R,

although with a somewhat lower affìnity and in a considerably different ratio relative to H

(Table 3.3). The question is, are these other subclasses also capable of inducing mediator

release. Early results of Stechschulre (111), Morse (114) and Bach (117), all working with

Austen and Bloch, would suggest that only IgG, was involved in triggering release, and that

the other IgG subclasses may have actually inhibited histamine release. However further

discussion of this question and the possible biological function of the H protein will be

postponed until the general discussion (chapter 5) in order to include the reÆults to be

presented in the following chapter.

The IgGrproteins were difficult to work with, largely due to their spontaneous aggregation.

This tendency made them difficult to prepare in concentrations high enough to run in the

inhibition assay. concentrating the preparations reÁulted in large losses ofthe IgG¿ protein

due to precipitation, while tending to increase the relative concentrations of contaminant
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proteins which did not precipitate. The spontaneous aggregation also made it difficult to

be certain of the actual concentration or rgGrmonomers in the reaction mixtures, despite

deaggregation immediately before use. Lubeck ¿¡ a/. (29) found that aggregation of the

analogous mouse IgG, protein occurred during normal storage at 4"c or as a result of

freezing, and they avoided these problems by working with proteins of this subclass at

room temperature. It would be worth while trying a similar approach in any further studies

with rat IgG- proteins..

Fc fragments prepared from normal rat IgG strongly inhibited the interaction of IgG-

sepharose with both H and R (Figure 3.i5a). Results presented in the previous chapter

had shown that the F(ab'), preparation used in those studies produced significantly less

inhibition of the receptor/solid phase interaction than undigested IgG was capable of, but

unfortunately the preparation was contaminated with intact IgG. The F(ab,), preparation

used in the present study was considerably purer than that used previously, and completely

failed to inhibit the interacrion of either receptor with the IgG-sepharose (Figure 3.15b),

providing conclusive support for the Fc specificity of the interaction. since, thus far, the

preparation of rat IgE Fc fragments has proven exceedingly diffìcult (if not impossible), it

has not been possible to unequivocally establish the Fc specificity of the RBL IgE receptor

proteins. These results therefore are the first dbect demonstration of the Fc specificity of

this receptorligand interaction that we are aware of.
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Although it is a relatively minor point, the results obtained for the IgA,,/receptor interaction

may actually prove to be quite valid. Although the IgA preparation was not as extensively

purified as any of the other proteins, SDS-PAGE anaþis failed to show any IgG

contamination. It was quite surprising therefore that double diffusion analysis indicated

substantial IgG contamination, However, the preparation was tested for contamination at

quite a high total protein concentration, and it is possible that the precipitin bands that

formed were actualþ a result of crossreactivity between the antisera and IgA"

successful use of the microassay to demonstrate an interaction between the R protein and

IgG fragments suggests that the same system might be generalþ useful for studying the

interaction of this high affinity receptor with various other peptides, low affinity ligands or

pharmacological agents. such studies might help to reveal the structure of the receptor's

Fc binding site. In view of the major role that the receptor ptays in allergen induced

mediator release from mast cells and basophils, such an assay might be quite useful in the

study and treatment of allergic disease. For example, one strategy for the treatment of

allergy is to interfere with the lgE/receptor interaction, preventing the sensitization of the

mast cell population. This assay could easily be used to screen for such inhibitors. In a

more general sense, this type of assay system might be useful in studies of a variety of other

low affinity receptor/ligand interactions.
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Chapter 4

The interaction of the Fc. receptors of the RBL

cell with immunoglobulins of other species.

Introduction

A considerable amount of work has been done on immunoglobulin Fc receptors in the

mouse and human systems, and it would be nice to be able to relate these studies to the

rat s]ßtem in the hope of being able to draw some conclusions about these receptors which

might be generalþ true across species barriers. This after alt is the rationale for using

animal models in the hope of being able to extend our findings to the human slstem.

Fortunately mouse IgG subclass preparations and IgG preparations from a variety of other

commonly used mammalian species are readily available. Therefore, with the use of the

microassay which had been developed to study the interaction of the RBL cell Fc receptors

with the low affinity IgG ligands (chapter 3), it was an extremeþ simple matter to extend

the inhibition studies described in the previous chapters to include these heterologous pro-

teins. This work is the subjecr of this relatively brief chapter.
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Materials snd Methods

All methods for the preparation of rat IgGr", the micro inhibition assay, and the analysis

of results have been described in the previous chapter (Chapter 3).

Mouse immunoglobulins

MOPC 21 IgG,, UPC 10 and RPC 5 IgGr, MOpC 195 and MOpC 141 IgGo, and J 606

IgG, were purchased from Bionetics (charleston, SC), and were used without further

purification.

Immunoglobulitts from other species

Equine, goat, rabbit and sheep IgG,s were purchased from pelfreeze (Rogen, AK) and

were used without further purification. A second preparation of rabbit IgG obtained from

sigma was further purified by Protein A-sepharose chromatography to remove transferrin,

and was the kind gift of Dr. M.S. Lao (this department).

Results

only 3 of the 4 murine IgG subclasses showed significant interaction with the H and R

proteins, and, of these 3, all interacted considerably more strongly with H than with R (see
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Figure 4.1 and Table 4.1). The affinities of the H protein for the IgG,, IgG^ and IgG,

subclasses were not markedly different, but they were highþ consistent within a subclass and

based on the data in Table 4.1 they could be ranked:

IgG,>IgG,>IgGr.

Similarly, the affinities of the R/subclass interactions were of the order:

IgG,>IgGr>IgGrr.

IgG, failed to show significant inhibition of either H or R binding over the range of con-

centrations tested. However as indicated in the previous chapter, murine IgG, is analogous

to rat IgG& and is subject to spontaneous aggregation. This made it difficutt to test the J

606 protein at as high a concentration as the other subclasses, and raised the possibility that

the concentration of IgG, actually lrz solution may have been rather different from that de-

termined by I-owry assay of the inhibitor preparation. Thus, the actual soluble protein con-

centrations may have been even lower than those indicated in Figure 4.1f.
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Figure 4.f lnhibilion of H and R binding to rat lgc-Sepharose by va.ious mouse lgc subclass proteins,
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Table 4.1 lnhibilion of H and R binding io lgc-Sepharose by various mouse immunoglobulins

lmmunocyloma

l\¡olar concenlral¡on
for 50% inhib¡tion

(x 10")
HR

lgG,

loG"-

lgc."

lsG*
lgG.

lsG.

[,,IOPC 21

RPC 5

UPC 10

MOPC 195

i\4OPC 141

J 606

3.3 22.9

6.2 35,8

6.0 > 36.7

4,6 >> 37.3

4.9 > 37,3

>> 3.6 >> 3.6
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None of the murine proteins were assayed for IgE contamination. Mouse IgE has been

shown to bind the high affinity rat FcÉ receptor (R) with about the same affinity as rat IgE

does (i47, and our own unpublished observations). However, the fact that none of the

proteins interacted strongly with R, and in no case interâcted with R more strongly than

with H, would tend to argue against any significant IgE contamination.

A number of heterologous IgG's of undefined subclass were tested at a single concentration

of 1x10r M for interaction with the H and R proteins. The results of this study are

presented in Figure 4.2. Only the H protein interacted significantly with these IgG

preparations. The sheep protein showed little, if any, interaction with the receptor at the

concentration tested. Goat IgG showed substantial interaction with H, reducing binding to

about 35vo of the control. Although the figure indicates that equine IgG completely

inhibited the HIIgG-Sepharose interaction, this is not an accurate reflection of the situation

in this case. H binding was markedly inhibited, but not completely. unfortunately, the H

and R protein bands could not be resolved by the scanning densitometer. The H band

therefore contributed to the band recognized as R protein, producing an apparent increase

in the amount of R bound to the Igc-sepharose in the presence of horse IgG. Rabbit IgG

was remarkable in that it did completely inhibit H binding at this concentration, while

actually enhancing R binding. This enhancement might possibly have been attributable to

an increased availability of binding sites on the IgG-sepharose due to the complete

inhibition of H binding.
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To summarize therefore, only the H protein showed significant interaction with any of these

heterologous IgG's, and the affinities of these interactions were of the order:

Rabbit > Horse > Goat > Sheep.

Discussion

Murine IgG, showed the strongest interaction with the R protein of any of the mouse

subclasses, although the affinity of the interaction was still substantially lower than that of

any of the rar IgG subclasses. This might tend to support recent findings or l<net et aI.

(83) which, based on sequence data from an R receptor cDNA clone, svggested, a 3zvo

overall homology in the amino acid sequences of the R protein and the mouse macrophage

IgG* FcR alpha, previously cloned by Ravetch et ar. (1ß). on the other hand, the mouse

IgG* FcR has previousþ been reported to interact most strongþ with the mouse IgGrrsub-

class (149). The fact that this is not the case for the mouse IgG/R interactions suggests

that the functional homology with the IgG* FcR is not too extensive. similarly, one could

argue that the H and R proteins might share some structural similarity based on the fact

that they both bind a particular IgG preparation (be it rat or mouse). In fact, although

there may indeed be some similarities between the two receptor proteins, they have not

been apparent so far in structural anaþes such as peptide mapping experiments (5g, g6).

ultimately, of course, the nucleotide or amino acid sequence data which is now becoming

available w.ill provide the best comparisons of receptors both across species barriers and
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within a single species. In the mean time however, comparison of the RBL and mouse

macrophage Fc receptors might bo possible by looking at the interaction of H and R with

the monoclonal 2.4G2 anti(mouse macrophage IgG* FcR) antibody (150). Although

previous studies have failed to detect 2.4G2 interaction with FcR bearing cells in the rat

(149), the assay system used in the studie¡ described here would be ideally suited to de-

tect any low affinity interaction of the anti(receptor) antibody with the H or R proteins,

provided that such an interaction affected receptorligand binding. However, it should be

pointed out that, because they recognize a single determìnant, monoclonal antibodies, such

as 2.4G2, may not be suitable for the detection of minor homologies between receptors.

Murine IgG, is analogous to rat IgGz", in that it has been implicated in the induction of

mediator release from murine mast cells (110, 151). It would be interesting to te.st mouse

IgG, for its ability to induce release from raf mast cells. In fact, such studies have been

done earlier by other groups, and in the majority of these studies the mouse protein has

failed to induce histamine release from rat mast cells, despite the fact that, on the basis of

results obtained here for MoPc 21, the subclass appears to bind R (see Figure 4.1a). on

the other hand, Mota & Perini (152) have sugge.sted thar it might be possible to subdivide

the IgGt subclass of the mouse into IgG," and IgG,o subgroups, based on their abilities to

trigger mediator release from rat mast cells. They have found an IgG, subpopulation

(IgGt.) in hyperimmune mouse sera, having littte or no affinity for protein A-sepharose

at pH 7.2' which is able to induce passive cutaneous anaphylaxis (pcA) in both rats and

mice. The more traditional IgG, (IgG,o) is strongþ bound by protein A under the above
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conditions, induces PCA in mice, but faíls to similarþ sensitize rats. since there is no

evidence for IgG, subgroups in the immunoglobulin heavy chain constant region genes of

the mouse, these subgroupings may reflect carbohydrate, light chain or perhaps variable

region differences. It would be interesting to examine the interaction of each of these IgG,

subpopulations with the H and R proteins in our s)6tem, For reasons which will become

clear later in the general discussion, it would be particutarly interesting if the IgG," proteins

which induce mediator release were found to interact with R more strongþ than with H,

in a manner similar to rat IgGr.

As with the rat IgG& proteins, the mouse IgG, data were inconclusive, due to spontaneous

aggregation and precipitation of the protein. As mentioned in the previous chapter, in

studies of the human monocyte FcRi,/mouse IgG, interaction, Lubeck e¡ a/. (29) found that

aggregation of the IgG3 proteins occured during normal storage at 4'c or as a result of

freezing. The authors avoided these problems by working with this subclass at room tem-

perature, and, as with rat IgG2", these methods would be worth emplofng in any future

studies with mouse IgGr. It should be noted that Lubeck reported a marked decreæe in

the affinity of the lgc/human monocyte FcR interaction on aggregation of the IgG3. This

was somewhat surprising, since most previous studies have actually rcquited aggregation of

the ligand to demonstrate various IgGÆcR interactions. None the less, on the basis of

these findings, if the RBL receptors also exhibit decreased affinity for IgG, aggregates

(relative to monomers) this would make any interaction with this subclass even more

difficult to detect.
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The results presented in this chapter confirm and extend those of Hall & Rittenberg (142),

which have demonstrated an interaction betwe€n Fc receptors on intact RBL cells and some

preparations of deaggregated monoclonal mouse IgG,, 
^ 

and ,o proteins. unfortunately, the

authors were not able to distinguish which recnptor(s) were involved in binding. Actually,

their results were somewhat surprising. Despite very gentle washing procedures, Segal et

al. (127) had previously failed to detect binding of radiolabelled rabbít rgG monomers to

RBL cells, and results presented here indicated that these rabbit proteins interact more

strongþ with the H protein than any of the mouse proteins do. In fact, atthough Hall and

Rittenberg were able to demonstrate that monomeric mouse lgG interacted with the Fc

receptors on intact RBL cells using a rosetting assay, they were not able to clearly

demonstrate bindíng or rndíolabelled proteins either, suggesting that the rosetting assay was

considerably more sensitive than the radiotigand assay, These authors further found that

only certain monoclonals bound in the monomeric form, and they were unable to show

binding of a polyclonal IgG preparation, suggesting that the monoclonals that bound may

not have been representative of the majority of the murine IgG population. The work pre-

sented in this chapter on the other hand indicated that all of the mouse proteins assayed

showed considerable interaction with at least the H protein, although a much smaller

number of proteins was screened (5, compared to 23 in Hall and Rittenberg's study). It

would be interesting to study the proteins used by these other authors in our slntem in an

attempt to further quantitate the Fc receptor affinity differences of the various preparations.
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There remains virtually no doubt that the H protein corresponds to the RBL IgG Fc

receptor described by Segal et al. (127), and our findings with rabbit IgG help to clariS

some of their previous observations, which were discussed in chapter 2. It was actually

quite fortuitous that these authors chose to work with rabbit antibodies. Since rabbit IgG

is so selective in its interaction with the H protein, there would have been a more clear cut

distinction between the H and R receptor interactions with rabbit IgG and rat IgE in the

group's inhibition studies, making the interpretation of results somewhat more definitive

than they might have been had say mouse IgG been used. It is also important to note that

segal was unable to induce histamine release with rabbit IgG, which would suggest that the

H protein does not act as a release trigger. Furthermore, rabbit IgG failed to significantly

inhibit rgB mediated histamine release. Both of these points will be returned to in the

general discussion of the final chapter.

c-ollaborative studies (reviewed by Froese, 42) have shown that virtually alt of the RBL c€ll

lines presentþ in use by various groups bear both the H and R proteins, but their

molecular weights vary some\ryhat and the two occasionally overlap on sDS-pAGE anaþis.

This overlap partially explains why some groups have faited to detect the presence of both

receptors in previous studies. The strong interaction of rabbit IgG with the H protein

might also partially explain why those groups who pre-clear RBL cell lysates on rabbit IgG-

Sepharose (60) fail to see the H prorein.
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The results obtained with the other heterologous IgG preparations bear consideration in

attempts to prepare anti(receptor) antibodies. The indications are that nonspecific

interaction with the receptor through the Fc portion of the antibody could be minimized

by raising these antibodies in sheep, since sheep IgG showed the lowest affinity for either

of the receptors of any of the preparations tested.

In summary, rat IgE and IgG" appear to be unique in their preferential interaction with

the R protein relative to the H. All of the other proteins assayed thus far have

preferentially bound H, and the rabbit IgG/II interaction has been unique in both its

strength and selectivity, binding H exclusively over R. These characteristics may make rabbit

IgG a valuable tool in determining the biological function of the H protein. Although

there are extensive crossreactivities across species barriers, the patterns of reactivity differ

for a particular panel of IgG proteins. The relative affinities for the mouse IgG subclasses

for instance vary from one receptor to another, within a species or across species barriers.

Thus, on the basis of these studies, Fc rec€ptor structure would not appear to be extremely

highþ conserved from one species to the next, and it would be difficult to say that the H

or R proteins werc exactly analogous with any of the mouse Fc receptors. Even the high

affinity IgE FcR of mouse mast cells might not be exactly comparable to the rat mast cell

Fc. receptor. In the rat, the lack of histamine release in response to rabbit IgG

sensitization (127) suggests that H .is not involved in triggering release. IgG, mediated

release must therefore be triggered through the high affinity IgE FcR (R protein). In the

mouse on the other hand, IgG mediated histamine release appears to be triggered by
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interaction of IgG, subclass proteins with some receptor other than the high affinity IgE

Fc receptor (151, 129). It would be interesting to assess the ability of rat IgG, to induce

mediator release from mouse mast cells. Such studies would help to clariry the relationship

of the rat and mouse high affinity Fc. receptors.

In view of the similar structure of the immunoglobulins themselves in all mammalian

species, and in view of the similar basic functions of Fc receptors in these species, the

observed crossreactivities are not surprising. As pointed out by unkeless, scigliano and

Freedman in a recent review (153), the Fc receptor family probably evolved in parallel with

the immunoglobulins. In fact as the genetic messages encoding these proteins are cloned

and sequenced, it is becoming apparent that the various Fc rec€ptors share certain struc-

turaI similarities which suggest that they form a subgroup of the immunoglobulin supergene

famiþ (153' 37, 26). unfortunately, on the basis of the studies reported here and the data

available on the Fc receptors of the mouse, it is not yet possible to draw many broad

conclusions about the similarities of mouse and rat receptor proteins.
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Chapter 5

General discussion

Previous studies by the Ishizakas' group have shown that crosslinkage of R with anti(recep-

tor) antisera induced histamine release from normal rat mast cells (reviewed in ,14). The

studies presented in the previous chapter indicated that rabbit IgG primariþ bound the H

protein. However, in earlier work Segal et at. (127) were not able to induce histamine

release from either rat peritoneal mast cells or a histamine releasing RBL variant (2H3)

with rabbit IgG oligomers, suggesting that crosslinking of the H protein does not trigger

degranulation. This conclusion is further supported by the work of conrad et al. (74), who

were unable to induce mediator release by receptor crosslinking with an anti(H) antiserum,

raising the question of just what functional role the H receptor does play.

some possibilities for the biological function of H are suggested by the early work of

Austen's group viewed in the mntext of the results that have been presented here. Re-
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call from the introduction that stechschulte, Austen and Bloch (111) found that antisera

from hyperimmune rats could be used to sensitize rat peritoneal cells such that subsequent

exposure of these cells to antigen resulted in leukotriene release, but failed to induce the

release of significant amounts of histamine. In the murse of further studies to define the

Ig class mediating this release of leukotrienes, Morse, Austen and Bloch (114) found that,

whereas whole antisera and crude IgG preparations induced leukotriene (but not hista-

mine) release, purilied IgG2a induced the release of both leukotrienes and histamine. This

suggests that some component of the crude IgG preparations was somehow acting to inhibit

histamine release. This conclusion was further supported by subsequent work of Bach ¿f

al. (117) showing that, although IgG, induced histamine release was enhanced slightþ by

up to 7vo normal or decomplemented rat serum, release was inhibited by serum concentra-

tions above 17¿, unfortunately the effects of serum on leukotriene release were not

reported. on the basis particularly of the results obtained with crude IgG (purifìed by ion

exchange on DEAE cellulose), it could be suggested that, whereas IgG, is capable of

inducing histamine release, the other IgG subclasses may actually ¿nå¿å¡r such release.

The results presented in Chapter 3 showed that IgG, interacted quite strongty ,¡/ith the R

protein' Based on the studies mentioned above, it is reasonable to conclude that IgGr"-

induced histamine release is probably triggered by crosslinking of R in the same way as IgE

mediated release. The problem is that att of the rat IgG subclasses showed significant

inte¡action with R, and all subclasses might therefore be expected to be capable of inducing
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release, but thus far only IgG, has been formally implicated in such a role (except see be-

low).

Actually, although the IgG, protein showed the highest affinity for R of all the IgG

subclasses, on the average, this affinity was only slightly greater than that of the IgG, or

IgGr"lR interactions. As shown in Table 3.3, the average protein concentration required

to inhibit R binding by 50vo was only about 1.4 fold greater for IgG, than for normal rat

IgGr' The average IgG, concentration required was only about 2.1 fold greater than for

IgGr. As discussed in Chapter 3, the results obtained with the immunocytoma IgGr's may

have reflected IgG, contamination, and they are therefore excluded from this discussion,

on the other hand, normal rat IgG2" required 11 and 2ó fold higher concentrations than

IgGt or IgGo respectively, to produce 507o inhibition of H binding. on this basis, there

would appear to be much more variation in the IVsubclass interaction than in the

R/subclass interaction. It is possible therefore that interaction with the H protein might

result in the transmission of a negative regulatory signal which inhibits histamine release by

IgG, or IgGr, since both of these subclasses interact with R about as well as IgG^ does,

but they apparently fail to induce histamine release. Thus, it is the relative affinities of H

and R for a particular subclass which might determine the functional consequences of

binding. IgG, might induce mediator release not so much by its interaction with the high

affinity IgE rec€ptor (the R protein) as by is failure to bind strongþ to the H protein.

Similarly, an inhibitory signal from the interaction of IgG,/^ and H would explain the failure

of semipurified IgG to induce release and the inhibition of IgG, mediated release by nor-
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mal serum, mentioned above. It might also help to explain the finding that the only anti(Fc

receptor) antiserum shown to induce mediator release thus far has also been the onþ anti-

body preparation free of anri(H) antibodie,s (42).

This would suggest that a reagent specifrc for the H protein alone might inhibit histamine

release by IgG", if not by IgE. Rabbit IgG would appear to be just such a reagent. As

indicated in chapter 4, at the concentration te.sted, the selectivity of the rabbit IgG/H

interaction was exceptional in that it completeþ inhibited H binding to the lgG-sepharose

solid phase, while having virtually no apparent effect on R binding. Although segal et al.

were not able to detect any inhibition of IgE mediated histamine release by rabbit IgG

(127), it would be interesting to see what effects rabbit IgG might have on.I6G2ø induced

mediator release. with regard to its inability to inhibit rgE induced release, it is possible

that the heterologous rabbit immunoglobulin might have bound strongþ to the H protein

but for some reason failed to induce any signal. However, it should be kept in mind that

IgE binds to H more strongly than any or the IgG proteins, and it still induces mediator

release. If interaction with H does induce a negative regulatory signal, then, as pointed out

above, it is probably the relative affinities of the ligand for the H and R proteins that deter-

mines whether release is triggered. stronger interaction with R might induce release, while

stronger interaction with H might inhibit release. In the case of IgE, its doubtful that any

combination of H binding ligands could induce a strong enough signal to inhibit release,

since none of the ligands studied thus far interact with H more strongly than IgE does and

the IgE/R interaction still induces release. This would explain the fîndings of segal et al.
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on the other hand, rabbit IgG might be capable of inhibiting IgG2a índuced, releæe, since

the affinity of the rabbit protein for H appears to be greater than that of IgGr.

similarþ, it would be interesting to assess the histamine release capabilities of IR33 and

IR418 IgG, relative to normal rat IgGr. on the basis of the decreased R/tI binding ratio

of the immunocytomas (see Figure 3.11), one would predict that theÁe proteins might

trigger somewhat less release than normal IgGr. Likewise, as mentioned in chapter 4, it

would be interesting to compare the R/H binding ratios of those mouse IgG, preparations

which induce histamine release from rat mast cells (IgG,.) (152) with those that fail to

induce such release (IgG,o). If the hypothesis is correct, the IgG," proteins should bind R

more strongþ than the IgG,, preparations. On this basis, the MOPC 21 protein would

appear to be an IgG,, and would not be expected to induce release (see Figure 4.1),

It was pointed out above that rat IgG, is the onþ subclass to have been formalþ implicated

in triggering histamine release, However, preriminary results have been presented by

McGivney e/ al. (5\ which suggested that ¿// rat subclasses induce release. unfortunately,

the¡e results are onþ available in an abstract, making them difficult to discuss in view of

the lack of data and details of the methods employed. However the results were generally

consistent with the findings described in this work. Thus, radiolabelled oligomers of IgG,,

IgG, and IgG, were shown to bind to a histamine releasing RBL-2H3 subline. IgE

inhibited all IgG binding. IgG, binding could be inhibited by itself and IgG^, but was only
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partially inhibited by high conc€nrrâtions of IgGr. This supports our fìnding that IgG, and

IgG,¡ both bound H considerably more strongly than IgG, did. IgG, would therefore be

expected to have a hard time inhibiting the IgGr4I interaction. on the other hand, IgGr"

oligomer binding was found to be inhibitible by itself, IgG, and IgGo. Again, this would

be expected based on our finding that IgG, and IgGoboth have affinities for R comparable

to that of IgG, and higher affinities than IgG, for H. However, their finding that IgG,

binding was inhibited by itself, IgG, and IgG, is inconsistent with the results reported here.

Based on the finding that the IgG^ proteins had rhe highest affinitie¡ for H of all rhe

subclasses, one would expect to have seen an inhibition pattern in the results of McGivney

et al. sinilar to that for IgG, (see above), with an even weaker inhibition by IgG^.

These authors found that rabbit IgG inhibited binding of the homologous rat IgGr and

IgG* proteins, but onþ partially inhibited IgGr" binding. Again, this supports our results

in that, at the concentration tested, rabbit IgG bound H virtually exclusiveþ and would be

expected to most strongly inhibit the binding of those subclasses which interacted

preferentially with H (IgGr and IgGrr). The IgG, subclass on the other hand binds R

preferentially, and this binding therefore would not be expected to be as strongly inhibited

by rabbit IgG as the other subclasses. T\e complete inhibition of IgG^ binding reported

by McGivney et ¿/. suggests that, at the concentration of rabbit IgG used, there was some

interaction of the rabbit protein with the R receptor. unfortunately, the conc€ntration of

rabbit IgG is unknown, but one would predict that it was substantially higher than that used

in the studies described in chapter 4. Based on their inhibition studies, these authors
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suggested that there are 3 rec€ptors, as shown in Table 5.1. We, on the other hand, see

no evidenc€ for any more than the tno rec€ptors H and R. Actually, the receptors that

McGivney ef a/. proposed would not have been consistent with their findings either. Based

on the scheme in Table 5.1, the binding of IgGo to rec€ptor 3 should not have been

completeþ inhíbitible by IgGr. Since the inhibition of IgGo binding by IgG, is the only

point inconsistent with our results, this would tend to suggest that these inconsistancies

might be cleared up if the work of this other group is eventually published. This also

indicates how difficult it is to characterize a system like this using the "black box" approach

to study binding to intact cells.

If, in fact, the results of McGivney et al. ate reproducible and all subclasses do induce

mediator release, this still would not rule out the suggested regulatory role of H binding.

For instance, it might be found that the relative ability of each subclass to induc€ histamine

release is related to the extent of interaction with the H protein. In any case, the effects

of interaction with the H receptor warrant further study both at the level of mediator

release and at the level of the underlying biochemical consequences of such interaction.
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Table 5.1 RBL-2H3 Fc receptors proposêd by Mccìvney éf á¿

Receplor Ligands

2. lgE, lgc1, lgc,., lgcâ
3. lgE, lgc,, lgcá
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As indicated in chapter 4, one would ultimately like to be able to extend results obtained

wíth animal models to the human system. In humans, rgE,figG Fc receptor crossreactivity

is of interest in the treatment of allergy. The rationale for the desensitization of individuals

by injection with progressively larger doses of allergen has been to raise "blocking antibod-

ies", which it is hoped will interfere with the IgE/altergen/mast cell (basophil) inreracrion

and histamine release. The blocking antibodies are of the IgG isotype, and there are

several levels at which they are thought to interfere with the IgE mediated reaction. For

instance, they might act to simply sequester the allergen, making it unavailable to IgE. on

the other hand, the Ishizakas have shown that human basophils seem to carry two types of

Fc receptors; distinct IgG and IgE FcR (1æ). Although the authors were not able to show

crossreactivity of the two receptors, this may have been due to intermediate washing steps.

or this may have been due to the subclass composition of the IgG preparation (recall from

chapter I that there are four human IgG subclasses). or a combination of the two

explanations is possible. In any case, the human system would appear to have at least

several potentìnl similarities with the rat system. Recentty obtained sequenc€ data for the

high affinity Fc. receptor of a human mast cell line indicates structural similarities with the

R protein and an overall homology on 45vo at the amino acid level (37). The possibility

exists that any inhibitory role of the blocking antibodies may be somewhat more complex

than simply sequestering allergen. Depending on the extent or functional similarities with

the rat system, it is even conceivable that a human IgG subclass may induce mediator

release. In order to effectively treat allergic individuals therefore, and to prevent any

adverse effects of desensitization therapy, it becomes important to understand the human
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s)6tem more thoroughly. It may be possible to adapt the s)ßtem described here to similar

studies of human Fc rec€ptor crossreactivity and low affinity ligand binding. As an

alternative, the interaction of human IgG subclasses with the Fc receptors of the RBL cell

should be investigated. An important point in these studies however should be the analpis

or the rat lgGlhuman.FcR interaction, to fulþ clarifu the relationship between the rat and

human systems. Similarty, in order to be able to relate the rat and /norÆ¿ s)¡stems, one

should examine the crossreactivity of mouse mast cell Fc recepton with rat

immunoglobulins. The assay system described in this work might be idealþ suited to studies

of such low affinity interactions with mouse or human Fc receptors.

Finalþ, to re-emphasize a point made in an earlier chapter, the assay system described here

would be well suited to studies of the interaction betwe€n Fc receptors and various

pharmacological agents. It could be used to screen rather large numbers of compounds for

such interaction, and thus may be of use in the development of drugs for the treatment of

allergy.

Michael Kepron
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Appendix A Instrument senings - Scanning densitometry

Helena Quick Scån R&D

Voltage = 350

Gain = 385

Znro = 542 (fypic l value, no sample)

Scan speed = 050

Slit = 0,3x3 mm

Wâvelength = 520 nm

Hewlett-Packard 33904 Reporting Inregrator

Run paråmeters

Z.ero = 0

Attenuation = 9

Chart speed = 5.5

Peak width = 0.04

Threshold = 8

Area reject = 0

Report options

Response factor (uncålibfated peaks) = 0

Multiplicåtion facto¡ = 1

Peak height mode = No
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Extend retention time = No

Report unc¿librated peaks = No

TiEe table

0.m Intg # = 4 (Disable auro solvent ¡esting and tangent skimming)

0.00 Intg # = 1 (Set baseline ar next valley poinr)

0.00 Thrsh = 8 (Ser rhrerhold = 8)

0.05 Intg # = 5 (Extend baseline horiz. from last baseline ser pt.)

Cålibration table

Empty



Appendix B Difusion analysis data for rat IgG subclass preparations

Sslrpl.er IR401 AcÂ44 06028/ Ft.5-6
Concentrat iorì: 25.00 ¡rg/m L

SalpLe: ¡R595 conc. 15 0884

Concentrstiont 2'l.30 mg,ht

Ssrpte p¡eciÞi t i n b€nd density
Så{pl,e Protein Ânt ise¡u¡ specificity

Di tutioñ Coñc. ¡gG1 ¡gc2a ¡9C2b ¡g62c

Sa¡pte

Sårpte P¡oteìn

Di Lut ion Conc.

Antisert¡ll speci fici ty
¡gc1 tgc2Ê ¡gc2b ¡gc2c

4 6.2500

I 5.1250

16 1.5625

32 0.7813

ó4 0,390ó

t28 0.1953

256 0.O9n

512 0.0488

1024 0.0244

2048 0.0122

409ó 0.00ó1

10 2.1100 +--

20 '1 ,0ó50 + -

40 0.5325 +

80 0.26ó3 +

'tó0 0.1351 *fi)
320 0.0óóó +-

ó40 0.0335 +.--
1280 0.01óó

25ó0 0.0083

5120 0.0012

+

+-

+- -.

Sarpl.e¡ lR27 3.9 re/nt 2007?Á

Concentratiqn: 3.90 rng/n t

Så[pl, e

sâ[pIe Protein

Di Iution Conc.

Antiserrm sp€cifici ty
IsGl IsG2â lsc2b ¡sc2c

SêÍple¡ DE2A 290785

Concent¡åt i on! 24.00 r€lml.

Sårlp L e

Sarlpte Protein
Di Iut i on Conc,

Antise¡l'm specíficity
Igcl lgc2ô Igczb Igc2c

I 3.9000

2 1.9500

4 0.9750

I 0.1875

16 0.2ßA
32 0.1219

ó4 0.0ó09

't28 0,0305

256 0.0152

512 0.0076

'10 2.4000

20 't.2000

40 0,6000

80 0.3000

1ó0 0.1500

320 0.0750

ó40 0,0375

1280 0.018A

25ó0 0.0091

5120 0.0047

+-

+-

+

+

+

+-

'1. * denotes approxim¿te equivotence point
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Sa.rple: lR33 141283 (301085 ),/020885

concentrat i on: 20.00 ÍElmt

sårpte: ¡R418 Corìc. 090785

Coñcentrât ion: 3ó.40 [E/mt

sâÍpte

SaìÌple Protein

Ditutíon Coñc,

Sarp t e

SaÍpte P¡oteín

Di tutioñ conc.

Antiserun specifici ty
I gGl Igczå I9c2b lgczc

Antise¡un speci fici ty
IsGl ¡9G26 Isc2b tscz.

10 2.0000

20 1.0000

10 0,5000

80 0.2500

1ó0 0.1250

320 0.0625

ó40 0.0313

1280 0.015ó

25ó0 0.0078

5120 0.0039

4 9.1000

I 4.5500

16 2.2750

32 1.1375

& 0.16la
128 0,2844

216 0,1422

512 0.0711

1024 0.0355

2048 0.0178

409ó 0,0089

+-.

+- +--

+.
+-
+-

SaÍìple: ¡R8ó3 Conc. 110785

concentrationi 25.71 nglnl

Så[p t e

SânpIe Protein

D í |'ut i on Coñc.

Antiserun specì fici ty
IsGl Igc26 Igc2b ¡gczc

Sê[pte: RAHE-2

Concentrâtioni 5.00 mg/mt

SaÍpl,e Ptotein Antiserun specifici ty
Di tution Conc. fgcl Igcze Igc2b Igc2c Igc

4 6,4264

a 3.2132

16 1,60fÉ

32 0,8033

64 0.4017

128 0,2008

25ó 0.1001

512 0.0502

1024 0.0251

2048 0.012ó

409ó 0.00ó3

prior to conc,

10 0,5000

20 0.2500

10 0.1250

80 0.0ó25

1ó0 0.0313

320 0.015ó

ó40 0.0078

1280 0.0039

+-

+

+

+-

+.

+--

+-

+

+

+

+-.

+

+

+--
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App€ndix B, IgG subclâss diffusion analysis dåta

SêÍpte! IR1148 1ó0885

Concent¡at ion: 7.18 n€/mt

Sanpte: tR221 conc. 2ó0785

Concentrst i oñi ló.87 rns/mt

Sa{ple P.otein Ânt i seru¡t specificÍty
0i Lution Conc. tgGl I9G2€ Ig6?b Igc2c fgc

(molÍìt )

ssfipI e

Sôrpte P¡otein
Di tutíon Conc.

Antiserûn spêcifici ty
Igcl lgczs l9c2b rgczc rgG

2.ó000

13.33 0.5387

27 0.2693

53 0.1347

107 0,0673

213 0,0337

427 0.01óA

853 0.0084

1706 0.0012

311? 0.0021

4 t1.21óó

I 2.1083

1ó 1.0541

32 0.5271

6t+ 0.2635

128 0.1318

25ó 0.0ó59

512 0.0329

++

+

Sâípt e: lR22 281283

concentrat i on: 53.00 mglmt

Sâlrp t e

Sâmple Protein

0i Lution Conc.

AntÌserlm specifici ty
¡gcl Igczs ¡gc2b ¡gc2c Isc

2 26.5000

413.2500

I 6,6250

16 3.3125

32 1.6563

64 0.8281

128 0,4141

216 0.2070

512 0,1035

1021 0.0518

+++ nb fi)
+++ frÈ

+++ mb

++ [b
+ fiìb

+[b
ltA (2,

t{A

uA

Ia

+

+-

+-.

+-

+- -

+-.

1. fiË denotes B.¡ttipte bêMs

2. l¡ot êssoyed
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